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To my darling husband:

Thank you for always being patient, loving, supportive, and calm. And most of all, for

your sense of “the funny.”
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PREFACE

ost mornings, my husband, Doug, wakes up before me and

reads the news in bed. If I hear him making noises—a sigh,

a groan, a gasp—I know what kind of day it’s going to be.

November 8, 2016, had started well—the last day of my campaign

for the U.S. Senate. I spent the day meeting as many more voters as

I could, and of course cast a vote myself at a neighborhood school

up the street from our house. We were feeling pretty good. We had

rented a huge place for my Election Night party, with a balloon drop

waiting to go. But first I was going out for dinner with family and

close friends—a tradition dating back to my first campaign. People

had flown in from all across the country, even overseas, to be with

us—my aunts and cousins, my in-laws, my sister’s in-laws, and

more, all gathered for what we hoped would be a very special night.

I was staring out the car window, reflecting on how far we’d

come, when I heard one of Doug’s signature groans.

“You gotta look at this,” he said, handing me his phone. Early

results for the presidential election were coming in. Something was

happening—something bad. By the time we arrived at the

restaurant, the gap between the two candidates had shrunk

considerably, and I was inwardly groaning as well. The New York

Times’ probability meter was suggesting it was going to be a long,

dark night.

We settled in for a meal in a small room off the main restaurant.

Emotions and adrenaline were running high, but not for the reasons

we had anticipated. On the one hand, while polls hadn’t yet closed

in California, we were optimistic that I was going to win. Yet even as

we prepared for that hard-earned celebration, all eyes were on our



screens as state after state came back with numbers that told a

troubling story.

At a certain point, my nine-year-old godson, Alexander, came up

to me with big tears welling in his eyes. I assumed one of the other

kids in our group had been teasing him about something.

“Come here, little man. What’s wrong?”

Alexander looked up and locked eyes with mine. His voice was

trembling. “Auntie Kamala, that man can’t win. He’s not going to

win, is he?” Alexander’s worry broke my heart. I didn’t want anyone

making a child feel that way. Eight years earlier, many of us had

cried tears of joy when Barack Obama was elected president. And

now, to see Alexander’s fear . . .

His father, Reggie, and I took him outside to try to console him.

“Alexander, you know how sometimes superheroes are facing a

big challenge because a villain is coming for them? What do they do

when that happens?”

“They fight back,” he whimpered.

“That’s right. And they fight back with emotion, because all the

best superheroes have big emotions just like you. But they always

fight back, right? So that’s what we’re going to do.”

Shortly after, the Associated Press called my race. We were still at

the restaurant.

“I can’t thank you all enough for being with me every step of the

way all the time, all the time,” I told my incredibly loving and

supportive family and friends. “It means so much to me.” I was

overwhelmed with gratitude, both for the people in that room and

the people I had lost along the way, especially my mother. I tried to

savor the moment, and I did, if briefly. But, like everyone else, I

soon turned my eyes back to the television.

After dinner, we headed to our Election Night venue, where more

than a thousand people had gathered for the party. I was no longer a

candidate for office. I was a U.S. senator-elect—the first black

woman from my state, and the second in the nation’s history, to

earn that job. I had been elected to represent more than thirty-nine

million people—roughly one out of every eight Americans from all



backgrounds and walks of life. It was—and is—a humbling and

extraordinary honor.

My team clapped and cheered as I joined them in the greenroom

behind the stage. It all still felt more than a little surreal. None of us

had fully processed what was happening. They formed a circle

around me as I thanked them for everything they’d done. We were a

family, too, and we had been through an incredible journey

together. Some of the folks in the room had been with me since my

first campaign for district attorney. But now, almost two years after

the start of our campaign, we had a new mountain to take.

I had written a speech based on the assumption that Hillary

Clinton would become our first woman president. As I went onstage

to greet my supporters, I left that draft behind. I looked out at the

room. It was packed with people, from the floor to the balcony.

Many were in a state of shock as they watched the national returns.

I told the crowd we had a task in front of us. I said the stakes

were high. We had to be committed to bringing our country

together, to doing what was required to protect our fundamental

values and ideals. I thought of Alexander and all the children when I

posed a question:

“Do we retreat or do we fight? I say we fight. And I intend to

fight!”

I went home that night with my extended family, many of whom

were staying with us. We all went into our respective rooms,

changed into sweats, and then joined one another in the living

room. Some of us were sitting on couches. Others on the floor. We

all planted ourselves in front of the television.

No one really knew what to say or do. Each of us was trying to

cope in our own way. I sat down on the couch with Doug and ate an

entire family-size bag of classic Doritos. Didn’t share a single chip.

But I did know this: one campaign was over, but another was

about to begin. A campaign that called on us all to enlist. This time,

a battle for the soul of our nation.

In the years since, we’ve seen an administration align itself with

white supremacists at home and cozy up to dictators abroad; rip

babies from their mothers’ arms in grotesque violation of their



human rights; give corporations and the wealthy huge tax cuts while

ignoring the middle class; derail our fight against climate change;

sabotage health care and imperil a woman’s right to control her own

body; all while lashing out at seemingly everything and everyone,

including the very idea of a free and independent press.

We are better than this. Americans know we’re better than this.

But we’re going to have to prove it. We’re going to have to fight for

it.

On July 4, 1992, one of my heroes and inspirations, Thurgood

Marshall, gave a speech that deeply resonates today. “We cannot

play ostrich,” he said. “Democracy just cannot flourish amid fear.

Liberty cannot bloom amid hate. Justice cannot take root amid rage.

America must get to work. . . . We must dissent from the

indifference. We must dissent from the apathy. We must dissent

from the fear, the hatred, and the mistrust.”

This book grows out of that call to action, and out of my belief

that our fight must begin and end with speaking truth.

I believe there is no more important and consequential antidote

for these times than a reciprocal relationship of trust. You give and

you receive trust. And one of the most important ingredients in a

relationship of trust is that we speak truth. It matters what we say.

What we mean. The value we place on our words—and what they

are worth to others.

We cannot solve our most intractable problems unless we are

honest about what they are, unless we are willing to have difficult

conversations and accept what facts make plain.

We need to speak truth: that racism, sexism, homophobia,

transphobia, and anti-Semitism are real in this country, and we

need to confront those forces. We need to speak truth: that, with the

exception of Native Americans, we all descend from people who

weren’t born on our shores—whether our ancestors came to

America willingly, with hopes of a prosperous future, or forcibly, on

a slave ship, or desperately, to escape a harrowing past.

We cannot build an economy that gives dignity and decency to

American workers unless we first speak truth; that we are asking

people to do more with less money and to live longer with less



security. Wages haven’t risen in forty years, even as the costs of

health care, tuition, and housing have soared. The middle class is

living paycheck to paycheck.

We must speak truth about our mass incarceration crisis—that

we put more people in prison than any country on earth, for no good

reason. We must speak truth about police brutality, about racial

bias, about the killing of unarmed black men. We must speak truth

about pharmaceutical companies that pushed addictive opioids on

unsuspecting communities, and payday lenders and for-profit

colleges that have leeched on to vulnerable Americans and

overloaded them with debt. We must speak truth about greedy,

predatory corporations that have turned deregulation, financial

speculation, and climate denialism into creed. And I intend to do

just that.

This book is not meant to be a policy platform, much less a fifty-

point plan. Instead, it is a collection of ideas and viewpoints and

stories, from my life and from the lives of the many people I’ve met

along the way.

Just two more things to mention before we get started:

First, my name is pronounced “comma-la,” like the punctuation

mark. It means “lotus flower,” which is a symbol of significance in

Indian culture. A lotus grows underwater, its flower rising above the

surface while its roots are planted firmly in the river bottom.

And second, I want you to know how personal this is for me. This

is the story of my family. It is the story of my childhood. It is the

story of the life I have built since then. You’ll meet my family and

my friends, my colleagues and my team. I hope you will cherish

them as I do and, through my telling, see that nothing I have ever

accomplished could have been done on my own.

—Kamala, 2018



I

One

FOR THE PEOPLE

still remember the first time I walked into the Alameda County

Superior Courthouse, in Oakland, California, as an employee. It

was 1988, during the last summer of law school, and I, along

with nine others, had been offered a summer internship in the

district attorney’s office. I had a sense that I wanted to be a

prosecutor, that I wanted to be on the front lines of criminal justice

reform, that I wanted to protect the vulnerable. But having never

seen the job up close, I hadn’t made up my mind.

The sun shone brightly on the courthouse. The building stood

apart on Lake Merritt, taller and more regal than other buildings

nearby. From certain angles, it looked like an architectural marvel

from a foreign capital, with its granite base and concrete tower

rising to meet a golden rooftop. Though from other angles, it bore

an uncanny resemblance to an art deco wedding cake.

The Alameda County District Attorney’s Office is itself something

of a legend. Earl Warren led the office before becoming attorney

general of California and later one of the most influential chief

justices of the United States Supreme Court. He was on my mind

that morning as I walked past the stunning mosaics in the lobby

that depict the early history of California. Warren’s words—

proclaiming segregation “inherently unequal”—had taken a long

fifteen years to make it to Berkeley, California. I was grateful they

had come in time for me; my elementary school class was only the

second class in my city to be desegregated through busing.



I was the first to arrive at the orientation session. Within a few

minutes, the rest of my fellow clerks showed up. There was only one

woman among them, Amy Resner. As soon as the session was over,

I went up to her and asked her for her phone number. In that male-

dominated environment, it was refreshing to have at least one

female colleague. She remains one of my closest friends today, and

I’m godmother to her children.

As summer interns, we understandably had very little power or

influence. Our job was primarily to learn and observe, while

assisting where we could. It was a chance to get a taste of how the

criminal justice system worked from the inside, what it looked like

when justice was served—and when it wasn’t. We were placed with

attorneys who were trying all kinds of cases, from DUIs to

homicides, and had the chance to be in the room—and part of the

process—of putting together a case.

I’ll never forget the time my supervisor was working on a case

involving a drug bust. The police had arrested a number of

individuals in the raid, including an innocent bystander: a woman

who had been at the wrong place at the wrong time and had been

swept up in the dragnet. I hadn’t seen her. I didn’t know who she

was or what she looked like. I didn’t have any connection to her,

except for the report I was reviewing. But there was something

about her that caught my attention.

It was late on a Friday afternoon, and most people had gone

home for the weekend. In all likelihood, a judge wouldn’t see her

until Monday. That meant she’d have to spend the weekend in jail.

Does she work weekends? Is she going to have to explain to her

employer where she was? Is she going to get fired?

Even more important, I knew she had young children at home.

Do they know she’s in jail? They must think she did something

wrong. Who’s taking care of them right now? Is there even someone

who can? Child Protective Services might get called. My God, she

could lose her kids.

Everything was on the line for this woman: her family, her

livelihood, her standing in her community, her dignity, her liberty.

And yet she’d done nothing wrong.



I rushed to the clerk of the court and asked to have the case

called that very day. I begged. I pleaded. If the judge could just

return to the bench for five minutes, we could get her released. All I

could think about was her family and her frightened children.

Finally, as the minutes in the day wound down, the judge returned.

I watched and listened as he reviewed her case, waiting for him to

give the order. Then, with the pound of a gavel, just like that, she

was free. She’d get to go home to her children in time for dinner. I

never did get the chance to meet her, but I’ll never forget her.

It was a defining moment in my life. It was the crystallization of

how, even on the margins of the criminal justice system, the stakes

were extraordinarily high and intensely human. It was a realization

that, even with the limited authority of an intern, people who cared

could do justice. It was revelatory, a moment that proved how much

it mattered to have compassionate people working as prosecutors.

Years before I would be elected to run a major prosecutor’s office,

this was one of the victories that mattered the most. I knew she was

going home.

And I knew the kind of work I wanted to do, and who I wanted to

serve.

The courthouse wasn’t far from where I grew up. I was born in

Oakland, California, in 1964 and spent the formative years of my

childhood living on the boundary between Oakland and Berkeley.

My father, Donald Harris, was born in Jamaica in 1938. He was a

brilliant student who immigrated to the United States after being

admitted to the University of California at Berkeley. He went there

to study economics and would go on to teach economics at Stanford,

where he remains a professor emeritus.

My mother’s life began thousands of miles to the east, in

southern India. Shyamala Gopalan was the oldest of four children—

three girls and a boy. Like my father, she was a gifted student, and

when she showed a passion for science, her parents encouraged and

supported her.

She graduated from the University of Delhi at nineteen. And she

didn’t stop there. She applied to a graduate program at Berkeley, a

university she’d never seen, in a country she’d never visited. It’s



hard for me to imagine how difficult it must have been for her

parents to let her go. Commercial jet travel was only just starting to

spread globally. It wouldn’t be a simple matter to stay in touch. Yet,

when my mother asked permission to move to California, my

grandparents didn’t stand in the way. She was a teenager when she

left home for Berkeley in 1958 to pursue a doctorate in nutrition

and endocrinology, on her way to becoming a breast cancer

researcher.

My mother was expected to return to India after she completed

her degree. Her parents had an arranged marriage. It was assumed

my mother would follow a similar path. But fate had other plans.

She and my father met and fell in love at Berkeley while

participating in the civil rights movement. Her marriage—and her

decision to stay in the United States—were the ultimate acts of self-

determination and love.

My parents had two daughters together. My mother received her

PhD at age twenty-five, the same year I was born. My beloved sister,

Maya, came two years later. Family lore has it that, in both

pregnancies, my mother kept working right up to the moment of

delivery—one time, her water broke while she was at the lab, and

the other while she was making apple strudel. (In both cases,

knowing my mom, she would have insisted on finishing up before

she went to the hospital.)

Those early days were happy and carefree. I loved the outdoors,

and I remember that when I was a little girl, my father wanted me

to run free. He would turn to my mother and say, “Just let her run,

Shyamala.” And then he’d turn to me and say, “Run, Kamala. As fast

as you can. Run!” I would take off, the wind in my face, with the

feeling that I could do anything. (It’s no wonder I also have many

memories of my mother putting Band-Aids on my scraped knees.)

Music filled our home. My mother loved to sing along to gospel—

from Aretha Franklin’s early work to the Edwin Hawkins Singers.

She had won an award in India for her singing, and I loved hearing

that voice. My father cared about music just as much as my mother.

He had an extensive jazz collection, so many albums that they filled

all the shelving against one of the walls. Every night, I would fall



asleep to the sounds of Thelonious Monk, John Coltrane, or Miles

Davis.

But the harmony between my parents didn’t last. In time, things

got harder. They stopped being kind to each other. I knew they loved

each other very much, but it seemed they’d become like oil and

water. By the time I was five years old, the bond between them had

given way under the weight of incompatibility. They separated

shortly after my dad took a job at the University of Wisconsin, and

divorced a few years later. They didn’t fight about money. The only

thing they fought about was who got the books.

I’ve often thought that had they been a little older, more

emotionally mature, maybe the marriage could have survived. But

they were so young. My father was my mother’s first boyfriend.

It was hard on both of them. I think, for my mother, the divorce

represented a kind of failure she had never considered. Her

marriage was as much an act of rebellion as an act of love.

Explaining it to her parents had been hard enough. Explaining the

divorce, I imagine, was even harder. I doubt they ever said to her, “I

told you so,” but I think those words echoed in her mind regardless.

Maya was still a toddler at the time of their separation, a little too

young to understand what was going on, to feel the hardness of it

all. I have often felt a pang of guilt because of something Maya

never got to experience: I knew our parents when they were happy

together. Maya never really did.

My father remained a part of our lives. We would see him on

weekends and spend summers with him in Palo Alto. But it was

really my mother who took charge of our upbringing. She was the

one most responsible for shaping us into the women we would

become.

And she was extraordinary. My mother was barely five foot one,

but I felt like she was six foot two. She was smart and tough and

fierce and protective. She was generous, loyal, and funny. She had

only two goals in life: to raise her two daughters and to end breast

cancer. She pushed us hard and with high expectations as she

nurtured us. And all the while, she made Maya and me feel special,

like we could do anything we wanted to if we put in the work.



My mother had been raised in a household where political

activism and civic leadership came naturally. Her mother, my

grandmother, Rajam Gopalan, had never attended high school, but

she was a skilled community organizer. She would take in women

who were being abused by their husbands, and then she’d call the

husbands and tell them they’d better shape up or she would take

care of them. She used to gather village women together, educating

them about contraception. My grandfather P. V. Gopalan had been

part of the movement to win India’s independence. Eventually, as a

senior diplomat in the Indian government, he and my grandmother

had spent time living in Zambia after it gained independence,

helping to settle refugees. He used to joke that my grandmother’s

activism would get him in trouble one day. But he knew that was

never going to stop her. From them, my mother learned that it was

service to others that gave life purpose and meaning. And from my

mother, Maya and I learned the same.

My mother inherited my grandmother’s strength and courage.

People who knew them knew not to mess with either. And from

both of my grandparents, my mother developed a keen political

consciousness. She was conscious of history, conscious of struggle,

conscious of inequities. She was born with a sense of justice

imprinted on her soul.

My parents often brought me in a stroller with them to civil

rights marches. I have young memories of a sea of legs moving

about, of the energy and shouts and chants. Social justice was a

central part of family discussions. My mother would laugh telling a

story she loved about the time when I was fussing as a toddler.

“What do you want?” she asked, trying to soothe me. “Fweedom!” I

yelled back.

My mother surrounded herself with close friends who were really

more like sisters. My godmother, a fellow Berkeley student whom I

knew as “Aunt Mary,” was one of them. They met through the civil

rights movement that was taking shape in the early 1960s and was

being debated and defended from the streets of Oakland to the

soapboxes in Berkeley’s Sproul Plaza. As black students spoke out

against injustice, a group of passionate, keenly intelligent, politically



engaged young men and women found one another—my mother

and Aunt Mary among them.

They went to peaceful protests where they were attacked by

police with hoses. They marched against the Vietnam War and for

civil rights and voting rights. They went together to see Martin

Luther King Jr. speak at Berkeley, and my mother had a chance to

meet him. She told me that at one anti-war protest, the marchers

were confronted by the Hell’s Angels. She told me that at another,

she and her friends were forced to run for safety, with me in a

stroller, after violence broke out against the protesters.

But my parents and their friends were more than just protesters.

They were big thinkers, pushing big ideas, organizing their

community. Aunt Mary, her brother (my “Uncle Freddy”), my

mother and father, and about a dozen other students organized a

study group to read the black writers that the university was

ignoring. They met on Sundays at Aunt Mary and Uncle Freddy’s

Harmon Street home, where they devoured Ralph Ellison, discussed

Carter G. Woodson, debated W. E. B. Du Bois. They talked about

apartheid, about African decolonization, about liberation

movements in the developing world, and about the history of racism

in America. But it wasn’t just talking. There was an urgency to their

fight. They received prominent guests, too, including civil rights and

intellectual leaders from LeRoi Jones to Fannie Lou Hamer.

After Berkeley, Aunt Mary took a job teaching at San Francisco

State University, where she continued to celebrate and elevate the

black experience. SFSU had a student-run Experimental College,

and in 1966, another of my mother’s dear friends, whom I knew as

Uncle Aubrey, taught the college’s first-ever class in black studies.

The campus was a proving ground for redefining the meaning and

substance of higher education.

These were my mother’s people. In a country where she had no

family, they were her family—and she was theirs. From almost the

moment she arrived from India, she chose and was welcomed to

and enveloped in the black community. It was the foundation of her

new American life.



Along with Aunt Mary, Aunt Lenore was my mother’s closest

confidante. I also cherish the memory of one of my mother’s

mentors, Howard, a brilliant endocrinologist who had taken her

under his wing. When I was a girl, he gave me a pearl necklace that

he’d brought back from a trip to Japan. (Pearls have been one of my

favorite forms of jewelry ever since!)

I was also very close to my mother’s brother, Balu, and her two

sisters, Sarala and Chinni (whom I called Chitti, which means

“younger mother”). They lived many thousands of miles away, and

we rarely saw one another. Still, through many long-distance calls,

our periodic trips to India, and letters and cards written back and

forth, our sense of family—of closeness and comfort and trust—was

able to penetrate the distance. It’s how I first really learned that you

can have very close relationships with people, even if it’s not on a

daily basis. We were always there for one another, regardless of

what form that would take.

My mother, grandparents, aunts, and uncle instilled us with pride

in our South Asian roots. Our classical Indian names harked back to

our heritage, and we were raised with a strong awareness of and

appreciation for Indian culture. All of my mother’s words of

affection or frustration came out in her mother tongue—which

seems fitting to me, since the purity of those emotions is what I

associate with my mother most of all.

My mother understood very well that she was raising two black

daughters. She knew that her adopted homeland would see Maya

and me as black girls, and she was determined to make sure we

would grow into confident, proud black women.

About a year after my parents separated, we moved into the top

floor of a duplex on Bancroft Way, in a part of Berkeley known as

the flatlands. It was a close-knit neighborhood of working families

who were focused on doing a good job, paying the bills, and being

there for one another. It was a community that was invested in its

children, a place where people believed in the most basic tenet of

the American Dream: that if you work hard and do right by the

world, your kids will be better off than you were. We weren’t rich in



financial terms, but the values we internalized provided a different

kind of wealth.

My mom would get Maya and me ready every morning before

heading to work at her research lab. Usually she’d mix up a cup of

Carnation Instant Breakfast. We could choose chocolate,

strawberry, or vanilla. On special occasions, we got Pop-Tarts. From

her perspective, breakfast was not the time to fuss around.

She would kiss me goodbye and I would walk to the corner and

get on the bus to Thousand Oaks Elementary School. I only learned

later that we were part of a national experiment in desegregation,

with working-class black children from the flatlands being bused in

one direction and wealthier white children from the Berkeley hills

bused in the other. At the time, all I knew was that the big yellow

bus was the way I got to school.

Looking at the photo of my first-grade class reminds me of how

wonderful it was to grow up in such a diverse environment. Because

the students came from all over the area, we were a varied bunch;

some grew up in public housing and others were the children of

professors. I remember celebrating varied cultural holidays at

school and learning to count to ten in several languages. I

remember parents, including my mom, volunteering in the

classroom to lead science and art projects with the kids. Mrs.

Frances Wilson, my first-grade teacher, was deeply committed to

her students. In fact, when I graduated from the University of

California Hastings College of the Law, there was Mrs. Wilson

sitting in the audience, cheering me on.

When Maya and I finished school, our mother would often still

be at work, so we would head two houses down to the Sheltons’,

whom my mother knew through Uncle Aubrey, and with whom we

shared a long-standing relationship of love, care, and connection.

Regina Shelton, originally from Louisiana, was Aubrey’s aunt;

she and her husband, Arthur, an Arkansas transplant, owned and

ran a nursery school—first located in the basement of their own

home, and later underneath our apartment. The Sheltons were

devoted to getting the children in our neighborhood off to the best

possible start in life. Their day care center was small but welcoming,



with posters of leaders such as Frederick Douglass, Sojourner Truth,

and Harriet Tubman on the wall. The first George Washington Maya

and I learned about when we were young was George Washington

Carver. We still laugh about the first time Maya heard a classroom

teacher talk about President George Washington and she thought to

herself proudly, “I know him! He’s the one who worked with

peanuts!”

The Sheltons also ran an after-school program in their home, and

that’s where Maya and I would spend our afternoons. We simply

called it going to “the house.” There were always children running

around at the house; lots of laughter and joyful play. Maya and I

grew incredibly close to Mrs. Shelton’s daughter and foster children;

we’d pretend that we were all going to marry the Jackson Five—

Maya with Michael and me with Tito. (Love you, Tito!)

Mrs. Shelton would quickly become a second mother to Maya

and me. Elegant and warm in equal measure, she brought

traditional southern style to her grace and hospitality—not to

mention to her pound cake and flaky biscuits, which I adored. She

was also deeply thoughtful in both senses of the term—

exceptionally smart and uncommonly generous.

I’ll never forget the time I made lemon bars to share. I had spent

one afternoon making a lemon bar recipe that I’d found in one of

my mother’s cookbooks. They had turned out beautifully, and I was

excited to show them off. I put them on a plate, covered them with

Saran wrap, and walked over to Mrs. Shelton’s house, where she

was sitting at the kitchen table, sipping tea and laughing with her

sister, Aunt Bea, and my mother. I proudly showed off my creation

to them, and Mrs. Shelton took a big bite. It turned out I had used

salt instead of sugar, but, not having tasted them myself, I didn’t

know.

“Mmmm, honey,” Mrs. Shelton responded in her graceful

southern accent, her lips slightly puckered from the taste. “That’s

delicious . . . maybe a little too much salt . . . but really delicious.” I

didn’t walk away thinking I was a failure. I walked away thinking I

had done a great job, and just made one small mistake. It was little



moments like those that helped me build a natural sense of

confidence. I believed I was capable of anything.

Mrs. Shelton taught me so much. She was always reaching out to

mothers who needed counseling or support or even just a hug,

because that’s what you do. She took in more foster children than I

can remember and adopted a girl named Sandy who would become

my best friend. She always saw the potential in people. I loved that

about her, too. She invested in neighborhood kids who had fallen

through the cracks, and she did it with the expectation that these

struggling boys and girls could be great. And yet she never talked

about it or dwelled on it. To her, these deeds were not extraordinary;

they were simply an extension of her values.

When I would come home from the Sheltons’, I’d usually find my

mother reading or working on her notes or preparing to make us

dinner. Breakfast aside, she loved to cook, and I loved to sit with her

in the kitchen and watch and smell and eat. She had a giant

Chinese-style cleaver that she chopped with, and a cupboard full of

spices. I loved that okra could be soul food or Indian food,

depending on what spices you chose; she would add dried shrimp

and sausage to make it like gumbo, or fry it up with turmeric and

mustard seeds.

My mother cooked like a scientist. She was always experimenting

—an oyster beef stir-fry one night, potato latkes on another. Even

my lunch became a lab for her creations: On the bus, my friends,

with their bologna sandwiches and PB&Js, would ask excitedly,

“Kamala, what you got?” I’d open the brown paper bag, which my

mother always decorated with a smiley face or a doodle: “Cream

cheese and olives on dark rye!” I’ll admit, not every experiment was

successful—at least not for my grade school palate. But no matter

what, it was different, and that made it special, just like my mother.

While she cooked, she would often put Aretha Franklin on the

record player and I would dance and sing in the living room as

though it were my stage. We listened to her version of “To Be

Young, Gifted and Black” all the time, an anthem of black pride first

performed by Nina Simone.



Most of our conversations took place in the kitchen. Cooking and

eating were among the things our family most often did together.

When Maya and I were kids, our mother sometimes used to serve

us what she called “smorgasbord.” She’d use a cookie cutter to make

shapes in pieces of bread, then lay them out on a tray with mustard,

mayonnaise, pickles, and fancy toothpicks. In between the bread

slices, we’d put whatever was left in the refrigerator from the

previous nights of cooking. It took me years to clue in to the fact

that “smorgasbord” was really just “leftovers.” My mother had a way

of making even the ordinary seem exciting.

There was a lot of laughter, too. My mother was very fond of a

puppet show called “Punch and Judy,” where Judy would chase

Punch around with a rolling pin. She would laugh so hard when she

pretended to chase us around the kitchen with hers.

But it wasn’t all laughs, of course. Saturday was “chores day,” and

each of us had our assignments. And my mother could be tough.

She had little patience for self-indulgence. My sister and I rarely

earned praise for behavior or achievements that were expected.

“Why would I applaud you for something you were supposed to

do?” she would admonish if I tried to fish for compliments. And if I

came home to report the latest drama in search of a sympathetic

ear, my mother would have none of it. Her first reaction would be

“Well, what did you do?” In retrospect, I see that she was trying to

teach me that I had power and agency. Fair enough, but it still drove

me crazy.

But that toughness was always accompanied by unwavering love

and loyalty and support. If Maya or I was having a bad day, or if the

weather had been gray and depressing for too long, she would throw

what she liked to call an “unbirthday party,” with unbirthday cake

and unbirthday presents. Other times, she’d make some of our

favorite things—chocolate chip pancakes or her “Special K” cereal

cookies (“K” for Kamala). And often, she would get out the sewing

machine and make clothes for us or for our Barbies. She even let

Maya and me pick out the color of the family car, a Dodge Dart that

she drove everywhere. We chose yellow—our favorite color at the

time—and if she regretted having empowered us with the decision,



she never let on. (On the plus side, it was always easy to find our car

in a parking lot.)

Three times a week, I would go up the street to Mrs. Jones’s

house. She was a classically trained pianist, but there weren’t many

options in the field for a black woman, so she became a piano

teacher. And she was strict and serious. Every time I looked over at

the clock to see how much time was left in the lesson, she would rap

my knuckles with a ruler. Other nights, I would go over to Aunt

Mary’s house, and Uncle Sherman and I would play chess. He was a

great player, and he loved to talk to me about the bigger

implications of the game: the idea of being strategic, of having a

plan, of thinking things through multiple steps ahead, of predicting

your opponent’s actions and adjusting yours to outmaneuver them.

Every once in a while, he would let me win.

On Sundays, our mother would send us off to the 23rd Avenue

Church of God, piled with the other kids in the back of Mrs.

Shelton’s station wagon. My earliest memories of the teachings of

the Bible were of a loving God, a God who asked us to “speak up for

those who cannot speak for themselves” and to “defend the rights of

the poor and needy.” This is where I learned that “faith” is a verb; I

believe we must live our faith and show faith in action.

Maya and I sang in the children’s choir, where my favorite hymn

was “Fill My Cup, Lord.” I remember one Mother’s Day, we recited

an ode to moms. Each of us posed as one of the letters in the word

“mother.” I was cast as the letter T, and I stood there proudly, arms

stretched out to both sides. “T is for the time she cares for me and

loves me in every way.”

My favorite night of the week was Thursday. On Thursdays, you

could always find us in an unassuming beige building at the corner

of what was then Grove Street and Derby. Once a mortuary, the

building I knew was bursting with life, home to a pioneering black

cultural center: Rainbow Sign.

Rainbow Sign was a performance space, cinema, art gallery,

dance studio, and more. It had a restaurant with a big kitchen, and

somebody was always cooking up something delicious—smothered

chicken, meatballs in gravy, candied yams, corn bread, peach



cobbler. By day, you could take classes in dance and foreign

languages, or workshops in theater and art. At night, there were

screenings, lectures, and performances from some of the most

prominent black thinkers and leaders of the day—musicians,

painters, poets, writers, filmmakers, scholars, dancers, and

politicians—men and women at the vanguard of American culture

and critical thought.

Rainbow Sign was the brainchild of visionary concert promoter

Mary Ann Pollar, who started the center with ten other black

women in September 1971. Its name was inspired by a verse from

the black spiritual “Mary Don’t You Weep”; the lyric “God gave

Noah the rainbow sign; no more water, the fire next time . . .” was

printed on the membership brochure. James Baldwin, of course,

had memorably used this same verse for his book The Fire Next

Time. Baldwin was a close friend of Pollar’s and a regular guest at

the club.

My mother, Maya, and I went to Rainbow Sign often. Everyone in

the neighborhood knew us as “Shyamala and the girls.” We were a

unit. A team. And when we’d show up, we were always greeted with

big smiles and warm hugs. Rainbow Sign had a communal

orientation and an inclusive vibe. It was a place designed to spread

knowledge, awareness, and power. Its informal motto was “For the

love of people.” Families with children were especially welcome at

Rainbow Sign—an approach that reflected both the values and the

vision of the women at its helm.

Pollar once told a journalist, “Hidden under everything we do, the

best entertainment we put on, there is always a message: Look

about you. Think about this.” The center hosted a program

specifically for kids through high school age, which included not

only arts education but also a parallel version of the adult

programming, in which young people could meet and interact

directly with the center’s guest speakers and performers.

The Bay Area was home to so many extraordinary black leaders

and was bursting with black pride in some places. People had

migrated there from all over the country. This meant that kids like

me who spent time at Rainbow Sign were exposed to dozens of



extraordinary men and women who showed us what we could

become. In 1971, Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm paid a visit

while she was exploring a run for president. Talk about strength!

“Unbought and Unbossed,” just as her campaign slogan promised.

Alice Walker, who went on to win the Pulitzer Prize for The Color

Purple, did a reading at Rainbow Sign. So did Maya Angelou, the

first black female bestselling author, thanks to her autobiography, I

Know Why the Caged Bird Sings. Nina Simone performed at

Rainbow Sign when I was seven years old. I would later learn that

Warren Widener, Berkeley’s first black mayor, proclaimed March

31, 1972, Nina Simone Day to commemorate her two-day

appearance.

I loved the electric atmosphere at Rainbow Sign—the laughter,

the food, the energy. I loved the powerful orations from the stage

and the witty, sometimes unruly audience banter. It was where I

learned that artistic expression, ambition, and intelligence were

cool. It was where I came to understand that there is no better way

to feed someone’s brain than by bringing together food, poetry,

politics, music, dance, and art.

It was also where I saw the logical extension of my mother’s daily

lessons, where I could begin to imagine what my future might hold

for me. My mother was raising us to believe that “It’s too hard!” was

never an acceptable excuse; that being a good person meant

standing for something larger than yourself; that success is

measured in part by what you help others achieve and accomplish.

She would tell us, “Fight systems in a way that causes them to be

fairer, and don’t be limited by what has always been.” At Rainbow

Sign, I’d see those values in action, those principles personified. It

was a citizen’s upbringing, the only kind I knew, and one I assumed

everyone else was experiencing, too.

I was happy just where I was. But when I was in middle school,

we had to leave. My mother was offered a unique opportunity in

Montreal, teaching at McGill University and conducting research at

the Jewish General Hospital. It was an exciting step in advancing

her career.



It was not, however, an exciting opportunity for me. I was twelve

years old, and the thought of moving away from sunny California in

February, in the middle of the school year, to a French-speaking

foreign city covered in twelve feet of snow was distressing, to say

the least. My mother tried to make it sound like an adventure,

taking us to buy our first down jackets and mittens, as though we

were going to be explorers of the great northern winter. But it was

hard for me to see it that way. It was made worse when my mother

told us that she wanted us to learn the language, so she was

enrolling us in a neighborhood school for native French speakers,

Notre-Dame-des-Neiges—Our Lady of the Snows.

It was a difficult transition, since the only French I knew was

from my ballet classes, where Madame Bovie, my ballet teacher,

would shout, “Demi-plié, and up!” I used to joke that I felt like a

duck, because all day long at our new school I’d be saying, “Quoi?

Quoi? Quoi?” (“What? What? What?”)

I was sure to take my upbringing with me to Montreal. One day,

Maya and I held a demonstration in front of our building, protesting

the fact that kids weren’t allowed to play soccer on the lawn. I’m

happy to report that our demands were met.

Eventually I convinced my mother to let me switch to a fine arts

school, where I tried out violin, French horn, and kettle drum

alongside my studies in history and math. One year, we performed

“Free to Be . . . You and Me” from start to finish.

By the time I got to high school, I had adjusted to our new

surroundings. I still missed home, my friends and family, and was

always so happy to return during the summer and holidays, when

we’d stay with my father or Mrs. Shelton. But I’d gotten used to

most of it. What I hadn’t gotten used to was the feeling of being

homesick for my country. I felt this constant sense of yearning to be

back home.There was no question in my mind I’d return home for

college.

I invited both of my parents to come to my graduation, even

though I knew they wouldn’t speak to each other. I still wanted

them both to be there for me. I’ll never forget sitting in the first

couple of rows of the auditorium, looking out at the audience. My



I

mother was nowhere to be found. “Where is she?” I thought. “Is she

not here because my father is?” We were about to get started. And

then, all of a sudden, the back door of the auditorium opened and

my mother—who, most days, wore jeans and tennis shoes to her lab

—walked in wearing a very bright red dress and heels. She was never

one to let the situation get the better of her.

During high school, I started thinking more concretely about my

future—college and beyond. I’d always assumed I would have a

career; I’d seen the satisfaction my parents derived from their work.

I’d also seen a series of extraordinary women—Aunt Mary, Mrs.

Wilson, Mrs. Shelton, and my mother most of all—leading in their

respective fields of influence, and the difference they were making

in others’ lives.

Though the seed was planted very early on, I’m not sure when,

exactly, I decided I wanted to be a lawyer. Some of my greatest

heroes were lawyers: Thurgood Marshall, Charles Hamilton

Houston, Constance Baker Motley—giants of the civil rights

movement. I cared a lot about fairness, and I saw the law as a tool

that can help make things fair. But I think what most drew me to

the profession was the way people around me trusted and relied on

lawyers. Uncle Sherman and our close friend Henry were lawyers,

and any time someone had a problem, within the family or the

neighborhood, the first thing you’d hear was “Call Henry. Call

Sherman. They’ll know what to do. They’ll know how to make sense

of this.” I wanted to be able to do that. I wanted to be the one people

called. I wanted to be the one who could help.

So when it came to college, I wanted to get off on the right foot.

And what better place to do that, I thought, than at Thurgood

Marshall’s alma mater?

•   •   •

had always heard stories about what a wonderful place Howard

University was, especially from Aunt Chris, who had gone there.

Howard is an institution with an extraordinary legacy, one that has

endured and thrived since its founding, two years after the Civil



War. It endured when the doors of higher education were largely

closed to black students. It endured when segregation and

discrimination were the law of the land. It endured when few

recognized the potential and capacity of young black men and

women to be leaders. Generations of students had been nurtured

and edified at Howard, equipped with the confidence to aim high

and the tools to make the climb. I wanted to be one of them—and in

the fall of 1982, I moved into Eton Towers, my first college dorm.

I’ll always remember walking into Cramton Auditorium for my

freshman orientation. The room was packed. I stood in the back,

looked around, and thought, “This is heaven!” There were hundreds

of people, and everyone looked like me. Some were children of

Howard alumni; others were the first in their families to go to

college. Some had been in predominantly black schools their whole

lives; others had long been one of only a few people of color in their

classroom or their neighborhood. Some came from cities, some

from rural communities, and some from African countries, the

Caribbean, and throughout the African diaspora.

As was the case for most Howard students, my favorite place to

hang out was an area we called the Yard, a grass-covered space the

size of a city block, right smack in the heart of the campus. On any

given day, you could stand in the middle of the Yard and see, on

your right, young dancers practicing their steps or musicians playing

instruments. Look to your left and there were briefcase-toting

students strolling out of the business school, and medical students

in their white coats, heading back to the lab. Groups of students

might be in a circle of laughter, or locked in deep discussion. A

columnist for The Hilltop, the school newspaper, with the star of the

football team. A gospel choir singer with the president of the math

club.

That was the beauty of Howard. Every signal told students that

we could be anything—that we were young, gifted, and black, and we

shouldn’t let anything get in the way of our success. The campus

was a place where you didn’t have to be confined to the box of

another person’s choosing. At Howard, you could come as you were



and leave as the person you aspired to be. There were no false

choices.

We weren’t just told we had the capacity to be great; we were

challenged to live up to that potential. There was an expectation that

we would cultivate and use our talents to take on roles of leadership

and have an impact on other people, on our country, and maybe

even on the world.

I dove in with gusto. Freshman year, I ran for my first elected

office: freshman class representative of the Liberal Arts Student

Council. It was my very first campaign. No opponent I’ve faced since

was as tough as Jersey Girl Shelley Young, and that says a lot,

coming from a person from Oakland.

I chaired the economics society and competed on the debate

team. I pledged a sorority, my beloved Alpha Kappa Alpha, founded

by nine women at Howard more than a century ago. On Fridays, my

friends and I would dress up in our best clothes and peacock around

the Yard. On weekends, we went down to the National Mall to

protest apartheid in South Africa.

While at Howard, in addition to being a student, I had many jobs.

I interned at the Federal Trade Commission, where I was

responsible for “clips,” which meant combing all the morning

newspapers, cutting out any articles that mentioned the agency, and

pasting them onto sheets of paper to copy and distribute to senior

staff. I also did research in the National Archives and was a tour

guide at the U.S. Bureau of Engraving and Printing. My fellow tour

guides and I were all given walkie-talkies and ID numbers; I was

“TG-10,” a code name that made me feel like a Secret Service agent.

Once, I emerged from my shift to find Ruby Dee and Ossie Davis in

the main area, waiting for a VIP tour after hours. They projected an

aura like the luminaries they were, yet they made a special point of

engaging me in conversation and telling me that it made them

proud to see me as a young black woman working in public service.

I’ve never forgotten how it made me feel as a young person to have

these two icons, both larger than life, take the time to show an

interest in me.



In the summer of my sophomore year, I got an internship with

Senator Alan Cranston of California. Who could have known that

some thirty years later, I would be elected to the same Senate seat?

(I still have, framed, the thank-you letter from his office manager,

which hangs in my Senate office near where my own interns sit.

When I find myself riding the Senate subway with interns, I often

tell them, “You’re looking at your future!”) I loved going to the

Capitol Building every day that summer for work. It felt like the

epicenter of change—and even as an intern sorting mail, I was

thrilled to be a part of it. But I was even more mesmerized by the

Supreme Court Building, across the street. I would walk across the

street in the hot, humid summer, when you could cut the air with a

butter knife, just so I could stand in awe of its magnificence and

read the words engraved in marble above its entrance: EQUAL JUSTICE

UNDER LAW. I imagined a world where that might be.

After Howard, I returned home to Oakland and enrolled at UC

Hastings College of the Law. I was elected president of the Black

Law Students Association (BLSA) during my second year in law

school. At the time, black students were having a harder time

finding employment than white students, and I wanted to change

that. As BLSA president, I called the managing partners of all the

major law firms and asked them to send representatives to a job fair

we were hosting at a hotel.

When I realized that I wanted to work in the district attorney’s

office—that I had found my calling—I was excited to share the

decision with my friends and family. And I wasn’t surprised to find

them incredulous. I had to defend my choice as one would a thesis.

America has a deep and dark history of people using the power of

the prosecutor as an instrument of injustice. I knew this history

well—of innocent men framed, of charges brought against people of

color without sufficient evidence, of prosecutors hiding information

that would exonerate defendants, of the disproportionate

application of the law. I grew up with these stories—so I understood

my community’s wariness. But history told another story, too.

I knew the history of brave prosecutors who went after the Ku

Klux Klan in the South. I knew the stories of prosecutors who went



after corrupt politicians and corporate polluters. I knew the legacy

of Robert Kennedy, who, as U.S. attorney general, sent Department

of Justice officials to protect the Freedom Riders in 1961, and sent

the U.S. Marshals to protect James Meredith when he enrolled at

Ole Miss the next year.

I knew quite well that equal justice was an aspiration. I knew that

the force of the law was applied unevenly, sometimes by design. But

I also knew that what was wrong with the system didn’t need to be

an immutable fact. And I wanted to be part of changing that.

One of my mother’s favorite sayings was “Don’t let anybody tell

you who you are. You tell them who you are.” And so I did. I knew

part of making change was what I’d seen all my life, surrounded by

adults shouting and marching and demanding justice from the

outside. But I also knew there was an important role on the inside,

sitting at the table where the decisions were being made. When

activists came marching and banging on the doors, I wanted to be

on the other side to let them in.

I was going to be a prosecutor in my own image. I was going to do

the job through the lens of my own experiences and perspectives,

from wisdom gained at my mother’s knee, in Rainbow Sign’s hall,

and on the Howard Yard.

An important part of what that wisdom told me was that when it

came to criminal justice, we were being asked to accept false

choices. For too long, we’d been told there were only two options: to

be either tough on crime or soft on crime—an oversimplification

that ignored the realities of public safety. You can want the police to

stop crime in your neighborhood and also want them to stop using

excessive force. You can want them to hunt down a killer on your

streets and also want them to stop using racial profiling. You can

believe in the need for consequence and accountability, especially

for serious criminals, and also oppose unjust incarceration. I

believed it was essential to weave all these varied strands together.

At the end of my summer internship, I was thrilled to accept a

position as deputy district attorney. All I had to do was finish my

final year of law school and take the bar exam, and then I’d be able

to start my career in the courtroom.
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I finished law school in the spring of 1989 and took the bar exam

in July. In the waning weeks of summer, my future seemed so

bright and so clear. The countdown to the life I imagined had begun.

And then, with a jolt, I was stopped in my tracks. In November,

the state bar sent letters out to those who had taken the exam, and,

to my utter devastation, I had failed. I couldn’t get my head around

it. It was almost too much to bear. My mother had always told me,

“Don’t do anything half-assed,” and I had always taken that to heart.

I was a hard worker. A perfectionist. Someone who didn’t take

things for granted. But there I was, letter in hand, realizing that in

studying for the bar, I had put forward the most half-assed

performance of my life.

•   •   •

ortunately, I still had a job in the district attorney’s office. They

were going to keep me on, with clerk duties, and give me space

to study to retake the exam in February. I was grateful for that, but

it was hard to go into the office, feeling inadequate and

incompetent. Just about everyone else who had been hired along

with me had passed, and they were going to move on with their

training without me. I remember walking by someone’s office and

hearing them say to someone else, “But she’s so smart. How could

she have not passed?” I felt miserable and embarrassed. I wondered

if people thought I was a fraud. But I held my head up and kept

going to work every day—and I passed on my second attempt. I was

so proud and so honored the day I was sworn in as an officer of the

court, and I showed up at the courthouse ready to start the work.

But as it turns out, neither law school nor the bar exam really teach

you what to do in court, and in those early days, it can feel like

you’ve landed on another planet, where everyone speaks the

language but you. As a clerk, you can represent the people in court

under supervision. But this was the first time I’d be in trial on my

own.

I had prepared, going over the facts of the case a dozen times. I’d

practiced the questions I wanted to ask; internalized the precise



wording of my legal motions. I’d researched and rehearsed every

practice and custom—down to the skirt suit that was de rigueur for

female attorneys, back before women were permitted to wear pants

in the courtroom. I’d done everything I could. Still, the stakes were

so high, it never felt like enough.

I walked into the courtroom, down the gallery aisle, and past the

pews to the bar that separates defendants, families, witnesses, and

other spectators from officials of the court. Chairs were arrayed in

front of the bar for lawyers waiting for their cases to be called, and I

took my seat among them. Nerves, excitement, and adrenaline

jockeyed for position in my mind. But most of all, I was honored by

and conscious of the immense responsibility I held—the duty to

protect those who were among the most vulnerable and voiceless

members of our society. When my turn came, I rose from my chair

at the prosecutor’s desk and stepped up to the podium, saying the

words every prosecutor speaks:

“Kamala Harris, for the people.”

The reason we have public offices of prosecution in America is

that, in our country, a crime against any of us is considered a crime

against all of us. Almost by definition, our criminal justice system

involves matters in which the powerful have harmed the less

powerful, and we do not expect the weaker party to secure justice

alone; we make it a collective endeavor. That’s why prosecutors

don’t represent the victim; they represent “the people”—society at

large.

I kept that principle front and center as I worked with victims,

whose dignity and safety were always paramount for me. It takes an

enormous amount of courage for someone to share their story and

endure cross-examination, knowing their credibility and most

personal details may be on the line. But when they take the stand,

they are doing so for the benefit of all of us—so that there will be

consequences and accountability for those who violate the law.

“For the people” was my compass—and there was nothing I took

more seriously than the power I now possessed. As an individual

prosecutor, I had the discretion to decide whether to bring charges

against someone and, if so, what and how many charges to bring. I



could negotiate plea agreements, and provide sentencing and bail

recommendations to the court. I was just starting out as a

prosecutor, and yet I had the power to deprive a person of their

liberty with the swipe of my pen.

When it came time for closing arguments, I approached the jury

box. I decided to do it without notes so I wouldn’t be looking down

at a piece of paper, reading off my best arguments for why they

should convict the defendant. I wanted to look the jurors in the eye.

I felt that I should know my case well enough that I could close my

eyes and see the entire incident in 360 degrees.

As I finished my closing and headed back to the prosecutor’s

table, I caught a glimpse of the audience. Amy Resner, my friend

from the first day of orientation, was sitting there with a big smile

on her face, cheering me on. Now we were both on our way.

The daily work was intense. At any given time, an individual

prosecutor might be juggling more than one hundred cases. We

started with lower-level work: arguing preliminary hearings, doing

misdemeanor trials that covered things like DUIs and petty thefts.

As the years passed, I got more and more trials under my belt and

moved my way up the hierarchy of the office. In time, I would start

prosecuting violent felonies, which took the work to a whole new

level.

I would pore over police reports and interview witnesses. I would

sit with the coroner and go through autopsy photographs, always

cognizant that I was looking at somebody’s child or parent. When

police arrested a suspect, I would go down to the police station and

stand on the other side of a two-way mirror and pass notes back and

forth with investigators conducting the interview.

Once I started prosecuting felonies, I was assigned to homicide

duty. I’d be given a briefcase on a Friday afternoon containing a

pager (high-tech for the early nineties), a pen and pad, a copy of the

penal code, and a list of critical numbers to call. For the next week,

whenever the pager went off, it meant there had been a homicide

and I was needed at the scene. Usually, that meant leaping out of

bed between midnight and 6 a.m. My role was to make sure

evidence was collected in the proper way, with all appropriate



constitutional protections intact, so that it would be admissible in

court. I often had to explain to victims and their families that there

was a difference between what we knew happened and what we

could prove happened. There is a giant chasm between arrest and

conviction, and if you want to get from one to the other, you need

legally obtained evidence.

I was at home in the courtroom. I understood its rhythm. I was

comfortable with its idiosyncrasies. Eventually, I moved into a unit

that focused on prosecuting sex crimes—putting rapists and child

molesters behind bars. It was difficult, distressing, and deeply

important work. I met so many girls, and sometimes boys, who had

been abused, assaulted, neglected, all too often by people in

relationships of trust.

What made these cases especially difficult was what was often

needed to get a conviction: having the assault survivor testify. I

spent a lot of those days meeting with survivors at Oakland’s

Highland General Hospital, walking them through what it would

mean to take the stand, what that experience would be like. For

some survivors, it was simply unimaginable to get on the witness

stand and speak publicly about something they didn’t even want to

speak about privately. There is so much pain and anguish associated

with having experienced sexual violence. Containing that kind of

emotional trauma to take the stand requires an extraordinary

amount of courage and fortitude, especially when your abuser is

also in the courtroom, when that abuser may be a family member or

friend, and knowing you will be cross-examined by defense counsel

whose job it is to convince the jury that you aren’t telling the truth.

I never faulted those who couldn’t bring themselves to go through

with it.

Often, as in the cases of the youngest children, the challenge of

getting a conviction came down to the ability to testify, as much as

the willingness. Those were the cases that haunted me most. I’ll

never forget a tiny, quiet six-year-old girl who was being molested

by her sixteen-year-old brother. It was my job to sit with that sweet

little child and see if I could get her to tell me her story—and

whether she would be able to tell it again in front of a jury. I spent a



lot of time with her, playing with toys, playing games, trying to build

a relationship of trust. But as much as I tried, I knew—I just knew—

that there was no way she could articulate to a jury what she had

suffered. I remember walking out of the room and into a bathroom,

where I broke down and cried. I wasn’t going to have enough

evidence to charge her brother. Without her testimony, I’d never be

able to prove the allegations beyond a reasonable doubt. Despite all

that prosecutorial power, I’m not sure I’ve ever felt quite so

powerless.

These were just some of the challenges of defending children

from sexual predators. There was also the jury itself, which

sometimes seemed more inclined to believe adults than children.

This was especially the case when it came to sexually exploited

youth. I often think of a case I had involving a fourteen-year-old

who had run away from her foster home with a group of young men

from her neighborhood. Instead of being her allies and protectors,

they’d taken her to an empty apartment and gang-raped her. I could

tell that she had learned at a young age that she couldn’t trust

adults; she wore an attitude of skepticism and hostility like a suit of

armor. I felt for that poor girl, and the horrific childhood that had

led her to this moment. But I was also acutely aware of how the jury

might perceive her as she entered the courtroom, chewing gum,

potentially coming off as almost contemptuous of the process.

I worried: Would they see her as the child she was, as an

innocent victim of serial abuse? Or would they simply write her off

as someone dressed “inappropriately,” who had it coming?

Jurors are human beings, with human responses and reactions. I

knew I had to meet them where they were if I was to have any

chance of moving them to a more just interpretation of the facts.

I could see they weren’t responding to her well. They didn’t seem

to like her. “The penal code was not created to protect some of us,” I

reminded the jury. “It is for all of us. This girl is a child. She needs

to be protected from predators who are going to pounce. And one of

the reasons the defendants picked her as their victim is that they

thought you wouldn’t care about her enough to believe her.” In the

end, we got a conviction, but I’m not sure the verdict meant much to



the girl. She vanished after the trial. I asked some investigators to

help me try to find her, but, though we had gotten a sketchy report

that she was being trafficked on the streets of San Francisco, we

could never confirm it. I never saw her again.

It was hard not to feel the weight of the systemic problems we

were up against. Putting this young girl’s abusers in prison meant

they wouldn’t be able to hurt other children. But what about the one

they had already gotten their hands on? How had our system helped

her? A conviction was never going to make her whole, nor was it

enough to get her out of the cycle of violence in which she was

trapped. That reality, and what to do about it, bounced back and

forth in my head—sometimes in the back of my mind, sometimes at

the front of my skull. But it would be a few years before I could

tackle it head-on.

In 1998, after nine years in the Alameda County District

Attorney’s office, I was recruited across the bay to the San Francisco

District Attorney’s Office. I was hired to run the career criminal

unit, which focused on violent and serial offenders. I was hesitant to

go at first, and not just because I loved working in the Alameda

County courthouse. At the time, the San Francisco DA’s office had a

dubious reputation.

I was concerned by stories of dysfunction in the office. At the

same time, it was a promotion: I would be running a unit,

overseeing a team of prosecutors. This was a chance to grow. Plus,

my friend and mentor Dick Iglehart, who was then the chief

assistant district attorney, was actively encouraging me to come.

With some trepidation, I accepted the offer—and soon found that

my concerns had been warranted.

The office was a mess. Just one computer for every two lawyers,

no filing system, and no database to track cases. It was rumored that

when attorneys were finished with a case, some would toss the files

in the trash. This was the late 1990s, and yet the office still didn’t

have email.

There was also a huge backlog of cases that were languishing,

uninvestigated, unprosecuted. Lawyers were frustrated with the

police for not investigating cases. Police were frustrated with the



district attorney because his office was failing to get convictions.

The decisions being made at the top appeared to be arbitrary and

random, and staff morale was close to rock bottom. That toxic

environment was made even worse by a series of firings. One

Friday, fourteen lawyers came back from lunch to find pink slips on

their chairs. It was devastating. People cried and yelled, and soon

their fear turned into paranoia. Lawyers were afraid of one another

—afraid of backstabbing by colleagues trying to protect their own

jobs. Some people started skipping out on the goodbye parties of

their fired compatriots, worried that their attendance would mark

them as targets for firing, too.

It was incredibly frustrating, and not just in terms of the day-to-

day work. I believed the district attorney was undercutting the

whole idea of what a progressive prosecutor could be. My vision of a

progressive prosecutor was someone who used the power of the

office with a sense of fairness, perspective, and experience, someone

who was clear about the need to hold serious criminals accountable

and who understood that the best way to create safe communities

was to prevent crime in the first place. To do those things

effectively, you also need to run a professional operation.

After eighteen months, I got a lifeline. The San Francisco city

attorney, Louise Renne, called me with a job offer. Louise was the

first woman to hold that office. She was a groundbreaker, and she

was fearless, taking on entrenched interests ranging from gun

manufacturers and tobacco companies to male-only clubs. There

was an opening to lead the division in her office that handled child

and family services; she wanted to know if I’d be interested. I told

her I would take the job but that I didn’t just want to be a lawyer

dealing with individual cases; I wanted to work on policy that could

improve the system as a whole. Too often, young people in foster

care migrated to juvenile detention and then into the adult criminal

system. I wanted to work on policies that would stem that

devastating flow.

Louise was all for it.

I spent two years at the city attorney’s office. I started by co-

founding a task force to study the issues of sexually exploited youth.



We put together a group of experts, survivors, and community

members to help guide the work—a series of recommendations we

would present to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors.

Norma Hotaling was my partner in that effort. She had firsthand

experience with the challenges we were tackling. She had been

abused as a girl, and ended up homeless and addicted to heroin. She

was arrested for prostitution more than thirty times. But hers was

one of the few such stories that have a happy ending. Norma got

clean. She went to college. She got a degree in health education. And

as soon as she graduated, she put that degree to use, creating a

program designed to rescue women from prostitution that is widely

replicated today. I couldn’t think of a better person to have teamed

up with, and I admire her for having the courage to tell her story

and put it to use for the benefit of so many others.

One of our priorities was creating a safe place for prostituted

youth to get love and support and treatment. I knew from years of

experience that the survivors we were trying to help usually had

nowhere to go. In most cases, their parents weren’t in the picture.

Many of them had run away from foster care. People often

wondered why it was that exploited kids picked up by the police

would go right back to the pimps or older prostitutes who “took care

of them.” It didn’t seem so strange to me—where else were these

kids able to turn?

Our task force proposed establishing a safe house for sexually

exploited youth—a sanctuary that would offer substance abuse and

mental health treatment; the resources needed to get back to

school; and a network of support to keep vulnerable young people

safe, healthy, and on track. We advocated for funding to create the

safe house, as well as to run a public education campaign. We put

posters up in public bathrooms and on buses, where at-risk youth

would be able to get the information they needed without their

pimp hovering over them.

We also believed it was important to disrupt the network of

brothels masquerading as massage parlors, where so many people

were being sexually exploited, so we asked the board of supervisors



to direct law enforcement to investigate them as one of their top

priorities.

To our delight, the board of supervisors adopted and funded our

recommendations. We were able to rescue scores of runaways

within the first couple of years. Law enforcement, meanwhile, shut

down nearly three dozen brothels in the city.

The work was meaningful, empowering, and proof that I could do

serious policy work without being a legislator. It also boosted my

confidence that when I saw problems, I could be the one to help

devise the solutions. All those times my mother had pressed me

—“Well, what did you do?”—suddenly made a lot more sense. I

realized I didn’t have to wait for someone else to take the lead; I

could start making things happen on my own.

I think it was that realization that turned my sights to elected

office. Of all the problems I saw in front of me, few were in more

urgent need of fixing than the district attorney’s office. While we

were making important gains at the city attorney’s office, the

district attorney’s office was self-destructing. Talented career

prosecutors were seeing their efforts undervalued and feeling

stymied in the vital work to which they’d devoted their lives.

Meanwhile, violent felons were walking free. I knew this. We all

knew this. But suddenly it wasn’t just an important problem to be

solved. It was an important problem I could solve.

I wanted to honor, support, and empower the DA’s office as a

whole. But in order to run the office, I would have to run for office.

A political campaign would be a huge undertaking, and one I clearly

couldn’t embark upon lightly. I turned to my friends, my family, my

colleagues, my mentors. We had long, animated debates (another

thesis to defend). We weighed the pros and cons, and then we

weighed them all again.

People were generally supportive of the idea, but they were

worried, too. My would-be opponent and former boss was already a

household name. He also had a reputation as a fighter; in fact, his

nickname was Kayo (as in K.O.)—a tribute to the many knockouts

he scored in his boxing youth. A campaign would be not only



bruising but also expensive, and I had no experience as a fund-

raiser.

Was this really the time for me to run? I had no way of knowing.

But more and more, I was coming to feel that “wait and see” wasn’t

an option. I thought of James Baldwin, whose words had defined so

much of the civil rights struggle. “There is never a time in the future

in which we will work out our salvation,” he’d written. “The

challenge is in the moment; the time is always now.”
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Two

A VOICE FOR JUSTICE

amala, let’s go. Come on, we’re going to be late.” My mother was

losing patience. “Just a second, Mommy,” I called back. (Yes, my

mother was and always will be “Mommy” to me.) We were on our

way to campaign headquarters, where volunteers were gathering. My

mother often took charge of the volunteer operation, and she didn’t

dillydally. Everyone knew that when Shyamala spoke, you listened.

We drove from my apartment, near Market Street, past the wealth

and attractions of San Francisco’s downtown to a predominantly black

neighborhood in the southeast part of town known as Bayview–Hunters

Point. The Bayview had been home to the Hunters Point Naval

Shipyard, which helped to build America’s fighting fleet in the mid-

twentieth century. In the 1940s, the prospect of good jobs and

affordable housing around the shipyard lured thousands of black

Americans who were seeking opportunity and relief from the pain and

injustice of segregation. These workers bent the steel and welded the

plates that helped our nation win the Second World War.

But like too many similar neighborhoods in America, the Bayview

had been left behind in the postwar era. When the shipyard closed,

nothing came to take its place. Beautiful old houses were boarded up;

toxic waste polluted the soil, water, and air; drugs and violence poisoned

the streets; and poverty of the worst kind settled in for the long haul. It

was a community disproportionately represented in the criminal justice

system and also plagued by unsolved crimes. Families in the Bayview,

many of which had generational roots in San Francisco, were cut off—

literally and figuratively—from the promise of the thriving city they

called home. The Bayview was the kind of place that no one in the city

ever saw unless they made it their business to go there. You didn’t pass



it on the freeway. You didn’t cross it to get from one part of the city to

another. It was, in deeply tragic ways, invisible to the world beyond it. I

wanted to be a part of changing that. So I headquartered my campaign

at 3rd Avenue and Galvez, right in the heart of the Bayview.

The political consultants thought I was nuts. They said no campaign

volunteers would ever come to the Bayview from other parts of the city.

But it was places like the Bayview that had inspired me to run in the

first place. I wasn’t running so I could have a fancy office downtown. I

was running for the chance to represent people whose voices weren’t

being heard, and to bring the promise of public safety to every

neighborhood, not just some. Besides, I didn’t believe that people

wouldn’t come to the Bayview. And I was right: They did come. By the

dozens.

San Francisco, like our country as a whole, is diverse yet deeply

segregated—more mosaic than melting pot. Yet our campaign attracted

people representing the full vibrancy of the whole community.

Volunteers and supporters poured in from Chinatown, the Castro,

Pacific Heights, the Mission District: white, black, Asian, and Latinx;

wealthy and working-class; male and female; old and young; gay and

straight. A group of teenage graffiti artists decorated the back wall of

campaign headquarters, spray-painting JUSTICE in giant letters. HQ

buzzed with volunteers, some calling voters, some sitting together

around a table stuffing envelopes, others picking up clipboards so they

could go door-to-door talking to people in the community about what

we were trying to do.

We pulled up to headquarters just in time. I let my mother out.

“You have the ironing board?” she asked.

“Yeah, of course, it’s in the back seat.”

“Okay. I love you,” she said as she shut the car door.

As I drove away, I could hear her call, “Kamala, what about the duct

tape?”

I had the duct tape.

I got back on the road and drove toward the nearest supermarket. It

was a Saturday morning, the equivalent of rush hour in the grocery

aisles. I pulled into the parking lot, snuck my car into one of the few

open spots, and grabbed the ironing board, the tape, and a campaign

sign that looked slightly worn from being tossed in and out of the car.



If you think running for office sounds glamorous, I wish you could

have seen me striding through the parking lot with an ironing board

under my arm. I remember the kids who would look curiously at the

ironing board and point, and the moms who would hustle them past. I

couldn’t blame them. I must have looked out of place—if not totally out

of my mind.

But an ironing board makes for the perfect standing desk. I set it up

in front of the supermarket entrance, just off to the side, near the carts,

and taped up a sign that read KAMALA HARRIS, A VOICE FOR JUSTICE. When

the campaign was just getting started, my friend Andrea Dew Steele and

I had put together my first piece of campaign literature: a basic, one-

page, black-and-white bio and summary of my positions. Andrea would

later found Emerge America, an organization that recruits and trains

Democratic women to run for elected office nationwide. I put several

stacks of my flyer on the ironing board and, next to it, a clipboard with a

sign-up sheet. Then I got to work.

Shoppers rolled their carts out the automatic doors, squinting at the

sunlight, trying to remember where they parked the car. And then, out

of left field:

“Hi! I’m Kamala Harris. I’m running for district attorney, and I hope

to have your support.”

In truth, I would have settled for them just remembering my name.

Early on in the campaign, we did a poll to see how many people in the

county of San Francisco had heard of me. The answer was a whopping 6

percent. As in six of every one hundred people had heard of me before. I

couldn’t help but wonder: Was my mother one of the people they’d

randomly called?

But I hadn’t gotten into this thinking it would be easy. I knew I’d

have to work hard to introduce myself and what I stood for to a whole

lot of people who had no idea who I was.

For some first-time candidates, interacting with strangers can feel

awkward, and understandably so. It isn’t easy to initiate a conversation

with someone who passes you on the street, or to try to connect with

them at the bus stop on their way home after work, or to walk into a

merchant’s business and try to strike up a conversation with the owner.

I got my share of polite—and occasionally not so polite—rebuffs, like a

telemarketer calling during dinner. But more often than not, I

encountered people who were welcoming, open, and eager to talk about



the issues affecting their daily lives and their hopes for their family and

their community—whether that meant cracking down on domestic

violence or creating better options for at-risk kids. Years later, I still run

into people who remember our interactions at those bus stops.

It may sound strange, but the thing it reminded me of most was jury

selection. When I worked as a prosecutor, I spent a lot of time in the

courtroom, talking to people who’d been called for jury duty from every

part of the community. My job was to ask them questions over the

course of a few minutes and, based on that, try to figure out their

priorities and perspectives. Campaigning was kind of like that, but

without opposing counsel trying to cut me off. I loved being able to

engage. Sometimes a mom would come out of the grocery store with a

toddler in the shopping cart seat, and we’d find ourselves spending a

good twenty minutes talking about her life, and her struggles, and her

daughter’s Halloween costume. Before we parted, I’d look her in the eye

and say, “I hope I can have your support.” It’s amazing how often people

would tell me that no one had ever asked them that directly before.

Still, this process didn’t come naturally to me. I was always more

than happy to talk about the work to be done. But voters wanted to hear

about more than just policy. They wanted to know about me personally

—who I was, what my life had been like, the experiences that had

shaped me. They wanted to understand who I was on a fundamental

level. But I’d been raised not to talk about myself. I’d been raised with

the belief that there was something narcissistic about doing so.

Something vain. And so, even though I understood what was motivating

their questions, it took some time before I got used to it.

There were multiple candidates in my first DA’s race, and a runoff

was inevitable. But our polling (which had markedly improved over

time) suggested that if we just made the runoff, we could win five weeks

later.

I spent Election Day on the streets shaking hands, from the pre-dawn

commute until the polls closed. Chrisette, one of my closest friends,

flew in to help with the last-minute campaigning. It felt like the final

quarter-mile sprint at the end of a marathon—thrilling in its own way.

My family, friends, senior campaign staff members, and I went out to

dinner as the results started rolling in. My campaign manager, Jim

Stearns, was at the elections office watching the count and calling in the

numbers. Over the course of the meal, my dear friend Mark Leno, who



A

was then a member of the California State Assembly, kept track of the

counts along with Maya, my campaign consultant Jim Rivaldo, and my

friend Matthew Rothschild. With each precinct that reported, and

between bites of pasta, they would update the tally on the paper

tablecloth.

Modern campaigns rely on big data, analytics, and sophisticated voter

turnout models. But in my experience, I’ve found that a friend, a pen,

and a bowl of spaghetti are just as effective.

We were getting ready to leave when Maya grabbed my arm. A new

update had come in.

“Oh, my God, you did it!” she exclaimed. “You made the runoff!” I did

the math myself to make sure she was right. I remember looking at

Maya and Maya looking at me and both of us saying, “Can you believe it

—we’re really in this!”

The runoff was held five weeks later. It rained that day, and I spent it

getting soaked as I shook hands with voters at bus stops. That night, as

I’d hoped, we won a decisive victory.

We held a party at campaign headquarters, and I walked out to speak

as “We Are the Champions” blasted through the room. Looking out at

the crowd—friends, family, mentors, volunteers from the campaign—I

saw one community. There were people from the poorest

neighborhoods and the richest. Police officers alongside advocates

fighting for police reform. Young people cheering with senior citizens. It

was a reflection of what I’ve always believed to be true: when it comes

to the things that matter most, we have so much more in common than

what separates us.

•   •   •

t the time of this writing, it’s been almost fifteen years since my

inauguration as district attorney. I have spent almost every day

since working, in some way or another, on reforming the criminal

justice system. I spent two terms in its pursuit as district attorney and

nearly two terms as attorney general, and I introduced criminal justice

reform legislation within my first six weeks as a United States senator.

Though I understood, fully, that inauguration morning in 2004, how

important the issues were to me, I never could have imagined that they

would lead me from San Francisco to Sacramento to Washington, DC.



My inauguration ceremony for district attorney took place in the

Herbst Theatre, in the San Francisco War Memorial and Performing

Arts Center—the same stage where the United Nations Charter had been

signed in 1945. Now we were making a different kind of history, but

unity was still the message of the day. My mother stood between me

and Ronald George, the Republican chief justice of the California

Supreme Court, who I chose to swear me in. My strongest memory is of

looking at her and seeing the pure pride on her face.

The room was packed to overflowing, hundreds of people from all

corners of the city. Drummers drummed. A youth choir sang. One of my

pastors gave a beautiful invocation. Chinese dragon dancers roamed the

aisles. The San Francisco Gay Men’s Chorus serenaded us all. It was

multicultural, multiracial, a little frenzied in all the best and most

beautiful ways.

Jerry Brown, then mayor of Oakland, was sitting in the front row; he

told me that his father had taken the same oath of office sixty years ago

to the day. And with Gavin Newsom’s swearing-in as mayor the same

day as mine, there was a palpable sense in the city that a new chapter

was opening for San Francisco politics—and what might be possible for

us all.

I made my way through the crowd, shaking hands and getting hugs

and taking in the joy of it all. As the festivities were winding down, a

man came up to me with his two young daughters.

“I brought them here today,” he said, “so they could see what

someone who looked like them could grow up to do.”

After the inauguration, I snuck away to see my new office. I wanted

to know what it felt like to sit in the chair. My communications director,

Debbie Mesloh, and I drove to the Hall of Justice. Standing right next to

the freeway, “850” as it was known (for 850 Bryant Street), was a gray,

solemn, and imposing building; I used to joke that it was a “horribly

wonderful” place to work. In addition to the district attorney’s office,

the building housed the police department, the criminal courts, the city

tow office, the county jail, and the city coroner’s office. There was no

doubt this was a place where people’s lives were changed, sometimes

forever.

“Oh, wow.” I surveyed my office. Or, more accurately, I looked

around the empty room. It had been stripped of almost everything as

part of the transition. A metal cabinet sat against one wall with a 1980s



Wang computer on top of it. (Mind you, it was 2004.) No wonder the

office hadn’t gotten email yet. A plastic-lined wastebasket stood in the

corner; a few loose wires stuck out of the floor. Out the window of my

new office I could see a row of bail bonds businesses—a daily reminder

of the ways in which the criminal justice system is more punishing to

the poor. There was no desk in the office, just a chair where the desk

had been. But that was okay. It was the chair I had come for. I took my

seat.

Now it was quiet. And for the first time since the day began, I was

alone with my thoughts, taking it all in, contemplating the surreal.

I had run because I knew I could do the job—and I believed I could

do it better than it had been done. Still, I knew I represented something

much bigger than my own experience. At the time, there weren’t many

district attorneys who looked like me or had my background. There still

aren’t. A report in 2015 found that 95 percent of our country’s elected

prosecutors were white, and 79 percent were white men.

No part of me would more fully inform my perspective than the

decade I had spent on the front lines of the criminal justice system as a

line prosecutor. I knew it backward and forward. For what it was, for

what it wasn’t, and for what it could be. The courthouse was supposed

to be the epicenter of justice; but it was often a great epicenter of

injustice. I knew both to be true.

I had been around the courtroom long enough to see victims of

violence show up years later as perpetrators of violence. I worked with

children who had grown up in neighborhoods so crime ridden that they

had rates of PTSD as high as those growing up in war zones. I had

worked with kids in foster care who changed homes six times before

turning eighteen. I had seen them run away, from one bad circumstance

into another, only to get caught in the gears of the system, with no

prospect for breaking free. I had seen children marked for a bleak future

solely because of the circumstances of their birth and the zip codes in

which they lived. As deputy DA, my job had been to hold violators of the

law accountable. But didn’t the system owe them and their

communities some accountability, too?

What the system doled out instead was an era of mass incarceration

that has further devastated already disadvantaged communities. The

United States puts more people in prison than any country in the world.

All told, we had more than 2.1 million people locked up in state and



federal prisons in 2018. To put that in perspective: there are fifteen

American states that have smaller populations than that. The war on

drugs pulled a lot of people into the system; it turned the criminal

justice system into an assembly line. I saw it up close.

Early in my career, I was assigned to a part of the Alameda County

DA’s office known as the bridge, where lawyers in small offices would

handle drug cases by the hundreds. There were bad actors in the piles,

to be sure, plenty of dealers selling to kids or forcing kids to sell for

them. But too many case files told a different story: a man arrested for

simple possession of a few rocks of crack, a woman arrested for being

under the influence while sitting on her stoop.

The cases were as easy to prove as they were tragic to charge. In the

rush to clean up the streets, we were criminalizing a public health crisis.

And without a focus on treatment and prevention, the crack epidemic

spread like a deadly virus, burning through city after city until it had

stolen a generation of people.

As I sat alone in my new office, I recalled a time, as a young

prosecutor, when I overheard some of my colleagues in the hallway.

“Should we add the gang enhancement?” one of them asked.

“Can we show he was in a gang?” the other said.

“Come on, you saw what he was wearing, you saw which corner they

picked him up on. Guy’s got the tape of that rapper, what’s his name?”

I stepped out into the hallway. “Hey, guys, just so you know: I have

family that live in that neighborhood. I’ve got friends who dress in that

style. And I’ve got a tape of that rapper in my car right now.”

I reflected on it all—about why I ran for office, whom I had come

there to help, and the difference between getting convictions and having

conviction. In the end, I knew I was there for the victims. Both the

victims of crimes committed and the victims of a broken criminal

justice system.

For me, to be a progressive prosecutor is to understand—and act on—

this dichotomy. It is to understand that when a person takes another’s

life, or a child is molested, or a woman raped, the perpetrators deserve

severe consequences. That is one imperative of justice. But it is also to

understand that fairness is in short supply in a justice system that is

supposed to guarantee it. The job of a progressive prosecutor is to look

out for the overlooked, to speak up for those whose voices aren’t being

heard, to see and address the causes of crime, not just their



I

consequences, and to shine a light on the inequality and unfairness that

lead to injustice. It is to recognize that not everyone needs punishment,

that what many need, quite plainly, is help.

There was a knock at the door. It was Debbie. “You ready?” she asked,

smiling.

“I’ll be there in a second,” I told her. I breathed in the silence for

another moment. Then I pulled a pen and a yellow notepad from my

briefcase and started to make a list.

•   •   •

had just sat down at my desk when my administrative assistant came

in. “Boss, there’s another mom out here.”

“Thanks, I’ll be right out.”

I walked down the hallway to the lobby to greet her. I’d been on the

job only a few weeks, but it was not the first time I’d taken this walk.

This was not the first time a woman had shown up and said, “I want to

speak to Kamala. I will only speak to Kamala.” I knew exactly why she

was there. She was the mother of a murdered child.

The woman nearly collapsed in my arms. Her devastation was

visceral. She was grieving and exhausted. And yet her being there at all

was a testament to her strength. She was there for her baby, the baby

she’d lost, a young man killed by gunfire in the streets. It had been

months since her son’s death, and yet the killer still walked free. The

case was one of the more than seventy unsolved homicides languishing

in the San Francisco Police Department when I took office.

I had known some of these mothers, and others I had met while I

was campaigning. They were almost all black or Latina from high-crime

neighborhoods, and all of them loved their children deeply. They had

come together to form a group, Mothers of Homicide Victims. It was

part support group, part advocacy organization. They leaned on one

another to work through their grief. And they organized to get justice

for their sons.

They weren’t sure if I could help them, but they knew that I would at

least see them. And I mean literally see them. See their pain, see their

anguish, see their souls—which were bleeding. First and foremost, they

knew I would see them as loving, grieving mothers.



This is part of the tragedy. When people hear that a mother has lost a

child to cancer or a car accident or war, the natural response is collective

sympathy and concern. But when a woman loses her son to violence in

the streets, the response from the public is often different, almost a

collective shrug, as though it’s an expected eventuality. Not the horrific

tragedy of losing a child, but rather just another statistic. As though the

circumstances of her son’s death define the value of his life. As though

the loss she has suffered is less valid, less painful, less worthy of

compassion.

I walked her back to my office so we could have some privacy to talk.

She told me her son had been shot and killed, that no one had been

arrested, that no one seemed to care. She described the day she had to

go to the coroner’s office to identify his body—how she couldn’t get that

image out of her head, of him lifeless in a place so cold. She had left

messages for the homicide inspector, she said, suggesting possible

leads, but she never heard back. Nothing had happened, nothing seemed

to be happening, and she couldn’t understand why. She grasped my

hand and looked me straight in the eye. “He mattered,” she said. “He

still matters to me.”

“He matters to me, too,” I reassured her. His life should have

mattered to everyone. I told my team to get the entire squad of

homicide inspectors to convene in my conference room as soon as

possible. I wanted to know what was going on with all of these cases.

The homicide inspectors showed up not knowing what to expect. At

the time I didn’t know it was uncommon for the district attorney to

summon them for a meeting. One by one, I asked them to tell me the

status of the unresolved homicide cases and pressed them for details

about what they were going to do to help us get justice for these

families. I had very pointed questions, and I pushed the inspectors hard

—harder, I later learned, than they were expecting. This ruffled some

feathers. But it was the right thing to do, and it needed to be done—

regardless of whether it had ever been done before.

They took my call to action seriously. Within a month of the meeting,

the police department launched a new campaign to try to encourage

witnesses to step forward. And in time, we were able to reduce the

backlog of unsolved homicides by 25 percent. Not every case could be

solved, but we made sure we worked hard to ensure that every one that

could be was.
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Some people were surprised I was so relentless. And I know some

others questioned how I, as a black woman, could countenance being

part of “the machine” putting more young men of color behind bars.

There is no doubt that the criminal justice system has deep flaws, that it

is broken in fundamental ways. And we need to deal with that. But we

cannot overlook or ignore that mother’s pain, that child’s death, that

murderer who still walks the streets. I believe there must be serious

consequences for people who commit serious crimes.

I’ve handled cases for just about every crime imaginable—including a

man who had literally scalped his girlfriend during an argument. I’ve

prosecuted sadistic criminals who have committed the most heinous,

unspeakable acts against other people. I’ve been at homicide scenes

where people had been killed, and I’ve won guilty verdicts against those

who did the killing. I’ve faced cold-blooded murderers in the courtroom

as a judge laid down a sentence of life in prison. And I haven’t shied

away from calling for harsher sentences in certain cases. In 2004, for

example, I got a bill passed in California to lengthen the sentences for

so-called johns who paid to have sex with underage girls. I believed that

should be treated as child sexual assault.

But let’s be clear: the situation is not the same—nor should it be—

when it comes to less serious crimes. I remember the first time I visited

the county jail. So many young men, and they were mostly black or

brown or poor. Too many were there because of addiction and

desperation and poverty. They were fathers who missed their kids. They

were young adults, many of whom had been pulled into gangs with no

real choice in the matter. The majority weren’t there for violent

offenses, and yet they had become drops in the sea of those swept up in

a wave of mass incarceration. People whose lives had been destroyed,

along with their families and their communities. They represented a

living monument to lost potential, and I wanted to tear it down.

•   •   •

n 1977, in the heart of the San Francisco neighborhood known as

Western Addition, my friend Lateefah Simon was born. She grew up

in what was once a middle-class neighborhood as the crack epidemic

was starting to take hold. She saw, firsthand, what it was doing to her

community—the self-destructive addiction it fueled, the burden it



placed on families that were already struggling to get by with little

semblance of a safety net, the way it disappeared fathers and corroded

even a mother’s most deep-seated instinct to care for her child. When

Lateefah was a young girl, her desire was to help people, but as she got

older, she became one of the many who needed help. She ended up on

probation for shoplifting. She dropped out of high school.

But then someone intervened. Lateefah was a teenager, working

eight hours a day at Taco Bell, when an outreach worker told her about

an opportunity. There was an organization in San Francisco, the Center

for Young Women’s Development, that provided social services,

including job training, to girls and young women who were on the

streets or in trouble. The center was recruiting for new staff to work

there. Lateefah saw a lifeline and grabbed hold.

She started working for the center when she was a teenager and

raising a daughter of her own; soon she was unstoppable. She was

everywhere: at local government meetings, calling for changes to help

girls who’d been trafficked; on the streets of poor neighborhoods

handing out condoms and candy bars, along with information about

how to get help; and at the center itself, working with vulnerable girls

from her neighborhood. “I saw resilience in these young women,” she

recalled. “There were people who had absolutely nothing but were

somehow able to make it through the day. And the next day. And the

next.”

The center’s board members were so impressed by Lateefah’s

tenacity, skills, and leadership that they asked her to become executive

director when she was just nineteen years old. She said yes—and that

was when I came to know her.

At the city attorney’s office, I had been working with the same

community of women that Lateefah had. I had been holding “know your

rights” sessions for vulnerable women all across the city, and I asked

Lateefah to join our efforts. I could see that Lateefah was a genius, and

it turned out I wasn’t the only one who thought so. In 2003, she became

the youngest woman to ever win the prestigious MacArthur “Genius”

award (with only a GED).

When I became district attorney, I often thought to myself, “What if

Lateefah had been picked up for a bag of weed instead of shoplifting?

What if she’d been sentenced to prison instead of probation?” I knew

what a felony conviction meant. It wasn’t just about the time in prison;



it was about what happens afterwards. As a country, we specialize in

releasing inmates into desperate, hopeless situations. We give them a

little bit of money and a bus ticket and we send them on their way with

a felony conviction on their record—not the kind of experience most

employers are looking for. In so many cases, finding themselves

rejected in the hiring process, they have no way of making money. From

the moment they leave, they are in danger of returning. They end up in

the same neighborhood, with the same people, on the same corner; the

only difference is that they’ve now served time. Prison has its own

gravitational pull, often inescapable; of the hundreds of thousands of

prisoners we release as a country every year, nearly 70 percent commit a

crime within three years. The status quo isn’t working.

I brought a small group of trusted advisers together, including my

bold and brilliant chief of policy, Tim Silard, and posed a question: What

would it take to put together a reentry program that actually worked?

Put another way, if the best way of providing public safety is preventing

crime in the first place, what can we do to prevent people from

reoffending?

What if we could really get them back on track?

That question would become the name of the program Tim and I

developed together: Back on Track. At the heart of the program was my

belief in the power of redemption. Redemption is an age-old concept

rooted in many religions. It is a concept that presupposes that we will

all make mistakes, and for some, that mistake will rise to the level of

being a crime. Yes, there must be consequences and accountability. But

after that debt to society has been paid, is it not the sign of a civil society

that we allow people to earn their way back?

There was tremendous pushback at first. At the time, criminal justice

policy was still trending toward things like harsher sentences or

militarizing the police. The guiding belief among many was that the

criminal justice system wasn’t punitive enough. More than a decade

later, that attitude has, thankfully, evolved, opening up space for a more

balanced approach. Reentry programs like Back on Track are now part

of the mainstream conversation. But in those days, I faced intensive

backlash, including from people I worked with on a regular basis. They

saw a prosecutor’s job as putting people in prison, not focusing on what

happens to them when they get out. That was someone else’s problem. I



was accused of wasting precious time and resources. People would say

to me, “You should be locking them up instead of letting them out.”

But we persevered. It was one of the things I valued about running

the office. In the end, it was up to me whether we were going to pursue

the initiative. I would hear out my critics, but I wouldn’t be constrained

by them. I wanted to make a difference. I wanted to prove it could be

done.

So Tim and I got to work. We wanted to create opportunities by

running participants through a rigorous program that I often compared

to boot camp. It would include job training, GED courses, community

service, parenting and financial literacy classes, as well as drug testing

and therapy. The DA’s office led the charge, but we recruited a range of

critical partners—from Goodwill Industries, which oversaw community

service and employment training, to the San Francisco Chamber of

Commerce and its member companies, which helped find jobs for

program participants, to local trade unions, which provided valuable

apprenticeship opportunities.

Though compassionate in its approach, Back on Track was intense by

design. This was not a social welfare program; it was a law enforcement

program. All of the first participants were nonviolent first-time

offenders who had started their journey to the Hall of Justice in the

back of a squad car. Participants had to first plead guilty and accept

responsibility for the actions that had brought them there. We promised

that if participants completed the program successfully, we would have

their charges expunged, which gave them even more reason to put in

the effort. We hadn’t designed a program that was about incremental

improvement around the edges. It was about transformation. We knew

what these young people were capable of achieving—and we wanted

them to see it in themselves. We wanted every participant to reach for

the highest bar.

When it came time to identify someone to run the program, one

name immediately came to mind. I called Lateefah.

At first, she was reluctant. She had never imagined herself as the

kind of person who would work for the DA. “I never wanted to work for

the Man,” she told me.

“Well, don’t worry,” I laughed. “You won’t be working for the Man.

You’ll be working for me.”



Lateefah worked incredibly hard. And so did the Back on Track

students. And on a night I’ll never forget, we got to share in the fruits of

that effort together.

Tim, Lateefah, and many others from my office joined me after the

court had closed for the evening. We headed down the hall toward the

jury assembly room. When we entered, the room was filled with people

carrying flowers and balloons. The bustling, joyous mood was not

typical in a jury room, to say the least. But this was not a typical night. I

walked to the front of the room and opened the ceremonies for the first

Back on Track graduation ceremony.

Through the main door, a group of eighteen men and women walked

down the aisle to take their seats. With few exceptions, this was the first

time in their lives they had ever worn graduation robes. Only a handful

of them had ever had an occasion to which they could invite their

family, an occasion that would make their loved ones cry happy tears.

This celebration was hard-won, and they deserved every minute of it.

In the year since they started the program, each of them had, at a

minimum, earned a GED and landed a steady job. They had all done

community service—more than two hundred hours of it. The fathers

among them had paid all of their outstanding child support payments.

And they were all drug free. They proved they could do it—and that it

could be done.

In exchange for that effort and that success, we were there to keep

our promise. In addition to a diploma, the graduates would have their

records cleared by a judge who was standing by.

A number of superior court judges volunteered to preside over Back

on Track graduations, including my friend John Dearman, a former

social worker who became the longest-serving judge in San Francisco’s

history. Another among them was Judge Thelton Henderson, an icon in

the civil rights movement, who in 1963 lent his car to Martin Luther

King Jr. so Dr. King could make his way to Selma after his own car

broke down.

Back on Track quickly proved its merit. After two years, only 10

percent of Back on Track graduates had reoffended, as compared with

50 percent for others convicted of similar crimes. It represented smart,

effective stewardship of taxpayer dollars, too: Our program cost about

$5,000 per participant. For comparison, it costs $10,000 to prosecute a



felony case and another $40,000 or more to house someone for a year

in the county jail.

Local officials don’t have the ability to make national policy. They

have no authority beyond their jurisdiction. But when they land on good

ideas, even on a small scale, they can create examples that others can

replicate. That was a key goal of ours in creating Back on Track. We

wanted to show leaders at every level of government in every state in

the union that a reentry initiative could work and was worth trying. So

we were especially gratified when the Obama Justice Department

adopted Back on Track as a model program.

When I later ran for attorney general, I did so, in no small part, to

take the program statewide. And that’s exactly what we did, working in

partnership with the LA County Sheriff’s Department to create Back on

Track–Los Angeles (BOT-LA), in the largest county jail system in

California.

I remember one day, I went out to visit a group of program

participants with two of my special assistant attorneys general, Jeff Tsai

and Daniel Suvor. When we arrived, we were told that the men had

created a musical group and they wanted to perform a song they’d

written for me. “That’s great! What do they call themselves?” I asked.

The answer made me smile: ContraBand. They were a wonderful sight.

There was an older man in a yarmulke; a skinny guy doing his best

Michael Jackson imitation; a guitarist who was definitely influenced by

Santana; and a keyboardist who was channeling the Eagles. It turned

out the song was called “Back on Track.” The chorus was “I’m back on

track and I’m not going back.” They were really getting into it, having so

much fun, all of them looking so proud.

We all clapped and cheered. I was laughing, but I found myself

tearing up, too. I was so touched by their sincerity, which I hoped others

could see in them. There was such beauty in the supposed impossibility

of it all.

Whenever we held a Back on Track graduation during my time as DA,

we’d make sure that current program participants were there to see

what their future could hold. And whenever I spoke at those

ceremonies, I’d tell the graduates what I knew to be true: that the

program depended a lot more on them than on us. This accomplishment

was theirs, and I wanted to make sure they knew it. But I wanted them

to know that it was also bigger than themselves.
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“People are watching you,” I’d tell them. “They are watching you. And

when they see your success, they’ll think, ‘Maybe we can duplicate that.

Maybe we should try it back home.’ You should feel inspired by that, by

knowing that your individual success here will someday create an

opportunity for someone you’ve never met before in some other part of

the country.”

•   •   •

hen I first started as DA and I took out that notepad and made a

to-do list, there was a lot I wanted to get done, a lot that needed to

get done. I wanted to make sure I accounted for all of it. I even included

“Paint the walls.” I was serious, too. I’ve always believed there is no

problem too small to fix. I know it may sound trivial, but people were

working in offices that hadn’t been painted in years. Not only was it a

metaphor for the atrophy that had spread across the department—it was

just plain depressing. The staff was demoralized. They felt undervalued,

disempowered, and beaten down. Painting the walls was a tangible way

to signal that I noticed—and that things were going to change.

I sent the staff a survey asking what they needed most to make the

job better. One of the most common requests was for new photocopiers.

It turned out that lawyers were spending hours pleading with an ancient

machine and trying in vain to clear troublesome paper jams. So I

ordered new copiers right away, and we celebrated more than you might

expect when they arrived.

These were simple things. But the larger goal was restoring

professionalism as the highest value. I knew that there was a direct link

between professionalizing the operation and making sure it delivered

justice. People needed to be at the top of their game. I was leading a

DA’s office with a former culture that pitted people against one another.

I wanted to turn that on its head and make sure we worked as a team.

Every Monday afternoon, I’d have all the felony trial lawyers come into

the library and present their cases and the verdicts from the previous

week to a roomful of their colleagues. When it was your turn, you’d

stand up and talk about the legal issues of your case, how the defense

was presented, how the judge had responded, any issues you’d had with

witnesses, and so on. At the end, I always led the applause, no matter



the outcome of the case. It wasn’t so much about winning or losing. It

was about applauding the professionalism of the performance.

Professionalism, as I see it, is in part about what happens inside an

office. But it’s also about how people carry themselves outside the

office. When I trained younger lawyers, I’d say, “Let’s be clear. You

represent the people. So I expect you to get to know exactly who the

people are.” I’d tell my team to learn about the communities where they

didn’t live, to follow neighborhood news, to go to local festivals and

community forums. “For the people” means for them. All of them.

The San Francisco District Attorney’s Office was certainly not the

only government agency that was operating poorly. And I certainly

wasn’t the first person to take over a mismanaged organization and

focus on managing it better. But the stakes of repairing the DA’s office

were greater than making the trains (or, in San Francisco’s case, cable

cars) run on time; greater than improving morale and efficiency; greater

than budgets and backlogs and conviction rates. At stake was justice

itself. In a DA’s office, dysfunction necessarily leads to injustice.

Prosecutors are human beings; when they are not at their best, they do

not perform their best—and that could mean people who should go to

prison walk free and people who shouldn’t go to prison end up behind

bars. Such is the individual power of prosecutorial discretion.

I had divided my to-do list into three categories: short-, medium-,

and long-term. Short-term meant “a couple of weeks,” medium-term

meant “a couple of years,” and long-term meant “as long as it takes.” It

was that far side of the ledger where I wrote down the most intractable

problems we were facing—the ones you can’t expect to solve on your

own, over a term, perhaps even over a career. That’s where the most

important work is. That’s where you take the bigger view—not of the

political moment but of the historical one. The core problems of the

criminal justice system are not new. There are thinkers and activists

and leaders who have been fighting to change the system for

generations. I got to meet many of them when I was a child. You don’t

add the intractable problems to the list because they are new, but

because they are big, because people have been fighting against them

for dozens—maybe even hundreds—of years, and that duty is now yours.

What matters is how well you run the portion of the race that is yours.

It was my mother who had instilled that in me. I grew up surrounded

by people who were battling for civil rights and equal justice. But I had



also seen it in her work. My mother was a breast cancer researcher. Like

her colleagues, she dreamed of the day we’d find a cure. But she wasn’t

fixated on that distant dream; she focused on the work right in front of

her. The work that would move us closer, day by day, year by year, until

we crossed the finish line. “Focus on what’s in front of you and the rest

will follow,” she would say.

That is the spirit we need to bring to building a more perfect union:

recognition that we are part of a longer story, and we are responsible for

how our chapter gets written. In the battle to build a smarter, fairer,

more effective criminal justice system, there is an enormous amount of

work to do. We know what the problems are. So let’s roll up our sleeves

and start fixing them.

One of the key issues I focused on during my first year in the Senate

was the country’s bail system—the process by which you can be released

from jail while you await trial. It’s an issue that has only begun to get

the attention it deserves, given the scope and scale of the injustice it

exacts on people’s lives.

In this country, you are innocent until proven guilty and—unless you

are a danger to others or highly likely to flee the jurisdiction—you

shouldn’t have to sit in jail waiting for your court date. This is the basic

premise of due process: you get to hold on to your liberty unless and

until a jury convicts you and a judge sentences you. It’s why the Bill of

Rights explicitly prohibits excessive bail. That’s what justice is supposed

to look like.

What it should not look like is the system we have in America today.

The median bail in the United States is $10,000. But in American

households with an income of $45,000, the median savings account

balance is $2,530. The disparity is so high that at any given time,

roughly nine out of ten people who are detained can’t afford to pay to

get out.

By its very design, the cash bail system favors the wealthy and

penalizes the poor. If you can pay cash up front, you can leave, and

when your trial is over, you’ll get all of your money back. If you can’t

afford it, you either languish in jail or have to pay a bail bondsman,

which costs a steep fee you will never get back.

When I was district attorney, I knew that every day, families were

leaving the Hall of Justice, crossing the street, walking into those bail

bonds offices, having done whatever it took to get the cash to pay the



bondsmen—pawning their possessions, securing predatory payday

loans, asking for help from their friends or at church. I also knew that

people with defensible cases were taking guilty pleas just so they could

get out of jail and back to their job or home to their kids.

The New York Times Magazine told the story of a struggling single

mother who spent two weeks on Rikers Island, arrested and charged

with endangering the welfare of a child, because she’d left her baby with

a friend at a shelter while she bought diapers at Target. This young

woman could not afford her $1,500 bail, and by the time she was

released, her child was in foster care. In another case, sixteen-year-old

Kalief Browder was arrested in New York on charges that he had stolen

a backpack. When his family couldn’t scrape together the $3,000 bail,

Kalief went to jail while he awaited his trial. He would end up spending

the next three years waiting, endlessly waiting, much of it in solitary

confinement, not having ever been tried or convicted of anything. It was

a tragic story from beginning to end: in 2015, soon after he was finally

released from Rikers, Kalief committed suicide.

The criminal justice system punishes people for their poverty. Where

is the justice in that? And where is the sense? How does that advance

public safety? Between 2000 and 2014, 95 percent of the growth in the

jail population came from people awaiting trial. This is a group of

largely nonviolent defendants who haven’t been proven guilty, and

we’re spending $38 million a day to imprison them while they await

their day in court. Whether or not someone can get bailed out of jail

shouldn’t be based on how much money he has in the bank. Or the

color of his skin: black men pay 35 percent higher bail than white men

for the same charge. Latino men pay nearly 20 percent more. This isn’t

the stuff of coincidences. It is systemic. And we have to change it.

In 2017, I introduced a bill in the Senate to encourage states to

replace their bail systems, moving away from arbitrarily assigning cash

bail and toward systems where a person’s actual risk of danger or flight

is evaluated. If someone poses a threat to the public, we should detain

them. If someone is likely to flee, we should detain them. But if not, we

shouldn’t be in the business of charging money in exchange for liberty.

My lead co-sponsor in this effort is Rand Paul, a Republican senator

from Kentucky with whom I vehemently disagree on most things. But

this is one of those issues that he and I agree on—that all of us should



agree on. It’s an issue that can—and does—transcend politics, and, one

way or another, we’re going to get it done.

Something else it’s past time we get done is dismantling the failed

war on drugs—starting with legalizing marijuana. According to the FBI,

more people were arrested for marijuana possession than for all violent

crimes in 2016. Between 2001 and 2010, more than seven million

people were arrested for simple possession of marijuana. They are

disproportionately black and brown. One stark example: during the first

three months of 2018, 93 percent of the people the NYPD arrested for

marijuana possession were people of color. These racial disparities are

staggering and unconscionable. We need to legalize marijuana and

regulate it. And we need to expunge nonviolent marijuana-related

offenses from the records of the millions of people who have been

arrested and incarcerated so they can get on with their lives.

But let’s do it with eyes wide open, understanding that there is

unfinished business when it comes to legalization. There is no widely

used equivalent to a breathalyzer that law enforcement officials agree is

consistently reliable. We need to invest in a solution. We also need to

acknowledge what we don’t know about the effects of marijuana.

Because marijuana has been deemed a Schedule 1 drug, doctors and

scientists have been able to do only limited research on its effects. We

need to understand any risks. And that means committing ourselves to

doing the research, listening to what the science tells us, and acting on

that information in our approach.

We also need to stop treating drug addiction like a public safety crisis

instead of what it is: a public health crisis. When people suffering from

drug addiction end up involved in the criminal justice system, our

ambition has to be to get them help. It’s time that we all accept that

addiction is a disease, that it wreaks havoc on people’s lives in ways they

don’t want and never intended. It’s time we recognize that addiction

does not discriminate, and that our laws shouldn’t either. When

someone is suffering from addiction, their situation is made worse, not

better, by involvement in the criminal justice system. What they need is

treatment, and we should fight for a system that provides it.

And even when people have committed offenses that require jail

time, we should reject the notion that they are irredeemable or that they

don’t deserve a second chance. We still have mandatory minimums on

the books, many of which have a disproportionate impact across racial



lines. And we have to unravel the decadeslong effort to make sentencing

guidelines excessively harsh to the point of being inhumane.

Thankfully, we have started to see progress: In the decade after we

introduced Back on Track, some thirty-three states have adopted new

sentencing and corrections policies aimed at promoting alternatives to

incarceration and reducing recidivism. And since 2010, twenty-three

states have reduced their prison populations. But there is still much

more work to do to ensure that punishments are proportionate to the

offense.

We also need to address what happens behind the prison gates.

Women now represent the fastest-growing segment of our incarcerated

population. Most of them are mothers, and the vast majority are

survivors of violent trauma that usually goes undiagnosed and

untreated. Many are imprisoned in facilities that don’t support basic

hygiene or reproductive health. As you read this, there are women being

shackled while they’re pregnant. In some states, they are shackled while

giving birth. I have visited women in prison, heard stories of the ways

they face the risk of sexual violence when supervised by male guards in

the bathroom or shower. In 2017, I was proud to co-sponsor a bill to

deal with some of these issues. This is a conversation we rarely have in

this country—and we need to.

In the near term, one of the most urgent challenges is the fight

against those who are ripping apart the critical progress we’ve made in

recent years. The current administration has reescalated the war on

drugs, reemphasized incarceration over rehabilitation, and rolled back

investigations into civil rights violations at police departments that

began during the Obama administration. They are even trying to tear up

agreements made between the Obama Justice Department and certain

police departments that are meant to end policies and practices that

violate people’s constitutional rights. We can’t go backward on these

issues when we have only begun to scratch the surface of progress. We

have to act with fierce urgency. Justice demands it.

One thing we must do is take on, head-on, the racial bias that

operates throughout our criminal justice system. And that effort starts

with our stating clearly and unequivocally that black lives matter—and

speaking truth about what that means. The facts are clear: Nearly four

years after Ferguson, Missouri, became the flashpoint for the Black

Lives Matter movement, the state attorney general reported that black



drivers there are 85 percent more likely to be pulled over than their

white neighbors. Across the nation, when a police officer stops a black

driver, he is three times more likely to search the car than when the

driver is white. Black men use drugs at the same rate as white men, but

they are arrested twice as often for it. And then they pay more than a

third more than their counterparts, on average, in bail. Black men are

six times as likely as white men to be incarcerated. And when they are

convicted, black men get sentences nearly 20 percent longer than those

given to their white counterparts. Latino men don’t fare much better. It

is truly appalling.

It’s one thing to say that black lives matter. But awareness and

solidarity aren’t enough. We need to accept hard truths about the

systemic racism that has allowed this to happen. And we need to turn

that understanding into policies and practices that can actually change

it.

When I was attorney general, I brought the senior leadership of our

investigative bureau together, led by Larry Wallace, the director of my

office’s Bureau of Law Enforcement, and told them that I wanted to

institute an implicit bias and procedural justice training program for our

agents. Implicit bias lives in split seconds. It is the unconscious

shorthand that our brains use to help us make a quick judgment about a

stranger. Frontline officers, more than most, have to make split-second

judgments all the time, where implicit bias can have a deadly outcome.

The presentation of the subject matter made for a difficult

conversation—and understandably so. These senior leaders had

dedicated their lives and taken an oath to law enforcement. It wasn’t

easy to have to reckon with the idea that the men and women of their

bureau carry bias with them, that it affects the community, and that

they need to be trained to deal with it. But it was an honest

conversation, and in the end, the leadership not only agreed it was

important, but they also agreed to help create, shape, and lead the

training while advocating for its necessity up and down the chain.

Larry and my special assistant attorney general, Suzy Loftus, then

worked to develop a curriculum that could be adopted by police

academies and offered to law enforcement agencies statewide. We

partnered with the Oakland and Stockton police departments and the

California Partnership for Safe Communities to create the training

program, and brought in Professor Jennifer Eberhardt from Stanford



University to evaluate its effectiveness. It became the first statewide

implicit bias and procedural justice course offered anywhere in the

country.

None of us were naive about what our training course could

accomplish. We knew that such an effort, alone, would not rid the

system of bias. And we surely knew that explicit bias, not just implicit

bias, permeated the system. Racism is real in America, and police

departments are not immune. At the same time, we knew that better

training would make a real difference, that for most members of law

enforcement, a better understanding of their own implicit biases could

be revelatory. We knew that the hard conversations involved in the

training course were the kind that stayed with a person, the kind of

thing they’d take with them to the streets.

We need to speak another truth: police brutality occurs in America

and we have to root it out wherever we find it. With the advent of the

smartphone, what was well known only to certain communities is now

being seen by the world. People can no longer pretend it isn’t

happening. It cannot be ignored or denied when we see video of Walter

Scott, unarmed, shot in the back as he ran from an officer. We cannot

ignore the horrified cries of Philando Castile’s girlfriend after he was

shot seven times by a police officer while reaching for his driver’s

license—all with her four-year-old daughter in the back seat. “It’s okay,

Mommy . . . it’s okay. I’m right here with you,” the little girl said, in a

heartbreaking attempt to comfort. We cannot forget Eric Garner’s

desperate words—“I can’t breathe”—as a police officer strangled him to

death during an arrest for selling cigarettes.

And we must remember that tragedies like these occur over and over

again, most of them unfilmed and unseen. If people fear murder and

beatings and harassment from the police who patrol their streets, can

we really say that we live in a free society?

And what does it say about our standards of justice when police

officers are so rarely held accountable for these incidents? The

Minnesota officer who shot Philando Castile was tried for second-

degree manslaughter. But he was acquitted. In Ohio, a police officer

climbed onto the hood of a car after a car chase and fired forty-nine

times at its occupants, Timothy Russell and Malissa Williams, both of

whom were unarmed. The officer was charged—and acquitted. In



Pennsylvania, a police officer shot an unarmed driver in the back while

he lay facedown in the snow. But he, too, was acquitted of murder.

If there aren’t serious consequences for police brutality in our justice

system, what kind of message does that send to police officers? And

what kind of message does it send to the community? Public safety

depends on public trust. It depends on people believing they will be

treated fairly and transparently. It depends on a justice system that is

steeped in the notions of objectivity and impartiality. It depends on the

basic decency our Constitution demands.

But when black and brown people are more likely to be stopped,

arrested, and convicted than their white counterparts; when police

departments are outfitted like military regiments; when egregious use

of deadly force is not met with consequence, is it any wonder that the

very credibility of these public institutions is on the line?

I say this as someone who has spent most of my career working with

law enforcement. I say this as someone who has a great deal of respect

for police officers. I know that most police officers deserve to be proud

of their public service and commended for the way they do their jobs. I

know how difficult and dangerous the job is, day in and day out, and I

know how hard it is for the officers’ families, who have to wonder if the

person they love will be coming home at the end of each shift. I’ve been

to too many funerals of officers killed in the line of duty. But I also

know this: it is a false choice to suggest that you must either be for the

police or for police accountability. I am for both. Most people I know are

for both. Let’s speak some truth about that, too.

Make no mistake: we need to take on this and every aspect of our

broken criminal justice system. We need to change our laws and our

standards. And we need to elect people who will make it their mission to

do so.

So let’s recruit more progressives into prosecutors’ offices, where

many of the biggest problems and best solutions start. Prosecutors are

among the most powerful actors in our system of justice. They have the

power to prioritize what they work on. They can choose to focus their

time and attention on anything from corporate and consumer fraudsters

to sexual predators. They have the power to put criminals behind bars,

but they also have the discretion to dismiss cases where police used

excessive force, or conducted a search and seizure without probable

cause. We need people who come from all walks of life and different



backgrounds and experiences to sit at the table and wield that kind of

power.

We also need to keep the pressure on from the outside, where

organizations and individuals can create meaningful change. When I

was attorney general, I made sure ours was the first state law

enforcement agency to require body cameras for its agents. I did it

because it was the right thing to do. But I was able to do it because the

Black Lives Matter movement had created intense pressure. By forcing

these issues onto the national agenda, the movement created an

environment on the outside that helped give me the space to get it done

on the inside. That’s often how change happens. And I credit the

movement for those reforms just as much as anyone in my office,

including me.

Engaging in the fight for civil rights and social justice is not for the

faint of heart. It is as difficult as it is important, and the wins may never

taste as sweet as the losses taste sour. But count yourself as part of the

lineage of those who refused to relent. And when we’re feeling

frustrated and discouraged by the obstacles in front of us, let’s channel

the words of Constance Baker Motley, one of my inspirations as the first

black American woman appointed to the federal judiciary. “Lack of

encouragement never deterred me,” she wrote. “In fact, I think the

effect was just the opposite. I was the kind of person who would not be

put down.”
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e were renters for most of my childhood, and my mother

took incredible pride in our home. It was always ready for

company, with fresh-cut flowers. The walls were decorated

with big posters of artwork by LeRoy Clarke and other artists from

the Studio Museum in Harlem, where Uncle Freddy worked. There

were statues from her travels in India, Africa, and elsewhere. She

cared a great deal about making our apartment a home, and it

always felt warm and complete. But I knew my mother always

wanted something more. She wanted to be a homeowner.

She would be the first to point out the practical considerations—

that it was a smart investment. But it was so much more than that.

It was about her earning a full slice of the American Dream.

My mother had wanted to buy her first home while Maya and I

were still young—a place to grow up with a sense of permanence.

But it would take many years before she could save up enough

money for a down payment.

I was in high school when it happened. Maya and I had just

gotten home from school when she pulled out the pictures to show

us—a one-level dark-gray house on a cul-de-sac, with a shingled

roof, a beautiful lawn in front, an outdoor space on the side for a

barbecue. She was so excited to show us, and we were so excited to

see it—not only because it meant we got to move back to Oakland,

but because of the intense joy we saw in her face. She had earned it,

quite literally. “This is our house!” I would tell my friends, proudly

showing off the pictures. It was going to be our piece of the world.



That memory was on my mind when I traveled to Fresno,

California, in 2010, in the midst of a devastating foreclosure crisis in

which so many people had their own piece of the world destroyed.

Fresno is the largest city in California’s San Joaquin Valley, an

area that has been described as the “Garden of the Sun.” The San

Joaquin Valley is one of the world’s most abundant agricultural

regions, providing a significant share of the fruits and vegetables

consumed in the United States. Amid the acres of almond trees and

vineyards full of grapes live about four million people, a population

roughly the size of Connecticut’s.

Many middle-class families saw a life in Fresno as their best shot

at the American Dream. It was a place with promise, a place where

they could afford a real single-family home on a suburban street, a

place that represented America’s vitality, mobility, and hope. In the

early 2000s, the population of the San Joaquin Valley was young

and growing, and nearly 40 percent Latinx. For so many people who

moved there, the six-hour round-trip commute to their jobs in San

Francisco or Sacramento was exhausting, but a worthy price to pay

for what they got in exchange: the sense of dignity, pride, and

security that came with becoming an American homeowner.

New suburban developments seemed to sprout up every month,

taking root in the fertile soil as if they were another cash crop. That

wasn’t far off. Fresno’s real estate boom was fueled by broader

economic trends, trends that ultimately sparked an economic

inferno.

In the wake of 9/11, central banks around the world slashed their

interest rates. This capital-rich environment prompted lenders to

become increasingly aggressive, luring more and more borrowers

with enticing loan offers like “interest only,” “zero down,” and even

“NINJA” (no income, no job, no assets). High-risk subprime

mortgages flooded the housing market, with teaser rates seemed too

good to be true. Lenders reassured home buyers (and themselves)

that homeowners would just refinance their mortgages before their

payments spiked. The reward was worth the risk, because, as they

saw it, housing prices were only and always destined to go up.



Meanwhile, global investors were on the hunt for greater returns,

which led them toward ever riskier opportunities to place their bets.

Wall Street financiers were only too happy to meet this voracious

demand, creating newfangled securities backed by the same deeply

questionable mortgages. Investors who bought those mortgaged-

backed securities believed that the banks had done their due

diligence, only bundling together home loans that could and would

be paid on time. Few realized they were actually purchasing ticking

time bombs.

Remarkably, about half of all of these mortgage-backed securities

ended up on the balance sheets of big banks after they realized that

holding the securities, rather than the mortgages themselves, would

help them avoid traditional regulation. The cycle fed on itself,

spinning faster and faster, until it spun right off the rails. In 2006,

the housing market peaked. A major housing crisis loomed.

Banks and investors tried to dump their bad securities, which

only made things worse. Wall Street started to implode. Bear

Stearns failed. Lehman Brothers filed for bankruptcy. Credit started

drying up. The economy went into freefall. By 2009, homes in the

Fresno area had lost more than half their value, the largest decline

in the nation. At the same time, people living in Fresno were losing

their jobs in droves; by November 2010, the unemployment rate had

soared to 17 percent.

Meanwhile, the teaser rates on loans had expired, and borrowers’

mortgages were doubling. Scam artists and fraudsters descended

like vultures, promising frantic homeowners relief from foreclosure,

only to take their money and run.

This happened all over the country. Consider the story of Karina

and Juan Santillan, who bought a home twenty miles east of Los

Angeles in 1999. Juan had worked for twenty years at an ink-

manufacturing plant, while Karina sold insurance. “A few years after

they bought their home, the Santillans say, people started knocking

on their door selling financial products,” The Atlantic reported. “It

was easy money, the Santillans were told. Borrow against your

house, it’s sure to gain value.” Like millions of Americans, the

Santillans were persuaded to take out an adjustable-rate mortgage



on their home. At the time, their monthly payment was $1,200. By

2009 it had risen to $3,000—and Karina had lost her job. Suddenly

at risk of losing their house, they contacted a company that

promised to protect them. After paying $6,800 for services that

were supposed to help, they realized they had been scammed. Ten

years after purchasing their home, they were forced to tell their four

children they were going to have to leave.

This pattern played out with particular force in Fresno and

Stockton. Local leaders pleaded with the federal government to

declare the region a disaster area and send help. “Disaster area” was

an apt description: entire neighborhoods were abandoned, and the

area was suffering one of the highest foreclosure rates in the nation.

Sometimes families were struggling so hard to pay their mortgages

that they would abruptly pick up and leave. I heard stories of pets

being abandoned because their owners could no longer afford to

keep them—a phenomenon the Humane Society was reporting all

across the country, from Little Rock to Cleveland to Albuquerque.

When I visited Fresno, I was told that abandoned dogs had been

seen roaming in packs. I felt like I was walking through the

aftermath of a natural disaster. But this disaster was man-made.

When the crash finally bottomed out, 8.4 million Americans

nationwide had lost their jobs. Roughly 5 million homeowners were

at least two months behind on their mortgages. And 2.5 million

foreclosures had been initiated.

Two and a half million foreclosures initiated. There is something

clinical about saying it that way. Something that makes the human

tragedy and trauma seem abstract.

Foreclosure is not a statistic.

Foreclosure is a husband suffering in silence, knowing he’s in

trouble but too ashamed to tell his partner that he has failed.

Foreclosure is a mother on the phone with her bank, pleading for

more time—just until the school year is over. Foreclosure is the

sheriff knocking at your door and ordering you out of your home. It

is a grandmother on the sidewalk in tears, watching her life’s

possessions being removed from her house by strangers and left

exposed in the yard. It is learning from a neighbor that your house



was just auctioned off on the steps of City Hall. It is the changing of

locks, the immolation of dreams. It is a child learning for the first

time that parents can be terrified, too.

Homeowners told me countless stories of personal

catastrophe.And as the months dragged on, the news media

continued to surface strange reports about irregularities in the

foreclosure process. We learned about people whose banks couldn’t

find their mortgage documents. There were stories of people

discovering that they actually owed tens of thousands of dollars less

than the banks said they did. A man in Florida had his house

foreclosed on and put up for sale—even though he’d bought the

house with cash and never had a mortgage.

Tales emerged of a process that became known as dual tracking.

Through a program with the federal government, banks were

working with borrowers on one track to modify loan terms, which

was supposed to make it easier for people to stay in their homes.

But often borrowers were working on a second track, too,

foreclosing on homes anyway, even after making such

modifications, even after the homeowner had spent several months

paying the new reduced amount. The banks left homeowners with

no explanation, no point of contact, and no recourse.

Clearly, something had gone awry. But it wasn’t until the end of

September 2010 that a major part of the scandal would break wide

open. That was when we learned that the country’s largest banks—

including Bank of America, JPMorgan Chase, and Wells Fargo—had

been illegally foreclosing on people’s homes since 2007, using a

practice that became known as “robo-signing.”

We learned that to speed up the foreclosure process, financial

institutions and their mortgage servicers hired people with no

formal financial training—from Walmart floor workers to hair

stylists—and placed them in “foreclosure expert” positions with one

responsibility: sign off on foreclosures by the thousands.

In depositions, robo-signers acknowledged that they had little or

no familiarity with the documents they were paid to approve. The

job wasn’t to understand and evaluate; it was simply to sign their

name, or to forge someone else’s. They got paid $10 an hour. And
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they got bonuses for volume. There was no accountability. No

transparency. None of the due diligence required by law. From the

banks’ point of view, the faster they got bad loans off their balance

sheet, the faster their stock price would rebound. And if that meant

breaking the law, so be it. They could afford the fine. It was painful

to me when I realized that the banks viewed a fine as just the cost of

doing business. It became clear to me that they had built it into

their bottom line. It was a damning portrait of an aspect of Wall

Street culture that persists, the part that seems to care little—if at all

—about the collateral damage caused by recklessness and greed.

I had seen it up close in the district attorney’s office, where we’d

prosecuted mortgage scammers for defrauding the elderly and

veterans. In 2009, as DA, I created a mortgage fraud unit to fill in

the areas of chronic under-enforcement by the federal government.

But as the foreclosure crisis ballooned, I was eager to take on bigger

culprits, to go after the bad-acting banks themselves. And it seemed

I might have a chance.

On October 13, 2010, the attorneys general of all fifty states

agreed to join together in what’s known as a multistate

investigation. It was billed as a comprehensive, nationwide law

enforcement effort to uncover the banks’ actions in the foreclosure

crisis.

I was eager to join the fight, but there was just one small

problem: I wasn’t yet California’s attorney general.

I was in the middle of my campaign when the multistate was

announced, and there were still three weeks left until Election Day.

The polls were predicting a very close race.

•   •   •

n Election Night 2010, I lost the race for attorney general.

Three weeks later, I won.

I’d started the evening with what had become a ritual: a friends-

and-family dinner. Then we headed to the Election Night party,

which we held on the San Francisco waterfront, in the headquarters

of my dear friend Mimi Silbert’s Delancey Street Foundation—a



leading residential self-help and job training organization for

addicts, substance abusers, the formerly incarcerated, and others

trying to turn their lives around. We arrived as results started to

trickle in from precincts around the state. In the main room,

supporters were gathered, waiting in anticipation for the results.

Behind them stood risers for TV cameras and press pointed at the

stage. We went in through the back and into a side room where my

staff was gathered. They had arranged four tables into a square, and

most of them were sitting there, staring at their laptops, hitting

refresh on the websites keeping track of the tally. I greeted

everyone, my spirits high, and thanked them for all their hard work.

Then Ace Smith, my chief strategist, pulled me aside.

“How’s it looking?” I asked.

“It’s going to be a very long night,” Ace said. My opponent was in

the lead.

I’d always known that I could take nothing for granted. Even

plenty of fellow Democrats had considered me a long shot, and

some hadn’t held back in saying so. One longtime political strategist

announced to an audience at UC Irvine that there was no way I

could win, because I was “a woman running for attorney general, a

woman who is a minority, a woman who is a minority who is anti–

death penalty, a woman who is a minority who is anti–death penalty

who is DA of wacky San Francisco.” Old stereotypes die hard. I was

convinced that my perspective and experience made me the

strongest candidate in the race, but I didn’t know if the voters would

agree. The past few weeks, I’d done so much knocking on wood that

my knuckles were bruised.

By 10 p.m., we were not much closer to knowing the outcome of

the race. I was trailing, but we knew that a lot of precincts had yet to

report. Ace suggested that I go out and address the crowd. “The

cameras aren’t going to stay much longer,” he said, “so if you have a

message for your supporters tonight, I think you should do that

now.” It sounded like a smart idea to me.

I left the staff room, spent a few quiet minutes thinking about

what I would say, then straightened my suit jacket and walked into

the main room and onto the stage. I told the audience that it was



going to be a long night, but that it was going to be a good night, too.

My opponent was losing ground by the minute, I assured them. I

reminded them what our campaign was about and what we stood

for. “This campaign is so much bigger than me. It is so much bigger

than any one person.”

At some point during my speech, I noticed a shift in the room.

People seemed to be getting emotional. Back in the staff room, I

later learned, two of my best friends, Chrisette and Vanessa, were

sitting on the couch, sipping wine, listening to my speech. Chrisette

turned to Vanessa:

“I don’t think she knows.”

“I don’t think she knows, either.”

“You gonna tell her?”

“Nope. You?”

“Nope.”

I was just finishing my remarks when I saw Debbie Mesloh, my

longtime communications adviser, approaching. She mouthed to

me, “Get off the stage and go to the back room, now.” That wasn’t

reassuring. I finished my remarks and was making my way to

Debbie when I was intercepted by a reporter and her cameraman.

“So what do you think happened?” she asked, putting the

microphone in my face.

“I think we ran a really great race and it’s going to be a long

night.” I said.

The reporter seemed confused, and so was I. The more questions

she asked, the more it was clear we weren’t connecting at all. Clearly

something had happened, and I was out of the loop. When I finally

got back to the staff room, I learned what. While I’d been onstage,

talking about what lay ahead, the San Francisco Chronicle had

called the race for my opponent. No wonder people were crying! I’d

been the only one out there who thought we were still in the game.

Realizing that our hometown paper had called the race against us

felt like a punch in the gut. The mood was grim as my team and I

huddled together in the greenroom. After so many months of

working so hard, excitement was giving way to exhaustion. I looked



around at the slumping shoulders and sad expressions. I couldn’t

bear the thought of sending our volunteers home feeling this way.

Ace called me over. “Listen, I’m looking at the numbers, and a lot

of our strongest areas haven’t come in. They called the race too

early. We’re still in this.”

I knew he couldn’t see the future—but Ace wasn’t the kind of

person who blew smoke. He knew California down to the precinct

level, better than perhaps anyone in the state. If he thought we were

still in it, I believed him. I told my supporters we weren’t giving up.

My opponent had a different view of things. Around 11 p.m., he

stood up in front of the cameras and delivered a speech in Los

Angeles declaring victory. But we waited. And waited—getting

regular updates from the field and trying to keep one another’s

spirits high.

Around 1 a.m., I leaned over to my childhood friend Derreck, who

was like a cousin and who owned a chicken and waffle restaurant in

Oakland. “Is your kitchen still open?”

“Don’t worry,” he promised. “I’ll take care of it.”

Sure enough, the next thing I knew, Delancey Street was filled

with the mouthwatering aroma of fried chicken and corn bread and

greens and candied yams. We all gathered around the aluminum

pans and ate. About an hour later, with 89 percent of the precincts

in, we were tied.

Finally, I turned to Maya. “I’m exhausted. Do you think

anybody’s going to have a problem if I leave?”

“Everybody will be fine,” she assured me. “People are waiting for

you to leave so they can, too.”

I went home and got maybe an hour or two of sleep, only to be

jolted back awake by the sound of news helicopters circling in the

sky. The Giants were celebrating their first World Series win in

more than fifty years with a parade down Market Street. Most of the

city was dressed in orange and black.

But the Giants’ victory wasn’t the only good news. More votes

had come in, and I was now ahead in the race, albeit only by a few

thousand votes. From the lowest of lows, now it felt like our

campaign had vaulted to the peak of the mountain—on a day when



music was rising from the streets and confetti raining down from

the skies.

With two million votes still waiting to be tallied, there was a good

chance we weren’t going to know the results for weeks. The

counties had about a month to finish counting and certify their

tallies.

My phone rang. It was John Keker, a storied lawyer in the Bay

Area and a dear friend. He told me that he was assembling a team of

top lawyers. “Kamala, we’re ready to convene to defend you if

there’s a recount.” If there was going to be a recount, it wasn’t going

to happen any time soon. The earliest that either of us could request

one would be November 30.

In the meantime, members of my campaign staff, led by my

campaign manager, Brian Brokaw, activated dozens of volunteers,

who put off their vacation plans and got back to work. They fanned

out across the state, in county after county, to monitor the vote

counting in real time and report any irregularities. Days extended

into weeks. Thanksgiving was fast approaching. And all the while,

there was a roller coaster of results, making the whole thing pretty

excruciating. It reminded me of my days trying cases, when a jury

would go off to deliberate and there was nothing left to do but wait.

We reconciled ourselves to the fact that nothing was likely to

happen with the count over Thanksgiving weekend, so we sent

everyone home to be with their families.

Early Wednesday morning, I headed for the airport to catch a

flight to New York. I was going to spend the holiday with Maya, my

brother-in-law, Tony, and my niece, Meena.

As we were pulling off the highway, I got a text from a district

attorney who had supported my opponent. “I look forward to

working with you,” it read.

I called my campaign team. “What’s going on? Have you heard

anything?” I asked.

“We’re hearing he’s going to have a press conference. That’s all

we know right now.” I was just pulling into the airport terminal.

“We’ll check into it and get back to you.” I made it through security

and onto the plane without hearing another word. I was in an aisle
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seat, and fellow passengers, in their Giants caps and jerseys, were

walking past me asking, “Kamala, have you won yet? Do you know

what’s going on?” All I could do was smile and say, “I don’t know. I

don’t know.”

I took out my phone and realized that, going through the airport,

I’d missed an incoming call. There was a voicemail from my

opponent asking me to call him back. I dialed his number as the

cabin doors were closing and the flight attendants were directing

passengers to put their cell phones away.

“I want you to know I’ll be conceding,” he said.

“You ran a great race,” I said.

“I hope you know how big a job this is going to be,” he added.

“Have a nice Thanksgiving with your family,” I replied.

And that was it. Of the nearly nine million ballots cast statewide,

I had won by the equivalent of three votes per precinct. I was so

relieved, so excited, so ready to start. I wanted to call everyone, but

the next thing I knew, we were barreling down the runway, and then

we were in the air—with no Wi-Fi. My twenty-one-day election

night was over, and all I could do was sit there. Alone with my

thoughts. For five hours.

•   •   •

ecause the count had taken so long, there was only a month to

process the victory before my swearing-in. And beyond the

election, I was also still processing the grief of my mother’s death.

She’d passed away the year before, in February 2009, as the long,

hard-fought campaign was just getting under way. I will say more

about this in a chapter to come, but, needless to say, it was crushing

to lose her. I knew what my election would have meant to her. How

I wished she could be there to see it.

When January 3, 2011, arrived, I walked down the stairs of the

California Museum for Women, History, and the Arts, in

Sacramento, to greet the standing-room-only crowd. We had

arranged for a wonderful inaugural ceremony, with Bishop T. Larry

Kirkland Sr. giving the opening invocation and a gospel singer at the



close. Flags were waving, dignitaries were there, observers peered

down from the balcony. Maya held Mrs. Shelton’s Bible as I took the

oath of office. But what I remember most vividly about the day was

the worry I felt about saying my mother’s name in my address while

keeping my composure. I’d practiced over and over again, and

choked up every time. But it was important to me that her name be

spoken in that room, because none of what I had achieved would

have been possible without her.

“Today, with this oath,” I told the crowd, “we affirm the principle

that every Californian matters.”

It was a principle that would be put to the test in the heady weeks

that followed. Later that month, 37,000 homeowners lined up in

Los Angeles to plead with banks to modify their mortgages so they

could stay in their homes. In Florida, there were lines that quite

literally stretched for days. “In the 1930s, we had bread lines,” said

Scott Pelley on 60 Minutes, during a segment on the foreclosure

crisis. “Venture out before dawn in America today and you’ll find

mortgage lines.”

On my first day in office, I gathered my senior team and told

them that we needed to get involved right away in the multistate

investigation into the banks. I had appointed Michael Troncoso, a

longtime member of my team, as chief counsel in the attorney

general’s office, and Brian Nelson as special assistant attorney

general. I asked them to dig in and get us up to speed.

Inside the office we were preparing for battle. Outside the office,

we were constantly reminded of who we were fighting for. At every

event we held, there was always a group of people—sometimes five

or ten or twenty—who had come in the hope of seeing me and

asking for my help, face-to-face. Most brought their paperwork with

them—accordion folders and manila envelopes overflowing with

mortgage documents and foreclosure notices and handwritten

notes. Some had driven hundreds of miles to find me.

I’ll never forget the woman who interrupted a small health care

event I was doing at Stanford. She stood up in the audience, tears

streaming down her face, desperation in her voice. “I need help. You



need to help me. I need you to help call the bank and tell them to let

me stay in my home. Please, I’m begging you.” It was heartbreaking.

I also knew there were tens of thousands of people just like her,

fighting for their lives, who didn’t have the ability to track down the

attorney general in person. So we went directly to them, holding

roundtable meetings in community centers across the state. I

wanted them to see us. I also wanted my team to see them, so that

when we were sitting across from the bank executives in a

conference room, we’d remember who we were representing. At one

of these convenings, I was speaking to a man about the problems he

was having with the banks. His young son was playing quietly

nearby. And then the little boy came over and looked up at his

father.

“Daddy, what does ‘underwater’ mean?”

I could see the awful fear in his eyes. He thought his father was

literally drowning.

It was a terrible thing to contemplate. But the metaphor was apt:

a lot of people had gone under. Still more were clinging by their

fingernails to the edge. And every day that went by, more and more

of those desperate people were losing their grip.

Over the course of our battle with the banks, we’d heard so many

stories that underscored that these issues weren’t intellectual or

academic; they were about people’s lives. At one homeowners’

roundtable, a woman described with pride the home she had saved

up to buy in 1997—the first home she’d ever purchased as an adult.

After falling one month behind on a loan payment in early 2009,

she’d called her lender asking for advice. Representatives for the

lender said they could help, but after months of their insisting she

produce and fax them endless paperwork, of sending her documents

without explanation and demanding that she sign, of keeping her in

the dark as she sought answers to her questions, her home was

foreclosed upon from under her feet.

Fighting back tears as she shared her story with me, she said,

“I’m sorry. I know it’s just a house . . .” But she knew, as we all do,

that it’s never “just a house.”



My first opportunity to get personally involved in the multistate

talks arrived in early March. The National Association of Attorneys

General—whose acronym, NAAG, is appropriate—was holding its

annual multiday meeting at the Fairmont hotel, in Washington, DC.

I flew in with my team. All fifty attorneys general were there, seated

in alphabetical order by state. I took my spot between Arkansas and

Colorado.

As the conversation turned from general business to the

multistate investigation, it suddenly became clear to me that the

investigation wasn’t complete; there were still many unanswered

questions. Yet they were talking settlement. They had a number on

the table, and I got the impression that it was basically a done deal.

All that seemed left to do was divide the money among the states—

and that was exactly what was happening.

I was dumbfounded. What was the number based on? How did

they come up with it? How could we negotiate a settlement when

we hadn’t completed an investigation?

But what shocked me most wasn’t the choosing of an arbitrary

dollar figure. It was that in exchange for settling, the banks were

going to be given a wholesale release against any potential future

claims—a blank check of immunity for whatever crimes they might

have committed. That meant that by settling with them on the issue

of robo-signing, we could be prohibited from bringing a future case

against them that related to the mortgage-backed securities that had

caused the crash.

During a break in the session, I gathered my team. The

settlement was going to be on the agenda again in the afternoon.

“I’m not going to that meeting,” I told them. “This thing is

baked.” I knew that if I joined the meeting, the conversation would

just pick up where it had left off. They weren’t going to turn back

just because a new AG expressed concerns. But if they knew I would

pull out of the negotiations if I had to, that might move some

minds. California had more foreclosures than any other state,

making it the biggest exposure of liability for the banks. If the banks

couldn’t get a settlement with me, they weren’t going to settle with

anyone. It was one thing to know I had this leverage; it was another



to convince the others I was willing to use it. If I skipped the

afternoon session, my empty chair would express that message

better than I ever could.

My staff and I left the Fairmont and took a cab to the Justice

Department. We called Tom Perrelli on the way, to let him know we

were coming. Perrelli was the U.S. associate attorney general. It was

his job, among other things, to oversee the multistate investigation

on behalf of the federal government. I told him that of the ten cities

hit hardest by the foreclosure crisis at the time, seven were in

California; that it was my job to get to the bottom of it; and that I

couldn’t sign on to anything that was going to preclude me from

doing my own investigation.

Perrelli made the case that my investigation wouldn’t yield what I

hoped it would, that going after the big banks was not something

any one state could do, even the biggest in the nation. And, he

added, that kind of litigation was going to take many years. By the

time I got what California deserved, the people who needed help

would have already lost their homes. This was the reason there

hadn’t been a thorough investigation; there simply wasn’t time.

Later that afternoon, I met with Elizabeth Warren, who at that

time was working at the Treasury Department, building what would

become the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. I raised the

same concerns with her, and she was sympathetic and supportive.

As an administration official, she couldn’t outright tell us to go our

own way, but I got the strong sense that she would understand if I

persisted.

We flew home that night and got right to work. I had been told

that, as things stood, California was going to get somewhere

between $2 billion and $4 billion in the settlement. Some of the

lawyers in the office thought it was a big number, big enough to

take. My point to them was: Compared with what? If the banks’

illegal scheme had caused a lot more than $2 billion to $4 billion in

damage, then those really big numbers would start to look really

small.

The immediate challenge was that our office wasn’t equipped to

answer that riddle. It was a problem that required economists and



data scientists, not lawyers. Recognizing the hole in our game, I

decided to hire some experts and put them to work crunching the

numbers. I wanted to know how many underwater homeowners

there were county by county so that we could target relief to the

highest pain points. I also wanted to understand what we were

dealing with in very human terms: How many people was the

money going to help? How many would be left to fend for

themselves? How many children were affected by the foreclosure

crisis?

The results were as unacceptable as I had feared. Compared with

the devastation, the banks were offering crumbs on the table,

nowhere near enough to compensate for the damage they had

caused.

“We need to be prepared to walk away from the settlement,” I

told my team. “There’s no way I’m taking this offer.” I told them

that it was time to open up our own independent investigation.

“Look, we’re a guest at someone else’s party and we don’t have our

own car,” I said. “We need our own ride so that when we’re ready to

leave, we can leave.”

Even before taking office, I’d planned with my team to launch a

statewide effort to investigate the fraud. Now was the time. That

May, we announced the California Attorney General’s Mortgage

Fraud Strike Force, a unit of the best and brightest lawyers from our

consumer fraud, corporate fraud, and criminal divisions, as well as

sworn investigators.

The robo-signing settlement was a critical part of the

investigation, but our scope was even wider. I wanted to go after

Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, which owned 62 percent of new

mortgages nationwide. I wanted to investigate the mortgage-backed

securities that JPMorgan Chase had sold to the California public

employee pension fund. And I wanted to go after the predators who

had exploited these vulnerable communities, promising to save

homeowners from foreclosure for a price—only to steal what little

they had left.

The fact that we were doing our own investigation aggravated the

multistate negotiators. The banks were furious that I was causing



trouble. The settlement was now in doubt. But this had been my

goal. Now, instead of merely noting my concerns, the state attorneys

general and the banks would have to answer them, too.

Over the course of the summer, we focused on two tracks: the

investigation on one, the settlement talks on the other. For my

team, that meant working all hours of the day and night—traveling

up and down the state and back and forth to Washington. Still, the

negotiations were getting nowhere. The banks balked at our

demands. At the same time, the rate of foreclosures picked up

significantly in California.

In August, the New York attorney general pulled out of the

multistate negotiations. In the aftermath, it seemed that everyone’s

eyes had turned to me. Would I leave the negotiations, too?

I wasn’t yet ready to do that. I wanted to exhaust every

reasonable possibility that the banks would meet our demands.

There were important reforms that were part of the negotiation, and

I wanted to see them implemented. We were being presented with a

false choice: the reforms or the money. I wanted both.

And I knew that time was of the essence. In a homicide case, the

body is cold; you’re talking about punishment and restitution after

the fact. In this situation, the harm was still unfolding. While

negotiations went on, hundreds of thousands of more homeowners

had gotten foreclosure notices. It was happening every day and in

real time. There were huge areas, entire zip codes, where people

were hundreds of thousands of dollars underwater. My team and I

pored over the numbers weekly—a dashboard of despair, describing

how many people were thirty, sixty, ninety days from losing their

homes.

Before I walked away from the table, I wanted to take one last

shot at getting a fair deal and some real relief for my state.

To that point, the day-to-day negotiations had been led by

Michael and a team of veterans of the California Department of

Justice. The next meeting was being held in September, and the

general counsels of the major banks had asked me to attend. I was

sure they wanted me there so they could size me up from across the
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table—this new attorney general from out of nowhere. Good. I

wanted to size them up, too.

•   •   •

e arrived at the offices of Debevoise & Plimpton, the Washington

law firm that was hosting the meeting. We were led into a

large conference room where more than a dozen people were

gathered.

After a few polite hellos, we took our seats around a long,

imposing conference table. I sat at one head of the table. The chief

counsels of the big banks were there, along with a team of Wall

Street’s best lawyers, including a man known as the “trauma

surgeon of Wall Street.”

The meeting was tense from the moment it began. Bank of

America’s counsel opened by turning to my negotiating team and

complaining about the terrible pain we were putting the banks

through. I’m not kidding. She said that the process was frustrating,

that the bank had been through enormous trauma, that employees

there were working to respond to all the investigations and

regulatory changes since the crash. Everyone was exhausted, she

told us. And she wanted answers from California. What was the

holdup?

I ripped right in. “You want to talk about pain? Do you have any

understanding of the pain that you’ve caused?” I felt it viscerally. It

made me so angry to see homeowners’ suffering downplayed or

dismissed. “There are a million children in California who aren’t

going to be able to go to their school anymore because their parents

lost their home. If you want to talk about pain, I’ll tell you about

some pain.”

The bank representatives were calm but defensive. They

essentially said the homeowners were to blame for getting into

mortgages they couldn’t afford. I wasn’t having any of that. I kept

thinking about what the home-buying process looks like in real life.

For the vast majority of families, buying a home is the biggest

financial transaction they will ever be involved in. It’s one of the



most affirming moments in a person’s adult life, a testament to all

your hard work. You trust the people involved in the process. When

the banker tells you that you qualify for a loan, you trust that she’s

reviewed the numbers and won’t let you take on more than you can

handle. When the offer is accepted, the broker is so happy for you,

you’d think he’s going to move into the house with you. And when it

comes time to finish the paperwork, it’s basically a signing

ceremony. You might as well be popping champagne. Your broker is

there, your banker is there, and you believe they have your best

interests at heart. When they put a stack of paper in front of you,

you trust them, and you sign. And sign. And sign. And sign.

I surveyed the roomful of lawyers, and I was certain that not one

of them had read every word of their own mortgage documents

before buying their first house. When I bought my apartment, I

didn’t.

The bankers spoke about mortgages seemingly without any sense

of what they represented to the people involved, or who those

people were. To me, it sounded as though they had made terrible

assumptions about the character and values of struggling

homeowners. I’d met many of those people. And for them, buying a

home was not just about an investment. It was about attainment,

self-fulfillment. I thought about Mr. Shelton, who was always in the

front yard, pruning his roses in the morning, always mowing or

watering or fertilizing. At one point, I asked one of the lawyers,

“Haven’t you ever known somebody who was proud of their lawn?”

The back and forth continued. They seemed to be under the

misimpression that I could be bullied into submission. I wasn’t

budging. Toward the end of the meeting, the general counsel of

JPMorgan chimed in with what he apparently thought was a smart

tactic. He told me that his parents were from California and that

they had voted for me and liked me. And he knew there were a lot of

voters back home who would be really happy with me if I just

settled. It was great politics—he was sure of it.

I looked him straight in the eye: “Do I need to remind you this is

a law enforcement action?” The room went quiet. After forty-five

minutes, the conversation had gone on long enough.



“Look, your offer doesn’t come near acknowledging the damage

you have caused,” I told them. “And you should know that I mean

what I say. I’m going to investigate everything. Everything.”

The general counsel of Wells Fargo turned to me.

“Well, if you’re going to keep investigating, why should we settle

with you?”

“You have to make that decision for yourself,” I told him.

As I left the meeting, I made the decision to pull out of the

negotiations altogether.

I wrote a letter announcing my decision—but I waited to release

it until Friday evening, after the markets had closed. I knew that my

words could move markets, and that wasn’t my intention. This

wasn’t about grandstanding or making a scene or tanking share

prices. This was about trying to get justice for millions of people

who needed and deserved help.

“Last week, I went to Washington, DC, in hopes of moving our

discussions forward,” I wrote. “But it became clear to me that

California was being asked for a broader release of claims than we

can accept and to excuse conduct that has not been adequately

investigated. After much consideration, I have concluded that this is

not the deal California homeowners have been waiting for.”

I started getting phone calls. From friends who were afraid that I

had made too powerful an enemy. From political consultants who

warned me to brace myself because the banks were going to spend

tens of millions of dollars to throw me out of office. From the

governor of California: “I hope you know what you’re doing.” From

White House officials and cabinet secretaries, trying to bring me

back to the talks. The pressure was intense—and constant—and it

was coming from all sides: from longtime allies and longtime

adversaries and everyone in between.

But there was another kind of pressure, too. Millions of

homeowners had raised their voices, along with activists and

advocacy organizations that were mobilizing based on our strategy.

We knew we weren’t alone.

Still, this period was hard. Before bed, I would say a small prayer:

“God, please help me do the right thing.” I’d pray that I was



choosing the right path, and for the courage to stay the course. Most

of all, I’d pray that the families counting on me remained safe and

secure. I knew how much was at stake.

I often found myself thinking about my mother and what she

would have done. I know she would have told me to hold fast to

conviction; to listen to my gut. Tough decisions are tough precisely

because the outcome isn’t clear. But your gut will tell you if you’re

on the right track. And you’ll know what decision to make.

During those days, Beau Biden, Delaware’s attorney general,

became an incredible friend and colleague. The banks were in

Beau’s backyard, and the foreclosure crisis hadn’t hit Delaware as

hard as it had other states. By some measures, he had every reason

to keep his head down and toe the line. But that wasn’t who Beau

was. Beau was a man of principle and courage.

From the very beginning, he had consistently objected to the

deal. He hammered on the points that I was making, too: not

enough money; no investigation into the scope of the fraud. Like

me, he wanted testimony and documents. He wanted proof that the

banks even owned the mortgages they were foreclosing on. And he

never budged from that position. He had also opened up his own

investigation, and we were actively sharing the information we

uncovered. There were periods, when I was taking heat, when Beau

and I talked every day, sometimes multiple times a day. We had

each other’s backs.

I had other great allies in the fight, too. Martha Coakley, then the

attorney general of Massachusetts, was tough and smart and

meticulous in her work. My now–Senate colleague Catherine

Cortez-Masto was Nevada’s attorney general at the time, and she

became a formidable ally as well. Nevada, like California, had been

pummeled by the crisis, and Catherine, who’d been in office since

2007, had formed her own Mortgage Fraud Strike Force in 2008.

She, like me, was determined to fight the banks, and in December

2011 she and I joined forces to probe foreclosure fraud and

misconduct. I could not have asked for better or more resolute

teammates.



At the height of this period, I was constantly traveling the

country with my team. I’ll never forget the time we flew out to

Washington, DC, dressed for the winter, only to find out that we

would need to go to Florida the following day. Brian and I ended up

racing into a clothing store in Georgetown to find more weather-

appropriate attire. It was an awkward moment of levity as we

critiqued each other’s choices off the rack.

By January, the banks were exasperated. Michael came into my

office.

“I just got off the phone with the general counsel of JPMorgan,”

he said. “I told him what the deal was—that we weren’t budging off

our position.”

“What did he say?” I asked.

“He wouldn’t stop screaming at me. He says it’s over. That we

pushed too far. It was really intense. And then he hung up.”

I pulled my team into my office and we tried to figure out a next

step—if there was one to be taken. Had we killed the possibility of

any deal? Was there still a chance? I needed to be sure. We sat in

silence for a while, thinking it through, until an idea popped into my

head. I shouted for my assistant next door (which was the same

intercom system we had used growing up). “Get me Jamie Dimon

on the phone.” Dimon was and—as of this writing—remains the

chairman and CEO of JPMorgan Chase.

My team freaked out. “You can’t call him. He’s represented by an

attorney!”

“I don’t care. Get him on the phone.”

I was tired of feeling caged, of talking through lawyers and other

intermediaries in endless obfuscation. I wanted to go right to the

source, and I believed the situation demanded it.

About ten seconds later, my assistant popped her head into my

office. “Mr. Dimon is on the line.” I took off my earrings (the

Oakland in me) and picked up the receiver.

“You’re trying to steal from my shareholders!” he yelled, almost

as soon as he heard my voice. I gave it right back. “Your

shareholders? Your shareholders? My shareholders are the

homeowners of California! You come and see them. Talk to them
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about who got robbed.” It stayed at that level for a while. We were

like dogs in a fight. A member of my senior team later recalled

thinking, “This was either a really good or a colossally bad idea.”

I shared with Dimon the way his lawyers were presenting his

position, and why it was unacceptable to me. As temperatures

cooled, I got into the details of my demands so that he would

understand exactly what I needed—not through the filter of his

general counsel, but directly from me. At the end of the

conversation, he said he would talk to his board and see what they

could do.

I’ll never know what happened on Dimon’s side. But I do know

that two weeks later, the banks gave in. When all was said and done,

instead of the $2 billion to $4 billion that was originally on the

table, we secured an $18 billion deal, which ultimately grew to $20

billion in relief to homeowners. It was a tremendous victory for the

people of California.

As part of the settlement, the federal government was going to

assign a monitor to make sure the banks complied. But given how

much exposure California had, that didn’t satisfy me. I was going to

hire our own monitor and authorize her to oversee the agreement’s

implementation in our state.

I had been asked to fly to Washington to be part of the larger

announcement, a major press conference and celebration that

would take place at the Department of Justice and the White House.

But I wanted to be at home with my team. It was our victory to

share together. And we needed to gear up for the next battle ahead.

•   •   •

he settlement was just the beginning. In addition to money, the

agreement required banks to provide homeowners with a

number of reforms to make the process of fighting a foreclosure

easier. But the settlement required those measures to be in place for

only three years. If we wanted to protect homeowners in California

from abuses in the future, we were going to need legislation to

make the terms of the settlement permanent. I wanted the banks to



be permanently prohibited from engaging in their notoriously

predatory practices. And I wanted individual homeowners to have

the right to sue when banks broke the rules. In coordination with

our allies in the legislature, we put these ideas together into what

we named the California Homeowner Bill of Rights.

But getting a new law that related to the banks passed through

the legislature was going to be a problem. The banks had enormous

influence in Sacramento. California legislators had tried to pass

similar legislation on at least two prior occasions, only to be

defeated by bank resistance. This was going to have to be a full-

court press.

The reception to the bill was cold at first. People told me it was

dead on arrival. They said the banking lobby was too strong to

overcome. The rightness of the legislation seemed to have little to

do with the calculation.

I met with John Pérez, who was speaker of the state assembly at

the time, to come up with a strategy to turn the bill into law. John is

an exceptional man, savvy in both policy and politics. He and I were

in complete agreement about the importance of a Homeowner Bill

of Rights, and he was ready to work to leverage his power to take on

the banks.

I remember at one point during this effort, Speaker Pérez invited

me to the Democratic policy retreat of the state assembly at the

Leland Stanford Mansion, in Sacramento. Pérez, who had made sure

to be in charge of seating assignments, strategically placed me at a

table with a couple of strong allies, as well as a few legislators who

needed some persuading. We spent much of the dinner talking

about the bill. By that point, I knew more than I ever imagined I

would about how the banks had acted, all the ways in which they

had victimized homeowners. Being able to talk through those

experiences with the group seemed to help. When the dinner was

over, I had the sense that I had changed one or two of their minds.

None of the legislators ever explicitly said they were siding with

the banks. But in conversation after conversation, they would try to

find any technical excuse they could for why they couldn’t support



the bill. If only you’d done this. If only you’d done that. If only that

semicolon wasn’t there.

I’ll never forget one Democratic legislator saying to me, “Well,

Kamala, I don’t know what’s so bad about these foreclosures.

They’re good for our local economy. Because when a house is

foreclosed upon and abandoned, that means they have to hire

painters and gardeners to clean it up.” Really? Really? Did this guy

also support arson because it keeps fire extinguisher companies in

business? It was stunning to me how people would justify being in

the pocket of the banks.

While Speaker Pérez spent time focusing on the inside game, I

went on the road, using the bully pulpit to evangelize for a fairer,

more just system for homeowners. I was joined in the effort by a

number of groups that had been championing homeowner rights

and were mounting a pressure campaign to get the bill passed.

Organized labor was critically important to this effort. Their ability

to mobilize supporters was stunning. So many people called their

legislators that they crashed the phone lines.

But it wasn’t just labor’s organizing efforts that mattered. It was

their very presence. There was a cynical way of thinking in

Sacramento: When a home is foreclosed on, the family living there

is likely to move out of your district. They will no longer be your

constituents. So their anger is only a temporary problem for you.

The banks, on the other hand, are a permanent presence in the state

capital, and their anger could result in retribution. What organized

labor made clear was that there was also a permanent presence in

the capital that was going to fight intensely for workers, not just so

they could have better wages, but so they could be treated with

dignity in every aspect of their lives, including buying a home. It

sent a powerful message: Side with the banks, answer to labor.

As the vote drew near, I started walking the halls of the capitol

building, knocking unannounced on legislators’ doors. A lot of

people refused to see me. I dispatched key members of my team as

well. Brian Nelson, my special assistant attorney general, recalls

that I would sometimes call him at his desk, and if he answered, he

was in trouble. “Why are you sitting at your desk?” I’d ask. “Why



aren’t you walking the halls of the capitol? I know you have

important work, but nothing is more important than this. You gotta

be walking the halls! No one should be able to avoid having a face-

to-face conversation with one of us.”

When the bill came to the floor for a vote, we still didn’t have a

majority. Many legislators were planning not to vote so they

wouldn’t have to take a position one way or the other. But we

needed forty-one people to vote yes. Abstentions were tantamount

to voting no.

Speaker Pérez had a plan. He was going to hold the vote open

while we continued to pressure people to come to our side. If they

didn’t want to vote, he implied, the vote was just going to stay open

forever. At the beginning of the proceeding, he had an ally make a

point of parliamentary inquiry.

“What’s the longest the roll has ever been open?” the legislator

asked.

“To my understanding,” Pérez said, “the longest the roll has ever

been open was an hour and forty-five minutes, and you know how

competitive I am. I’m willing to go a lot longer than that!” At that

point, everyone understood he was serious, and green lights started

flashing as votes were cast.

I was in the office of Darrell Steinberg, the senate president pro

tem, who had also played an instrumental role, watching the floor

action on a closed-circuit television. I watched for legislators who

weren’t yet on the floor or who were milling around in the back. “I

saw you didn’t vote,” I would text. “Go vote. It’s time.” We moved

person to person, one by one, as John repeated the same phrase

over and over again. “Have all members voted who decided to vote?

Have all members voted who decided to vote?” He sounded like an

auctioneer.

It felt like it lasted forever. But in reality it took only about five

minutes of this before we got our forty-first vote cast. John closed

the vote, and we declared victory. The bill passed the state senate as

well and was signed into law by the governor. We had done what we

had been told was impossible. It was as gratifying a moment as I can



remember, and a reminder that even in the sausage making of

politics, inspiring things can happen and good work can be done.

Meanwhile, the Mortgage Fraud Strike Force was pushing hard.

The unit would go on to investigate and prosecute a number of

major mortgage scams. The head of one of the larger scams was

sentenced to twenty-four years in state prison. Because of the

efforts of a truly extraordinary team, we were able to secure—on top

of the $18 billion—$300 million from JPMorgan to reimburse the

state pension system for losses on investments in mortgage-backed

securities. We also secured $550 million from SunTrust Mortgage,

$200 million from Citigroup, and another $500 million from Bank

of America—all in connection with the mortgage crisis.

These were important wins, to be sure. But they weren’t the

kinds of victories we wanted to celebrate, because, for all the people

these actions helped, millions of Americans across the country were

still hurting. And despite the billions we recovered, a lot of people

still lost their homes. The structural damage to the economy was so

profound that, even with some relief, many people couldn’t pay

their mortgages and still make ends meet. The jobs weren’t there.

And neither were the wages.

Countless Americans saw their credit destroyed. Parents’ dreams

of financing their children’s education evaporated like mist.

Families faced multiple stresses simultaneously—from joblessness

to homelessness to abruptly having to switch school districts. One

analysis published in The Lancet suggested that “the rise in US

unemployment during the recession [was] associated with a 3.8%

increase in the suicide rate, corresponding to about 1330 suicides.”

In many ways, the impact of the crash is still with us in 2018. In

Fresno, the overwhelming majority of homes are still valued below

their prerecession levels. Nationally, middle-class wealth was nearly

wiped out and much of it hasn’t returned.

Studies suggest that the burden hit black families

disproportionately. An independent report of the Social Science

Research Council, commissioned by the American Civil Liberties

Union, found that, whereas white and black families alike were hit

hard by the 2007–2009 crisis, by 2011 “the typical white family’s



losses slowed to zero, while the typical black family lost an

additional 13 percent of its wealth.” The consequence: “For a typical

Black family, median wealth in 2031 will be almost $98,000 lower

than it would have been without the Great Recession.”

In other words, tomorrow’s generations will suffer as a result of

yesterday’s folly and greed. We cannot change what has already

happened. But we can make sure it never happens again.

The culture on Wall Street hasn’t changed. Only some of the

rules have. And the banks are waging a full-scale battle to repeal the

Obama-era Wall Street reforms that have helped hold them in

check. Where they have failed to repeal them, they have done

everything they can to get around them. According to an analysis

from The Wall Street Journal, between 2010 and 2017, major banks

invested $345 billion in subprime loans—funneling the money to

nonbank financial institutions, or so-called shadow banks.

“Banks say their new approach of lending to nonbank lenders is

safer than dealing directly with consumers with bad credit and

companies with shaky balance sheets,” noted the Journal. “Yet

these relationships mean that banks are still deeply intertwined

with the riskier loans they say they swore off after the financial

crisis.”

Meanwhile, in 2017, the president appointed a man to run the

Consumer Financial Protection Bureau who has referred to that

very bureau as “a joke,” and who set about actively dismantling it

from the inside. In 2018, instead of tightening the rules on Wall

Street, Congress rolled back essential protections, releasing midsize

banks from the regulations meant to keep them in check. This is

more than unacceptable. It’s outrageous.

There is still much to be done. If we agree that we are tired of

banks getting away with such reckless behavior, if we agree that we

can’t let the banks drag us into another recession, if we agree that

homeowners deserve to be treated with dignity and respect, not as

lines on a balance sheet to be packaged and sold, then there’s only

one way to achieve the change we seek: with our voices and our

votes.



W

Four

WEDDING BELLS

henever I travel to a country for the first time, I try to visit

the highest court in the land. They are monuments of a

certain kind, built not just to house a courtroom but to

convey a message. In New Delhi, for example, the Supreme Court of

India is designed to symbolize the balancing scales of justice. In

Jerusalem, Israel’s iconic Supreme Court building combines

straight lines—which represent the immutable nature of the law—

with curved walls and glass that represent the fluid nature of

justice. These are buildings that speak.

The same can be said of the United States Supreme Court

Building, which, to my mind, is the most beautiful of them all. Its

architecture harks back to the earliest days of democracy, as though

you are standing in front of a modern-day Parthenon. It is grand and

commanding while also dignified and restrained. As you walk up the

steps toward an extraordinary portico of Corinthian columns, you

can see a nation’s founding aspirations in its architecture. It is there

that the words EQUAL JUSTICE UNDER LAW are engraved in stone. And it

was that promise that brought me to the Supreme Court Building on

March 26, 2013.

When I arrived, the building was admittedly not looking its

finest. It was encased in scaffolding, part of an overdue repair effort

after a large chunk of marble broke off and fell to the ground. To

minimize the unsightly view, a life-size, high-resolution photograph

of the facade had been printed on a scrim and draped across the

entrance. It was about as realistic as one of those oversize beach T-



shirts with a bikini body printed on the front. Even so, the majesty

of the building was unmistakable.

I was escorted to my seat in the courtroom. Because the Supreme

Court justices don’t allow photography or video inside, this is a

place that most of the country never sees. I certainly hadn’t before

that day. I gazed around in awe: the stunning pink marble; the vivid

red draping and intricate ceiling; the imposing bench with its nine

empty chairs. I kept thinking about all the history that had been

made inside these walls. But unlike a museum or a place like

Gettysburg, where history is preserved for posterity, the Supreme

Court is a place where history is active and alive, where it continues

to unfold with every decision.

A little after 10 a.m., we rose as the nine justices entered the

courtroom and took their seats.

“We’ll hear argument this morning in Case 12-144,

Hollingsworth v. Perry,” said Chief Justice John Roberts.

This was the case against Proposition 8, a California ballot

initiative that passed in 2008, prohibiting marriages for same-sex

couples in the state. It had been a long time coming.

California may have a reputation as a bastion of liberalism, but in

the year 2000, California voters approved a ballot initiative—Prop

22 (also known as the Knight Initiative, after its author, state

senator William “Pete” Knight)—that required the state to define

marriage as a union between people of the opposite sex. For years

we fought it—in the streets, at the ballot box, and in the courts.

Even my then school-aged niece, Meena, got in on the action; I

remember one time going to pick her up at her high school and

being told she was in a student meeting. When I got to the

classroom, young Meena was in front, rallying her peers: “This isn’t

a Knight Initiative—it’s a nightmare!”

During Valentine’s Day week in 2004, then–San Francisco mayor

Gavin Newsom decided to allow marriages for same-sex couples to

proceed anyway.

I was on my way to the airport to catch a flight to Los Angeles,

but I decided to pass by San Francisco City Hall before I left. There

were throngs of people lined up around the block, waiting to get in.



They were counting down the minutes before a government would

finally recognize their right to marry whomever they loved. The joy

and anticipation were palpable. Some of them had been waiting

decades.

I got out of my car and walked up the steps of City Hall, where I

bumped into a city official. “Kamala, come and help us,” she said, a

glowing smile on her face. “We need more people to perform the

marriages.” I was delighted to be a part of it.

I was quickly sworn in, along with numerous city officials. We

stood together performing marriages in the hallway, crowded into

every nook and cranny of City Hall. There was all this wonderful

excitement building as we welcomed the throngs of loving couples,

one by one, to be married then and there. It was unlike anything I

had ever been a part of before. And it was beautiful.

But not long after, the marriages were invalidated. The couples

who had been so happy and hopeful received letters telling them

that their marriage licenses would not be recognized under the law.

It was, for each and every one of them, a devastating setback.

In May 2008, the California Supreme Court came to the rescue.

The court held that the same-sex marriage ban was

unconstitutional, which paved the way for LGBTQ couples to realize

the equal dignity they had always deserved. Ronald George, who had

sworn me in as district attorney of San Francisco, wrote the

majority opinion. And over the next six months, eighteen thousand

same-sex couples exchanged wedding vows in California.

But in November 2008, on the same night that Barack Obama

was elected president, the people of California narrowly voted to

pass Prop 8, an amendment to the California Constitution that

stripped same-sex couples of their right to marry. Because this was

a constitutional amendment, it couldn’t be overturned by the

legislature or the state court system. No new marriages could be

performed. Couples who had already been married were placed in a

cruel limbo.

There was one clear route left to justice: the federal courts. The

American Foundation for Equal Rights, then led by Chad Griffin,

decided that the best way to respond was to bring suit against the



state of California, arguing that Prop 8 violated the protections

granted to every citizen in the Fourteenth Amendment: equal

protection and due process under the law. This was a matter of civil

rights and civil justice, and Griffin and his team planned to take the

case all the way to the Supreme Court. The organization hired the

lawyers who had argued against each other in Bush v. Gore, then

filed a lawsuit on behalf of two same-sex couples—Kris Perry and

Sandy Stier; Paul Katami and Jeff Zarrillo—whose job was to

represent in court the millions of people just like them, people who

simply wanted to be accorded the human dignity of marrying the

person they loved.

It would take eight months for the lawsuit to make its way to the

first stage of the fight: the U.S. federal district court. Inside that

courtroom, a judge would hear from witnesses, review evidence,

and, based on the facts before him, decide whether Prop 8 had

violated the civil rights of Kris, Sandy, Jeff, and Paul. On August 4,

2010, Chief Judge Vaughn Walker ruled in their favor, concluding

that Prop 8 was indeed unconstitutional and affirming the right of

same-sex couples to marry. It was fantastic and important news.

But, as is common practice, the judge decided he was going to wait

to enforce the ruling until it was appealed to a higher court—a legal

concept known as a stay.

I was in the middle of my race for attorney general when the

ruling came down, and it quickly became a central issue in the

campaign. The California attorney general had the right to appeal

the decision. Jerry Brown, whom I was running to succeed, had

refused to defend the measure in court. I, too, made clear that I had

no intention of spending a penny of the attorney general’s office’s

resources defending Prop 8. My opponent took the other view—a

sharp distinction between us. I understood that it wasn’t just about

principle; it was about practical outcomes. If California refused to

appeal the ruling, the lower court judge could lift the stay and the

state could start issuing marriage licenses again right away. If

California did appeal the ruling, on the other hand, it would take

years before marriages could begin.



When I won the election, my refusal to appeal the decision

should have been the end of it. But proponents of Prop 8 were

unwilling to give up the fight. In an unusual move, they joined

together to appeal the ruling themselves. In my view, they had no

basis for doing so. Your right to free speech doesn’t give you the

right to intervene in a court proceeding. You don’t get to be a party

in a lawsuit simply because you have strong feelings about

something. In order to bring a case in court, you are required to

have standing, which means, among other things, that you have

suffered or might suffer an actual injury. (In more colloquial terms,

I think of it as my New Jersey–raised husband might explain it: you

have to be able to provide a concrete answer to the question

“Whatsittoya?”)

Kris Perry had standing to sue the state when Prop 8 passed

because it injured her; it stripped her of a civil right. We had a law

on the books that treated one group of Americans differently from

all other Americans, and fundamentally that was unfair. But when

Prop 8 was invalidated in federal court, that decision gave

protections to one group without taking away anything from

anyone. The constitutional principle was clear. Those people who

wanted to deny same-sex couples the benefits of equal protection

and due process under the U.S. Constitution could not do so simply

because they didn’t like the notion. They would always have their

freedom of expression. But they did not have the power to deny

other Americans their fundamental rights.

And yet the appeal proceeded. The ruling stayed on hold. It would

take more than a year before the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals

issued its decision. Each day of delay represented justice denied—

and much, much more. Each day of delay was a day a devoted

couple couldn’t consecrate their commitment. Each day of delay was

a day a grandmother passed away before the wedding she would

have loved to see. Each day of delay was a day a child was left

wondering “Why can’t my parents get married, too?”

There was much to applaud in the Ninth Circuit’s ruling. A three-

judge panel affirmed the lower court’s decision that Prop 8 had

deprived same-sex couples of their civil rights in California. But the



court didn’t take issue with the Prop 8 proponents’ right to appeal.

Instead, the court issued a stay in its ruling and allowed them to

appeal once again—this time to the Supreme Court.

As I sat listening to the oral arguments, the Supreme Court

justices homed in on the issue of standing. Justice Stephen Breyer

questioned whether the Prop 8 proponents were “no more than a

group of five people who feel really strongly.” Justice Sonia

Sotomayor wanted to know how the lower court’s ruling had caused

the proponents an injury “separate from that of every other taxpayer

to have laws enforced.” But when the arguments were over, there

was really no way to tell what the decision would be.

As I left the Supreme Court, there were hundreds of people

gathered, waving rainbow flags, holding signs, waiting anxiously for

justice. It made me smile. They were why I had become a lawyer in

the first place. It was in the courtroom, I believed, that you could

translate that passion into action and precedent and law.

I looked out at their faces and imagined all the people who had

stood in the same place for similar reasons: black parents with their

children, fighting against segregation in schools; young women

marching and shouting, holding signs that said KEEP ABORTION LEGAL;

civil rights activists demonstrating against poll taxes and literacy

tests and laws prohibiting interracial marriage.

In everyday life, they might have seemed like they had nothing in

common. But on these steps, they shared something profound: in

one form or another, they had faced treatment “directly subversive

of the principle of equality,” as Chief Justice Earl Warren had once

put it. And in one way or another, they believed the Constitution

could set them free. They revered that document, in the words of

Franklin Roosevelt, “not because it is old but because it is ever new,

not in the worship of its past alone but in the faith of the living who

keep it young, now and in the years to come.” So they marched. And

they fought. And they waited.

I knew that nothing was certain. The Supreme Court had made

some terrible decisions in its past. In 1889, it upheld a law—still not

overturned—that specifically excluded Chinese people from

immigrating to America. In 1896, it held that racial segregation did



not violate the Constitution. In 1944, it held that there was nothing

unconstitutional about the forced internment of Japanese

Americans. In 1986, it held that gay relationships could be

criminalized. In 2010, it ushered in an era of dark money in politics

with its ruling in Citizens United. And on the day before we would

hear the ruling in our case, the Court’s conservative justices

invalidated—and gutted—a critical part of the Voting Rights Act.

Nothing was certain.

But on the morning of June 26, 2013, we received wonderful

news. The Supreme Court agreed that Prop 8 proponents had no

standing to appeal, and dismissed the case in a 5–4 decision. That

meant the lower court ruling would stand. And that meant marriage

equality was the law again in California—finally.

I was in my Los Angeles office when the word came through. A

spontaneous celebration broke out, with whoops and applause

ricocheting through the hallways. After so many years of struggle

and setback, love had finally conquered all.

I gathered my team to discuss a plan of action. I wanted the

marriages to begin right away. But that couldn’t happen until the

Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals lifted its stay, and the appellate court

said it would take weeks to do so. This was unacceptable to me.

As I headed to a press conference to discuss the victory, my staff

cautioned against challenging the court to act. There was decorum

around these things, and my publicly weighing in might offend. But

this was no time for decorum. Our fellow Americans had been

waiting far too long. And so I leaned into the microphone and called

on the Ninth Circuit to lift the stay as quickly as possible.

Two days later, I was in my San Francisco office with my team for

a Friday afternoon strategy meeting, where we were discussing

transnational criminal organizations ranging from drug smugglers

to human and weapons traffickers. We were deep in conversation

about a recently opened investigation when my assistant Cortney

Bright came in and passed me a note. “The Ninth Circuit made a

decision.” I read the note to the team, and we lost all ability to focus

on the work at hand. We needed to know the answer.



A short while later, Cortney was back. The Ninth Circuit had

lifted the stay. The state could begin issuing marriage licenses right

away. We erupted in cheers.

My phone rang, and it was Chad Griffin. He was with Kris Perry

and Sandy Stier.

“Kamala, we’re coming to San Francisco. Sandy and Kris are

going to be the first marriage, and we want you to perform the

ceremony.”

“Of course! I would love to!” I told Chad. “Nothing would make

me more proud.”

Normally, I had to travel by official car, but this time I insisted

that we walk. As my team and I made our way to City Hall, I recalled

the famous image of Thurgood Marshall striding purposefully with

Autherine Lucy, who had been denied admission to the University

of Alabama, one of the first tests of integration. Though we were the

only ones in the street this time, it felt like we were leading our part

of a parade—one that stretched through generations. We were

following in the footsteps of giants, and widening the trail for our

time.

When we reached City Hall, we made our way to the clerk’s

office, where a crowd was already gathering in the hallway. Kris and

Sandy arrived soon after, beaming and ready to go.

“Congratulations!” I exclaimed as I hugged them both. They had

been through so much, for so long. We were laughing and chatting

when a reporter and a cameraman came over to ask me a question.

He’d heard there might be an appeal and wanted to know what I

thought about it.

I just looked at him and smiled. “Wedding bells are about to

ring!”

Meanwhile, news started to spread, and people started coming to

City Hall by the hundreds. Some to celebrate. Some to get married.

Some just to bear witness. We could hear the Gay Men’s Chorus

singing, their voices soaring in the rotunda. As we filed into that

confined space together, everyone experiencing pure joy, the feeling

was magical.



We were preparing for the ceremony when somebody pulled me

aside to say that the clerk in Los Angeles was refusing to issue

marriage licenses until he heard from the state. He clearly needed

direction. It was as simple as passing me the phone.

“This is Kamala Harris,” I said. “You must start the marriages

immediately.”

“All right!” he responded, sounding relieved. “I will take that as

our notice and we will issue the licenses now.”

I thanked him. “And enjoy it!” I added. “It’s going to be fun.”

A short time later, I took my spot on the balcony and watched

Kris and Sandy, followed by their loved ones and friends, walk up

the stairs of City Hall. They made an elegant pair, in matching beige

and white. Sandy was holding a bouquet of white roses. Two days

earlier, they had become living symbols of justice. Now, as they took

their final steps toward me—through the same building in which

Harvey Milk had lived and died defending the dignity of all people—

I could feel history being made.

“Today we witness not only the joining of Kris and Sandy, but the

realization of their dream—marriage. . . . By joining the case against

Proposition 8, they represented thousands of couples like

themselves in the fight for marriage equality. Through the ups and

downs, the struggles and the triumphs, they came out victorious.”

Kris and Sandy exchanged their vows, and their son, Elliott,

handed over the rings. I had the honor and privilege to say, “By

virtue of the power and authority vested in me by the state of

California, I now declare you spouses for life.”

There were hundreds of weddings that day, all across the state,

each one of them an expression of love and justice and hope. San

Francisco City Hall was lit in the colors of the rainbow—a beautiful

tribute to the beautiful words “I do!”

When I got home that evening, I had a chance to reflect on the

day. My thoughts turned to a man I wished could have been there to

see it. Jim Rivaldo was a San Francisco political strategist, one of

the co-founders of The National Lampoon, and a leading member of

the gay community who had been a key player in getting Harvey

Milk elected to the San Francisco Board of Supervisors in 1977. He



was truly brilliant, and when I first ran for district attorney, he was

one of my most important advisers. My family and I loved him,

especially my mother. In the years after my first election, we would

see him often. He spent Thanksgiving with us the year before he

died, in 2007. My mother cared for him at his bedside, trying to

keep him comfortable in his final days.

I wanted to talk to him. I wanted to share the moment with him.

But even in his absence, I knew exactly what he would have said:

We’re not done yet.

It would take another two years before the Supreme Court

recognized marriage equality in all fifty states. And today, it is still

the case under federal law that an employer can fire an employee if

they identify as LGBTQ. It is still the case, in statehouses across the

country, that transgender rights are getting trampled. This is still

very much an active civil rights battle.

What happened with Prop 8 was an important part of a longer

journey, one that began before America was its own nation and one

that will continue for decades to come. It is the story of people

fighting for their humanity—for the simple idea that we should all

be equal and free. It is the story of people fighting for the promise

made to all future generations at the signing of the Declaration of

Independence: that no government has the right to rob us of our life

or our liberty or our humble pursuit of happiness.

In the years to come, what matters most is that we see ourselves

in one another’s struggles. Whether we are fighting for transgender

rights or for an end to racial bias, whether we are fighting against

housing discrimination or insidious immigration laws, no matter

who we are or how we look or how little it may seem we have in

common, the truth is, in the battle for civil rights and economic

justice, we are all the same. In the words of the great Bayard Rustin,

organizer of the 1963 March on Washington, “We are all one, and if

we don’t know it, we will learn it the hard way.”

•   •   •



A

few months after Kris and Sandy got married, I was on my way to an

event at a nonprofit organization called the California

Endowment, run by my friend Robert K. Ross, a health

philanthropist. The endowment is headquartered in a beautiful,

modern space, and during my time as attorney general, we often

used it to hold big events. On this particular day, the topic for

discussion was one few might have expected to be on an attorney

general’s agenda. I was there to talk about elementary school

truancy, and to initiate a discussion about solutions.

When I first started as attorney general, I told my executive team

that I wanted to make elementary school truancy a top priority for

my office. Those who didn’t know me must have thought I was

joking. Why would the state’s top law enforcement official want to

focus on whether seven-year-olds are going to school or not? But

those who had been with me for a while knew I wasn’t messing

around. Indeed, instituting a statewide plan on truancy was part of

the reason I’d run for the office in the first place.

When I was district attorney, much of the work I had done in

crime prevention focused on interventions later in life. Back on

Track, for example, was all about helping young adults avoid prison

time and the consequences that flow from a felony conviction. But I

was equally concerned about early interventions, about the kinds of

steps we could take as a community—and a country—to keep

children safe and on track to begin with. I wanted to identify key

moments in a child’s life when my office could make a difference.

It was during that process that I started connecting a series of

research-related dots. The first dot concerned the importance of

third-grade reading proficiency. Studies show that the end of third

grade is a critical milestone for students. Up until that point, the

curriculum focuses on teaching students to learn to read. In fourth

grade, there’s a shift, and students transition to reading in order to

learn. If students can’t read, they can’t learn, and they fall further

behind, month after month and year after year—which forces them

onto a nearly inescapable path to poverty. The door of opportunity

closes on them when they’re barely four feet tall. I believe it is

tantamount to a crime when a child goes without an education.



At the same time, I was focused on a rash of homicides in the city

and county of San Francisco. It was an issue for leaders across the

area, in and out of government, so there was a lot of activity and

concern about what we should do to address it. When we studied

the data, we learned that more than 80 percent of prisoners were

high school dropouts.

I went to see the school district superintendent, a wonderful

woman named Arlene Ackerman, to ask her about the high school

dropout rate. She told me that a significant percentage of their

habitually truant high school students had missed their elementary

school classes, too—for weeks, even months at a time. That, to me,

was a call to action. The connections were so clear. You could map

the path for children who started drifting away from the classroom

when they were young. The truant child became the wanderer . . .

who became the target for gang recruiters . . . who became the

young drug courier . . . who became the perpetrator—or the victim—

of violence. If we didn’t see that child in elementary school, where

they belonged, chances were we’d see them later in prison, in the

hospital, or dead.

Some of my political advisers worried that tackling truancy would

not be a popular issue. Even today, others don’t appreciate the

intention behind my approach; they assume that my motivation was

to lock up parents, when of course that was never the goal. Our

effort was designed to connect parents to resources that could help

them get their kids back into school, where they belonged. We were

trying to support parents, not punish them—and in the vast majority

of cases, we succeeded.

Still, I was willing to be the bad guy if it meant highlighting an

issue that otherwise would have received too little attention.

Political capital doesn’t gain interest. You have to spend it to make a

difference.

My office joined with the city and the school district, and we

developed a truancy initiative. I’m proud to say that by 2009, we had

reduced truancy among San Francisco’s elementary school children

by 23 percent.



As we dug into the issue, what we found was quite different from

what a number of my colleagues expected. Stereotypes held that a

child becomes a chronically truant student because his or her

parents don’t care about the child’s future. But the truth is different.

The truth is that the vast majority of parents have a natural desire

to parent their children well. They want to be good fathers and

mothers. They just may not have the skills or the resources they

need.

Imagine a single parent, working two minimum-wage shift jobs,

six days a week, and still trapped below the poverty line. She gets

paid hourly, with no vacation or sick leave. If her three-year-old

daughter runs a fever, she can’t bring her to the day care she took a

second job to pay for. There’s no money for a babysitter, but if she

stays home, she’s not going to be able to afford diapers for the rest

of the month. It’s already been hard enough saving money to buy

new shoes for her eleven-year-old son, whose feet seem to grow a

whole size every few months.

What amounts to a headache for those with means takes the

form of desperation for those without. If a parent in that situation

asks her son to stay home from school for a day in order to take care

of his little sister, we can’t accuse her of loving her children any

less. This is a matter of circumstance and condition, not of

character. She wants to be the best parent she can.

The goal of our truancy prevention initiative was to step in and

provide support. We wanted the schools to reach out to parents with

information: not only about the links between high truancy,

illiteracy, and high crime, but, importantly, about resources they

might not have been aware of—support the city and school district

offered to make it easier to get their kids to school.

When we were first putting the initiative together, the draft

guidance to the school districts told them to notify the parent with

whom the child lived in case there was a truancy issue. This was

usually the mother.

“Wait a minute,” I asked. “What about the father?”

“Well, in a lot of these cases,” one of my staffers explained, “the

kids don’t live with the father and the father isn’t paying child
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support.”

“So what?” I replied. “He may not be paying child support. It

doesn’t mean he doesn’t want his child to go to school every day.”

And sure enough, in one of these cases, a young man found out that

his daughter wasn’t going to school every day and ended up

changing his schedule to take her there each morning. He even

started volunteering in her classroom.

When I became attorney general, I wanted to use the power of

my office to expose the truancy crisis across the state. I knew the

cameras would show up for a lot of what I did, and I wanted to shine

a spotlight on this issue and appeal to people’s self-interest. Like it

or not, most people prioritize their own safety over the education of

someone else’s child. I wanted to make them see that if we didn’t

prioritize education now, it would be a public safety matter later.

Our first report, the results of which I was announcing that day at

the California Endowment, estimated that we had approximately a

million truant elementary school kids across the state. And in too

many schools, nearly everyone was truant: one school had a truancy

rate higher than 92 percent.

And so as I took the stage, what might have seemed like a

tangential topic for the state’s attorney general became the heart of

impassioned remarks, in which I called on educators and policy

makers, inside the room and beyond it, to step up and acknowledge

the severity of the crisis.

While I was speaking, I noticed that two of my staffers were

whispering to each other while pointing to a man in the audience. I

couldn’t hear them, but I knew exactly what they were saying:

“Who’s that guy? Is that him?” And I knew they were saying it

because that guy was Doug.

•   •   •

ix months earlier, I hadn’t known who that guy Doug was,

either. I just knew that my best friend, Chrisette, was blowing up

my phone. I was in the middle of a meeting, and my phone wouldn’t

stop buzzing. I ignored her call the first several times, but then I



started to get worried. Her children are my godchildren. Had

something happened?

I stepped out and called her.

“What’s going on? Is everything okay?”

“Yes, everything is great. You’re going on a date,” she said.

“I am?”

“You are,” she replied with total certainty. “I just met this guy.

He’s cute and he’s the managing partner of his law firm and I think

you’re going to really like him. He’s based in Los Angeles, but you’re

always here for work anyway.”

Chrisette is like a sister to me, and I knew there was no use in

arguing with her.

“What’s his name?” I asked.

“His name is Doug Emhoff, but promise me you won’t Google

him. Don’t overthink it. Just meet him. I already gave him your

number. He’s going to reach out.”

Part of me groaned, but at the same time, I appreciated

Chrisette’s take-charge approach. She was one of the only people to

whom I could talk candidly about my personal life. As a single,

professional woman in my forties, and very much in the public eye,

dating wasn’t easy. I knew that if I brought a man with me to an

event, people would immediately start to speculate about our

relationship. I also knew that single women in politics are viewed

differently than single men. We don’t get the same latitude when it

comes to our social lives. I had no interest in inviting that kind of

scrutiny unless I was close to sure I’d found “the One”—which

meant that for years, I kept my personal life compartmentalized

from my career.

A few nights later, I was on my way to an event when I received a

text from a number I didn’t recognize. Doug was watching a

basketball game with a friend, and he’d worked up the courage to

send me an awkward text. “Hey! It’s Doug. Just saying hi! I’m at the

Lakers game.” I wrote back to say hi, and we made plans to talk the

following day. Then I punctuated it with my own bit of

awkwardness—“Go Lakers!”—even though I’m really a Warriors fan.



The next morning, I was leaving the gym before work when I

noticed that I had missed a call from Doug. Even though I had

suggested we connect the following day, I hadn’t expected him to

reach out that early. But I found it pretty endearing, I’ll admit. In

fact, while I was writing this chapter, I sat down with Doug and

asked him to explain what was going through his head when he

made that call. This is what he said:

I got up early that morning. I had an early meeting. And as

I was driving to work, I couldn’t get you off my mind. And

I kept saying to myself, “It’s eight thirty a.m., it’s way too

early to call her. That would be ridiculous. Don’t be that

guy. Just don’t. Don’t call her. Don’t do it.” And then, “Oh

no, I just rang her number,” and, “Oh no, it’s ringing.

The voicemail, which I still have saved to this day, was long and a

little rambling. He sounded like a nice guy, though, and I was

intrigued to learn more. Doug, on the other hand, was pretty sure

that he had ruined his chances. The way he tells it, he thought his

voicemail had been disastrous and that he’d likely never hear from

me again. He had to restrain himself from calling again and leaving

another long-winded message trying to explain away the first one.

But fate was smiling on us. As it happens, I own an apartment in

San Francisco, and, after saving up for years to redo my kitchen, the

work was finally about to start. That day, I was supposed to meet

the contractor and his team to show them in and give them keys,

but when I got to the apartment, I learned the contractor was

running late, and I would have to wait.

In other words, I found myself with a free hour for lunch—

something that almost never happened. So I decided I’d give Doug a

call. Maybe he was on a lunch break, too.

He answered, and we ended up on the phone for the entire hour.

It sounds corny, I know, but the conversation just flowed; and even

though I’m sure that both of us were trying extra hard to seem witty

and interesting, most of all I remember us cracking each other up,



joking and laughing at ourselves and with each other, just the way

we do now. By the time the contractor arrived, I was genuinely

excited to meet this Doug guy in person. We made dinner plans for

Saturday night in Los Angeles. I could hardly wait to fly down.

Doug suggested that we meet first at his place. I suggested that

he pick me up instead. “Okay, but I just need you to know I’m not a

really good driver,” he said. “Thanks for letting me know,” I replied

with a chuckle. There was no pretense or posing with Doug, no

arrogance or boasting. He seemed so genuinely comfortable with

himself. It’s part of why I liked him immediately.

The morning after our first date, Doug emailed me with all of his

available dates for the next couple of months. “I’m too old to play

games or hide the ball,” the email read. “I really like you, and I want

to see if we can make this work.” In fact, he was eager to see me that

Saturday, but I had a long-scheduled girls’ weekend on the calendar.

“That’s no problem,” he said. “I could come up and you and I

could just sneak off on the margins.” I appreciated his enthusiasm,

but I had to explain to him that, no, that’s not how a girls’ weekend

works. We planned a second date for later that week instead.

For our third date, Doug decided that a grand gesture was in

order. He flew to Sacramento to meet me for dinner. After that, we

knew we had something special. We agreed to commit to each other

for six months, and to reevaluate our relationship at the end of it.

Attending a speech about the ills of truancy isn’t exactly what most

people think of as a romantic date, but the event was Doug’s coming

out—the first time I’d invited him to join me at a professional

gathering. Hence the whispering and pointing among my team, who

had heard rumors of his existence but hadn’t seen him with their

own eyes. They would later refer to that era as A.D.—“After Doug.”

They loved how much he made me laugh. I did, too.

Doug had been married once before, and he had two kids, Cole

and Ella—named after John Coltrane and Ella Fitzgerald. When

Doug and I first started dating, Ella was in middle school and Cole

was in high school; Doug shared custody with his first wife, Kerstin.

I had—and have—tremendous admiration and respect for Kerstin. I

could tell from the way Doug talked about his kids that she was a



terrific mother—and in later months, as Kerstin and I got to know

each other, we really hit it off ourselves and became friends. (We

sometimes joke that our modern family is almost a little too

functional.)

After our second date, Doug was ready to introduce me to Cole

and Ella, and I was eager to meet them, too. But as a child of

divorce, I knew how hard it can be when your parents start to date

other people. So I slowed things down. Other than occasionally

talking to the kids when Doug had me on speakerphone in the car, I

wanted to make sure that Doug and I had something real and

lasting before I waded into Cole’s and Ella’s lives.

Doug and I put a lot of thought into when and how that first

meeting should transpire. We waited until about two months after

we’d met, although in my memory it feels like we’d been together

for a long time—maybe because the buildup was so great, or

because, by the time the big day finally arrived, I felt like I’d loved

Doug for years.

I woke up that morning feeling incredibly excited, but also with

some butterflies in my stomach. Until that moment, I’d known Cole

and Ella as gorgeous faces in Doug’s photographs, charming

characters in his stories, the central figures in his heart. Now I was

finally going to meet these two amazing young people. It was a

momentous occasion.

On my way home from my LA office, I picked up a tin of cookies

and tied a festive ribbon in a bow around it. I got rid of my suit,

changed into jeans and my Chuck Taylors, took a few deep breaths,

and got a ride to Doug’s house. On the way over, I tried to imagine

how the first few minutes would go. I ran scenarios in my head and

tried to land on the perfect things to say. The tin of cookies was

sitting beside me on the seat, a silent witness to my rehearsing.

Would the kids think the cookies were really nice or really weird?

Maybe the ribbon was too much.

The ribbon was probably too much. But Cole and Ella could not

have been more welcoming. They’d been wanting to meet me, too.

We talked for a few minutes, then piled into Doug’s car for dinner

together. Doug and I had decided the kids should choose where we



ate, to make everything as comfortable as possible. They’d picked a

place that had been a favorite since they were younger—a seafood

hut off the Pacific Coast Highway called the Reel Inn. It was about

an hour away in traffic, which gave us some quality car time to get

to know one another. Cole, it turned out, was a music aficionado,

and he was excited to share some of his latest discoveries with me.

“I just started listening to Roy Ayers,” he said. “Do you know

him?”

I sang back: “Everybody loves the sunshine, sunshine, folks get

down in the sunshine . . .”

“You know it!”

“Of course I know it!”

We put on the song, and then another and another. The four of

us sang together with the windows rolled down as we drove up the

coast to dinner.

The Reel Inn was casual and unpretentious. It was hard not to

feel at ease. We waited in line with trays at a counter, the menu of

fresh fish written on a blackboard on the wall. The cashier gave us

numbers, much like at a deli, and when our order was called, we

took our trays to some picnic tables with a view of the ocean, just as

the sun was beginning to set. When we were done eating, Cole and

Ella told us that they were going to head over to Cole’s school to see

an art show where some of their friends’ work would be displayed.

They wanted to know if we wanted to join them.

“Of course!” I said, as if this was a totally normal thing. It

sounded great to me. Then Doug whispered to me, “They must like

you. They never invite me to anything.” We went to the school

together, and Ella—a gifted artist—expertly guided us through the

exhibit. Lots of their friends were there, too, and we had fun

mingling and making conversation with the students and their

parents. Doug later joked that I got completely inundated with their

lives that night, but I think it’s more accurate to say that I was

hooked, and Cole and Ella reeled me in.

At the end of March 2014, I had two trips planned. One was to

Mexico, where I was coordinating with senior officials in the fight

against transnational criminal organizations and human traffickers.



The other was to Italy, where Doug and I were looking forward to a

romantic getaway. The respective itineraries were, in a word,

different. At home, Doug and I stayed up late looking at pictures and

guidebooks and planning our itinerary for Florence. At the office, I

was working to put together and lead a bipartisan delegation of state

attorneys general to join me in Mexico City.

Mexico-based transnational crime was—and is—a major threat,

and California was a primary target. That March, my office had

released a report that found, for example, that 70 percent of the U.S.

supply of methamphetamine was coming through the San Diego

port of entry on California’s southern border. The report also drew

attention to ways in which Mexican-based drug trafficking was

being amplified in the United States as cartels formed alliances with

gangs on California streets and in California prisons.

The challenges posed to California law enforcement—and thereby

the rest of the country—were significant, and I wanted to meet with

Mexican officials to work through a joint plan to take on the cartels.

We spent three days in Mexico—four other state attorneys

general and I—and were able to come away with a plan for concrete

action. We signed a letter of intent with the National Banking and

Securities Commission of Mexico to establish an anti-money-

laundering enforcement effort. Money laundering fuels

transnational criminal organizations, and by creating a

communication and cooperation agreement with Mexico, we hoped

to improve our ability to investigate and disrupt this financing.

On March 26, 2014, I arrived back at my apartment in San

Francisco, feeling like the trip had been a real success. But it was

late in the evening when I got home, and now I had a small

problem: my trip with Doug was starting early the next morning,

and I’d had no time to pack.

Shortly after I arrived at my apartment, Doug texted to say he

was on his way from the airport. When he got to the apartment, I

was in the middle of a frantic search. I couldn’t find my black pants,

and I was intensely frustrated about it.

It was ridiculous, of course, but it was one of those moments

when the balancing act caught up with me—a balancing act that



many working women, and some men, know all too well. Just like

my mother, I’ve internalized the idea that everything I do deserves

100 percent, but sometimes it feels like the numbers won’t work.

There just isn’t enough of me to go around. This was one of those

times. I had a hundred things racing through my mind in the

aftermath of the Mexico trip, and a hundred more as I contemplated

the work I’d missed while I was away. Meanwhile, I was trying to

shift mental gears for a getaway with my sweetheart—but my

packing list and my to-do list were competing hard for real estate in

my brain. I was beating myself up for trying to do too much, even as

I worried that I wasn’t doing quite enough, and all of this stress

coalesced in the form of a search for my black pants.

Which I couldn’t find. My closet was a mess.

As a result, I was frazzled, and when Doug arrived he seemed out

of sorts as well. He was acting strange—a little stiff, a little quiet.

“Do you mind if we get takeout instead of going out to eat?” I

asked him. “I didn’t plan for this very well and I need time to pack.”

“Of course,” he said. “How about the Thai place we like?”

“Sounds great,” I replied. I rifled through a kitchen drawer and

produced a tattered paper menu. “How about pad thai?”

Doug turned to me. “I want to spend my life with you.”

That was sweet, but he was always sweet like that. Truth be told,

I didn’t register the significance of what he’d said at all. I didn’t even

look up. My mind was still on the black pants.

“That’s nice, honey,” I said, rubbing his arm as I looked over the

menu. “Should we have chicken or shrimp on the pad thai?”

“No, I want to spend my life with you,” he said again. When I

looked up, he was getting down on one knee. He’d concocted an

elaborate plan to propose to me in front of the Ponte Vecchio, in

Florence. But once he had the ring, it was burning a hole in his

pocket. He couldn’t keep it secret.

I looked at him there, on one knee, and burst into tears. Mind

you, these were not graceful Hollywood tears streaming down a

glistening cheek. No, I’m talking about snorting and grunting, with

mascara smudging my face. Doug reached for my hand and I held



my breath and smiled back. Then he asked me to marry him, and I

bellowed a tear-soaked “Yes!”

Doug and I were married on Friday, August 22, 2014, in an

intimate ceremony with the people we loved. Maya officiated;

Meena read from Maya Angelou. In keeping with our respective

Indian and Jewish heritage, I put a flower garland around Doug’s

neck, and he stomped on a glass. And then it was done.

Cole, Ella, and I agreed that we didn’t like the term “stepmom.”

Instead they call me their “Momala.”

One of my favorite routines is Sunday family dinner. This is a

routine I instituted once Doug and I got engaged. When he and I

first started dating, he was a single dad sharing custody with

Kerstin. Family dinner had been Chinese takeout and plastic forks,

which the kids spirited off to their bedrooms. I changed that. Now

everyone knows that Sunday family dinner is nonnegotiable, that

we come together, all of us around the table, relatives and friends

always welcome, and I cook a meal for us to share. It’s really

important to me.

Everyone quickly got into the routine and found their role to

play. Cole sets the table, picks the music, and pitches in as sous chef

in the kitchen. Ella makes restaurant-quality guacamole and

exquisite desserts, including a gorgeous fresh fruit tart, where she

folds the dough in magnificent ways, topped off with homemade

whipped cream. Doug bought himself a pair of onion goggles, which

he dons with great fanfare when it’s time to chop—and let me tell

you, there is nothing more attractive than a man in onion goggles.

I make the main dish—maybe a rich pork stew or spaghetti

Bolognese or an Indian biryani or chicken with feta cheese, lemon

rind, and fresh oregano from the garden. Usually I’ll start cooking

on Saturday, and sometimes even Friday, though if I’ve been on the

road I’ll pull it all together quickly—something simpler, like fish

tacos. It doesn’t always go as planned: sometimes the pizza dough

doesn’t rise or the sauce won’t thicken or we’re missing a key

ingredient and I have to improvise. That’s all okay. Sunday family

dinner is about something more than the meal.
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When dinner is finished, the kids do the dishes. I once told them

the story of Uncle Freddy. Because he lived in a small basement

apartment in Harlem with a tiny kitchen, Uncle Freddy would clean

every single dish or utensil he used as soon as he was done using it.

And in time, the kids turned “Uncle Freddy” into a verb. When it’s

time to clean, they promise to “Uncle Freddy” the place. And they do

a pretty good job!

I know that not everyone likes to cook, but it’s centering for me.

And as long as I’m making Sunday family dinner, I know I’m in

control of my life—doing something that matters for the people I

love, so we can share that quality time together.

•   •   •

arly one morning in that busy summer of 2014, my phone rang

at the side of my bed. I picked it up to find Eric Holder, then the

U.S. attorney general, on the other end of the line. He told me he

had a question.

“I’m going to be stepping down soon. Are you interested?”

It was, needless to say, a lot to take in. Did I want to be United

States attorney general? Did I want to hold the office that Bobby

Kennedy once held? Of course I did. This was the kind of job I used

to daydream about during lectures in law school. And this wasn’t

just any moment or any president. This was Barack Obama, my

friend and my president, whose leadership I so admired and whom I

had been so proud to support. To join his cabinet would have been

the honor of my life.

And yet I wasn’t sure if I truly wanted the job. By the time Holder

stepped down, there would be fewer than two years left in the

administration. What kind of opportunity would I have to create a

real agenda?

The next time Holder and I spoke, I brought up Back on Track. I

said that if there was a budget at the Department of Justice to fund

and create incentives for local reentry initiatives, then I would be

interested in the job. I wanted to be able to create real reform at a

national level, with an approach that prioritized prevention. Alas, as



Holder explained, there wasn’t any existing budget for such an

effort, and any new funding would have to be approved by Congress

—which we both knew was not going to happen.

That was disheartening. But I still knew the job wasn’t something

to be turned down lightly. Like every lawyer I know, I listed the pros

and cons on a yellow pad. I batted the options back and forth with

Doug and other members of the family. I did my best to argue both

sides.

One day, one of my best friends suggested we take a hike in the

Windy Hill Open Space Preserve, near Palo Alto. She thought the

outdoor air and beautiful rolling hilltops might refresh my state of

mind—and she was right. Away from the office, the contours of my

choice came into sharper relief. With every step, I saw more clearly

what I wanted to do, and why.

Inevitably, there would be limitations that came with the job. I

took that as a given. But as I talked with my friend, and she raised

all the right questions, I realized the real reason behind my

resistance to the offer: I already had a job I loved, and work I still

wanted to do.

I thought about my first days as California attorney general,

when I’d learned that we had a big backlog of rape kits. I thought

about all the work we were putting in to reduce the backlog, about

the innovations we deployed to triple the number of cases that

could be handled. Earlier in 2014, my Rapid DNA Service team

received an award from the Department of Justice for our

achievements. I thought about our work on human trafficking, too,

which had been an unseen problem for so long, and our efforts to

combat the brutal criminal organizations and street gangs that

traded in human lives.

I thought about the fight I’d been able to lead, first as district

attorney and then as attorney general, to stop defendants in hate

crimes from using what’s known as the “gay and trans panic

defense.” In 2002, a seventeen-year-old woman, Gwen Araujo, had

been brutally beaten and murdered in Newark, California. Her

killers, two of whom had been involved with her sexually, had tried

to justify their actions in court by claiming that they had panicked



upon learning that Araujo was transgender, to the point of

temporary insanity. It was ludicrous. As district attorney, I had

organized a conference of prosecutors and law enforcement officials

from across the country to push back against the idea that criminal

conduct could be mitigated by prejudice. And as attorney general, in

that summer of 2014, I was working with the governor and state

legislature on what would be a successful effort to ban such a

defense statewide. I thought about how much that meant to me.

I thought about the Bureau of Children’s Justice, a new initiative

I was still developing with one of my special assistant attorneys

general, Jill Habig, which would be entirely devoted to making sure

the rights of all of California’s children were protected. There was a

lot on that agenda, and I was eager to see it all through.

I thought about the work we were doing to prepare to open up

state crime data to the public, a first-of-its-kind transparency

initiative led by special assistant attorneys general Daniel Suvor and

Justin Erlich, which we would call OpenJustice.

Likewise, we were taking Back on Track and my truancy initiative

statewide.

And then there were the corporate predators who took advantage

of students and veterans and homeowners and the poor. I loved

being the voice and advocate for the people they mistreated. The

lawyers on my team knew how serious I was about holding

corporate predators accountable. They would joke that “Kamala”

meant “Get more commas in that settlement price.”

And of course, the banks. The fight with them was still ongoing.

We were still bringing lawsuits, and I had no plans of backing down.

By the time our hike was over, my friend and I both knew I’d

made my decision. It wouldn’t be about the title or the perception of

prestige. What mattered to me was the work. And when it came to

the work that mattered most, I wasn’t finished yet.

Later that evening, I called Holder to let him know. Then Doug

and I curled up on the couch with the kids and a big bowl of popcorn

and, for the second time, watched Iron Man 2.



I’

Five

I SAY WE FIGHT

ll always remember how I felt in November 1992, as a twenty-

eight-year-old prosecutor, driving across the bridge from my

home in Oakland into San Francisco to celebrate the victory of

newly elected U.S. senators Barbara Boxer and Dianne Feinstein.

They were the first female senators from California, and the first

two women to represent any state at the same time. Their election

was a highlight of the so-called Year of the Woman, and an

inspiration to girls and women everywhere, including me.

I recalled that celebration twenty-two years later when, in early

January 2015, Senator Boxer posted a video of herself in

conversation with her oldest grandchild, Zach. She talked about the

issues she cared about, the issues for which she’d fought over three

decades in Congress—a strong middle class, a woman’s right to

choose, the environment, civil rights, human rights—and

underscored that she wasn’t going to give them up. But, as she told

Zach, she wanted to come home to California. And so she wouldn’t

be running for reelection.

November 2016 was almost two years away, but I had a decision

to make. Should I run to replace Senator Boxer? It would be an

opportunity to take the issues we were driving forward in the

California attorney general’s office and bring them to the national

stage. Becoming a U.S. senator would be a natural extension of the

work I was already doing—fighting for families feeling the burden of

stagnant wages, soaring housing costs, and diminishing

opportunity; for people imprisoned in a broken criminal justice



system; for students exploited by predatory lenders and burdened

by skyrocketing tuition; for victims of fraud and white-collar crime;

for immigrant communities, for women, for older people. I knew it

mattered whose voice was represented at the table where national

priorities and policies are set.

I announced my candidacy on January 13, 2015. Eventually, so

did thirty-three others. Doug, for whom it was his first major

campaign, had to get used to a new kind of scrutiny. We still laugh

about the time a reporter asked me who would play me in a movie

about my life. I deflected—said I didn’t know. Doug was not as

prudent. He answered the question and the resulting article said he

was “delighted” at the prospect of being played by Bradley Cooper.

I tackled the race as I had every other, meeting as many people as

I could, listening carefully to their concerns, mapping a plan of

action to address them. As the campaign rolled on, my team and I

crisscrossed the state in what we called the Kamoji bus, because of

the giant emoji caricature of me painted on the back door.

Because of California’s unique “jungle primary,” I ultimately

found myself in a runoff against fellow Democrat Loretta Sanchez, a

longtime member of Congress. She was a tough, determined

opponent who kept fighting until the end. I was fortunate enough to

have on my team some of the best people in the business—my

brilliant campaign manager, Juan Rodriguez, and my longtime

strategic advisers Sean Clegg and Ace Smith, along with Ellie Caple,

and an extraordinarily dedicated group of staff and volunteers. My

goddaughter, Helena, was among them. She started a newsletter,

interviewing the staff and chronicling our efforts. Our team was in it

together every step of the way, and I couldn’t have done it without

them.

The two-year campaign passed both fast and slow. But even as I

focused on my state, my campaign, and the work before me,

something ugly and alarming was infecting the presidential election.

The Republican primary was turning into a race to the bottom—a

race to anger, a race to blame, a race to fan the flames of xenophobic

nativism. And the man who prevailed crossed every boundary of

decency and integrity—bragging about sexually assaulting women;



mocking people with disabilities; race baiting; demonizing

immigrants; attacking war heroes and Gold Star families; and

fomenting hostility, even hatred, toward the press.

As a result, Election Night 2016 was not a night for cheering. It

was no longer about the race that had just ended. It was about the

fight that was clearly now beginning. Drawing on the words of

Coretta Scott King, I reminded the audience that freedom must be

fought for and won by every generation.

“It is the very nature of this fight for civil rights and justice and

equality that whatever gains we make, they will not be permanent.

So we must be vigilant,” I said. “Understanding that, do not despair.

Do not be overwhelmed. Do not throw up our hands when it is time

to roll up our sleeves and fight for who we are.”

I didn’t know, when I spoke to my supporters that night, exactly

what was to come. But I did know this: we would need to stand

strong and stand together.

On Thursday, November 10, less than forty-eight hours after my

election, I visited the headquarters of the Coalition for Humane

Immigrant Rights of Los Angeles (CHIRLA).

CHIRLA is one of Los Angeles’s oldest immigrant rights advocacy

organizations. It was founded in 1986, after President Reagan, a

former California governor, signed the Immigration Reform and

Control Act, which, among other things, gave legal status to

undocumented immigrants who had entered the United States

before 1982. CHIRLA’s original mission was to inform immigrants

about the process by which they could apply for legal status and

about their rights to work. It trained community organizers,

challenged anti-immigrant laws like California’s Proposition 187,

which prohibited undocumented immigrants from getting

nonemergency public services, and it eventually took on a national

portfolio by building coalitions all across the country. It was the

first place I wanted to speak officially as senator-elect.

Angelica Salas, CHIRLA’s indefatigable executive director, was

there to greet me when I arrived. The room was full. It was full of

strong, brave women—young women to mothers to grandmothers to

great-grandmothers—working women who did everything from



domestic work to home health care work, some of whom spoke

fluent English and some of whom spoke only Spanish, all of them

ready to fight.

In their courage, their dignity, and their determination, they

reminded me of my mother. Standing among them, I thought about

the duality of the immigrant experience in America.

On the one hand, it is an experience characterized by an

extraordinary sense of hopefulness and purpose, a deep belief in the

power of the American Dream—an experience of possibility. At the

same time, it is an experience too often scarred by stereotyping and

scapegoating, in which discrimination, both explicit and implicit, is

part of everyday life.

My mother was the strongest person I have ever known, but I

always felt protective of her, too. In part, I suppose, that instinct to

protect comes from being the older child. But I also knew my

mother was a target. I saw it, and it made me mad. I have too many

memories of my brilliant mother being treated as though she were

dumb because of her accent. Memories of her being followed

around a department store with suspicion, because surely a brown-

skinned woman like her couldn’t afford the dress or blouse that she

had chosen.

I also remember how seriously she took any encounter with

government officials. Whenever we would come back from traveling

abroad, my mother made sure Maya and I were on our best behavior

as we went through customs. “Stand up straight. Don’t laugh. Don’t

fidget. Have all your stuff. Be prepared.” She knew that every word

she spoke would be judged, and she wanted us to be ready. The first

time Doug and I went through customs together, my muscle

memory kicked in. I was preparing myself in the usual way, making

sure we had everything just right and in order. Meanwhile, Doug

was as relaxed as ever. It frustrated me that he was so casual. He

was genuinely perplexed, innocently wondering, “What’s the

problem?” We had been raised in different realities. It was eye-

opening for us both.

For as long as ours has been a nation of immigrants, we have

been a nation that fears immigrants. Fear of the other is woven into



the fabric of our American culture, and unscrupulous people in

power have exploited that fear in pursuit of political advantage. In

the mid-1850s, the first significant third-party movement in the

United States, the so-called Know-Nothing Party, rose to popularity

on an anti-immigrant platform. In 1882, an act of Congress banned

Chinese immigrants to the country. In 1917, Congress overrode

President Woodrow Wilson’s veto in order to establish a host of

new restrictions on immigrants, including a literacy requirement.

Concerns about growing numbers of newcomers from Southern and

Eastern Europe resulted in the imposition of immigration quotas in

1924. In 1939, nearly 1,000 German Jews fleeing the Nazis in a ship

called the St. Louis were turned away from the United States. A plan

to allow 20,000 Jewish children into the country was outright

rejected. And shortly after, the U.S. government interned some

117,000 people of Japanese ancestry.

More recently, as globalization has robbed the country of

millions of jobs and displaced huge swaths of the middle class,

immigrants have become convenient targets for blame. When the

Great Recession ravaged rural America, a number of Republican

politicians pointed to immigration as the problem, even as they

filibustered a bill that would have created new jobs. Despite the

profound role they have played in building and shaping America,

immigrants who come here to seek a better life have always made

for an easy scapegoat.

Our country was built by many hands, by people from every part

of the world. And over the centuries, immigrants have helped to lift

and fuel the economy—providing labor to industrialize it and

brainpower to create society-altering innovations. Immigrants and

their children were the creative minds behind many of our best-

known brands—from Levi Strauss to Estée Lauder. Sergey Brin, the

co-founder of Google, was a Russian immigrant. Jerry Yang, co-

founder of Yahoo!, came here from Taiwan. Mike Krieger, the co-

founder of Instagram, is an immigrant from Brazil. Arianna

Huffington, co-founder of The Huffington Post, was born in Greece.

In fact, in 2016, researchers at the National Foundation for



American Policy found that more than half of Silicon Valley’s

billion-dollar startups were founded by one or more immigrants.

I stood by the podium at CHIRLA, with an American flag and

stars-and-stripes balloons in the backdrop, as a mother—a house

cleaner from the San Fernando Valley—spoke in Spanish about her

fears of deportation. I could barely translate her words, but I

understood their meaning and I could feel her anguish. It was

visible in her eyes, in her posture. She wanted to be able to tell her

children that everything would be okay, but she knew she couldn’t.

I thought of the nearly six million American children who live in

a home with at least one undocumented family member and the

trauma and stress that the election had wrought. I had heard many

stories of safety plans that were being put in place—mothers telling

their children, “If Mommy doesn’t come home right after work, call

your aunt or uncle to come and get you.” It reminded me of the

safety plans I’d seen when I was working with victims of domestic

abuse. In both cases, there needed to be a contingency plan to

mitigate against an impending harm.

Advocates working with families told us how children were afraid

to go to school, not knowing if their parents would still be there

when they got home. Parents canceled their children’s pediatrician

appointments out of fear that ICE would be waiting for them.

Likewise, I knew that parents, at that moment, were facing

harrowing decisions about what to do with their American children

if they were deported. Should the children stay with a relative in the

United States? Should they go with their parents to a country that

they had never known? Either option was heartbreaking to imagine.

And I knew it wasn’t just undocumented people who were terrified.

According to research published in American Behavioral Scientist,

all Latinx immigrants—whether citizens, legal residents, or

undocumented—experience the fear of deportation at the same

rates. I wanted them to know I had their back.

“This is a time in our country for coalition building,” I said,

reminded of the work I had seen and done through the years. “We

are going to fight for the ideals of this country,” I told them, “and we

are not going to let up until we have won.”



T

I left CHIRLA two days after the election feeling both encouraged

and worried. I knew we were preparing for battle together. But I

knew, too, that we were underdogs in the fight. We were going to

have to steel ourselves for all that was to come.

•   •   •

hings moved very quickly. The following week, Doug and I flew

across the country to Washington for new senators’ orientation.

A bipartisan group of senators and their spouses hosted us for three

jam-packed days of sessions, during which we were informed about

Senate rules and procedures, ethics, and how to set up a Senate

office. Doug studied the spouses’ binder like a Talmudic scholar.

Nathan Barankin, my number two in the California Department

of Justice, agreed to move his family to Washington, and he began

the intensive process of selecting and vetting my new team as my

chief of staff. We had only the period between Election Day and

New Year’s to build the office virtually from scratch—poring over

some five thousand résumés to fill a host of positions from policy

and constituent relations to communications, correspondence, and

more. Hiring a diverse staff was important to me—veterans, women,

people of color. I wanted my staff in Washington and our state

offices to reflect the people we represent.

Ella was now in her senior year of high school, which meant that

Doug would be spending at least every other week in Los Angeles.

This was the hardest part of it all, being away from Ella. Before

becoming a senator, I had gone to every one of her swim meets,

every one of her basketball games. Kerstin and I usually

embarrassed Ella as we sat together and loudly cheered her name. I

hated that I would have to miss some of those games now. And I

hated that we would have so much less quality time in person,

especially because she was about to go off to college, as Cole had

done several years earlier. I was committed to flying home as many

weekends as I could, which was important to me for so many

reasons—to see my constituents, feel the pulse on the ground, and,

crucially, cook Sunday family dinner.



The worst was several months later when I realized I wasn’t

going to be able to go to Ella’s graduation. Fired FBI director James

Comey had been invited to testify before the Senate Intelligence

Committee that same day about the Russia investigation and his

firing, and, given the significance to our national security, there was

no way I could miss it. When I called to tell her, she was so

understanding, but I felt awful about it. I had conversations with

some of my female colleagues afterwards. Maggie Hassan bucked

me up. “Our kids love us for who we are and the sacrifices we

make,” she said. “They get it.” In the case of Ella and Cole, I’m so

lucky to know that’s true. When the hearing was over, I dashed to

the airport and flew back to California. I missed the graduation

ceremony but made it home in time for family dinner that night.

Doug and I rented a temporary apartment not far from the

Capitol, along with minimal furniture—a pair of stools, a bed, a

foldout couch for when the kids came to visit, and, for Doug, a big-

screen TV. With things happening so quickly, there wasn’t much

time on the margins for grocery shopping or cooking, though I did

make turkey chili one night and froze enough to last us for weeks.

I was sworn in on January 3, 2017, by Vice President Joe Biden

during his final month in office, and moved into a basement office

alongside other newly elected senators. While not every Senate

committee had available seats, I was appointed to four based on my

expertise and background: Intelligence, Homeland Security, Budget,

and Environment and Public Works.

One week later, the Homeland Security Committee held a

confirmation hearing for General John Kelly, who had been

nominated for secretary of Homeland Security. I chose to focus my

questions to him on the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals

program (DACA), which was created in 2012 by the Obama

administration to protect eligible undocumented youth from

deportation and allow them to obtain work permits.

“Hundreds of thousands of DACA recipients around the country

are afraid right now for what this incoming administration might do

to them and also what it might do to their unauthorized family

members,” I said.



I went on to explain that in order to qualify for the program,

recipients had submitted extensive paperwork to the federal

government, including detailed information about themselves and

their loved ones. Each person’s case was reviewed and vetted

according to specific criteria. The young person must not have been

convicted of a felony, a significant misdemeanor, or three or more

misdemeanors. They must not have been deemed a threat to public

safety or national security. They had to be in school or have already

earned a high school diploma or certificate, or been honorably

discharged from the armed forces. They had to provide proof of

identity, proof of time and admission in the United States, proof of

school completion or military status, and biometric information.

Only if they cleared this extensive vetting would they get DACA

status.

In addition, when they applied, the Department of Homeland

Security (DHS) assured them it would follow its long-standing

practice not to use their information for law enforcement purposes

except in very limited circumstances. “These young people,” I said to

General Kelly, “are now worried that the information they provided

in good faith to our government may now be used to track them

down and lead to their removal.” Hundreds of thousands of them

have relied on our representations.

“Do you agree that we would not use this information against

them?” I asked. Kelly wouldn’t directly answer the question. I next

read to him from a government document—frequently asked

questions about the DACA program. There was a question that

asked “If my case is referred to ICE [U.S. Immigration and Customs

Enforcement] for immigration enforcement purposes or if I receive

an NTA [Notice to Appear], will information related to my family

members and guardians also be referred to ICE for immigration

enforcement purposes?” The answer to the question on the

government document was no.

“Are you willing to maintain that policy?” I asked. Again, Kelly

deflected. I pressed harder. “Do you intend to use the limited law

enforcement resources of DHS to remove [DACA recipients] from



the country?” Once again, he refused to answer the question

directly.

“Would you agree that state and local law enforcement agencies

are uniquely situated to protect the public safety of their own

communities?”

“I would agree,” he said.

“Are you aware that state and local law enforcement leaders

across the country have publicly stated that they depend on the

cooperation of immigrant communities” to prosecute criminal

activity and come forward as witnesses to crime?

“I’ve read that.”

“And are you aware that when the government has applied

indiscriminate immigration sweeps, many local law enforcement

agencies have been concerned and have complained that there has

been a decrease in immigrants reporting crimes against themselves

and others?”

“I was not aware of that.”

“Will you make it your priority to become aware of the impact on

immigrant communities, in terms of their reluctance to report

crimes against themselves, their family members, or others, when

they are concerned that DHS may direct sweeps against entire

immigrant communities?”

“You have my commitment. I’ll get briefed on this. Again I fall

back on, really—the law will guide me, if confirmed, in everything

that I do.”

That wasn’t enough.

As a former district attorney and attorney general, I had a lot of

experience with this issue. I knew that victims of crime—be it rape,

be it child sexual assault, be it fraud—simply will not come forward

if they believe they are the ones who will be treated as criminals. I

also knew that predators use this knowledge to their advantage,

exploiting the vulnerability of certain groups who they know will

keep quiet. I don’t ever want a victim of a crime to be afraid to wave

down a passing patrol car to get help. Such a system serves the

predators, not the public. It renders all of us less safe. As attorney

general, I had crafted legislation to help ensure that undocumented



immigrants who stepped forward to testify about crimes, or to

report them, were shielded from deportation for doing so. I knew

this would help prosecutors obtain convictions while strengthening

the relationship of trust between law enforcement and immigrant

communities.

In the end, I voted against John Kelly’s confirmation and pressed

my colleagues to do the same. He wasn’t prepared to keep the

nation’s promises, and I wasn’t prepared to put him in charge of

them.

Whether he ever got briefed on the consequences of

indiscriminate immigration enforcement, I will never know. What I

do know is that in the first hundred days of the administration,

immigration arrests increased by more than 37 percent. The

administration chose to make all unauthorized immigrants a

priority for deportation, regardless of whether they were otherwise

law-abiding members of the community. Arrests of undocumented

immigrants with no criminal record nearly doubled.

The policies have had far-reaching consequences for children. As

the Center for American Progress documented, ICE officials raided a

meatpacking plant in Tennessee where they arrested ninety-seven

workers. It was one of the largest workplace raids in ten years. All

told, 160 children had a parent arrested in the raid. The next day, 20

percent of the Latinx students in a nearby county were absent from

school as parents feared that they—or their children—would be

arrested as well. In 2016, a quarter of all kids in the United States

under the age of five lived in immigrant families. These children

have had to live in the grip of the fear that, at any moment, their

parents could be abruptly taken away from them.

Children of immigrants also faced a new kind of torment.

Teachers around the country have reported spikes in bullying that

echoes the administration’s rhetoric. Kids are being taunted by

other kids, told they will be deported, told their parents will be

deported, told they should go back where they came from. The

words of one prominent, powerful bully have been mimicked and

adopted as the rallying cry of bullies everywhere.



Of course, it’s not just the children of immigrants who are

affected. According to the Migration Policy Institute, for example, at

least 20 percent of early childhood educators are immigrants.

Immigrants also represent a large percentage of people working in

the early child care industry—and those numbers have tripled over

the past two decades. These caregivers—primarily women—nurture

millions of children each and every day. The risks to their safety and

security in this country due to overbroad immigration enforcement

are a risk to us all. This cannot be overlooked.

On January 20, 2017, I attended the presidential inauguration,

along with fellow members of the United States Congress. My

Senate colleagues and I gathered in the Senate chamber and walked,

two by two, through the Capitol Building, exiting the West Front

onto the inaugural platform, where risers and chairs were arrayed

for the ceremony. As we walked to our seats, we were handed plastic

ponchos in case of rain. Doug was sitting with his new pals in the

spouses’ section, closer to the stage than I was. He turned around

and gave me a wave.

By some twist of fate, the skies opened up just as the transition

of power was complete. Some supporters of the president took the

rain as a sign of blessing, but for me and so many others, dark

clouds were settling in.

Renewal, it turned out, decided to reveal itself the next day. In

the runup to Inauguration Day, activists had planned a Women’s

March in cities all across the country. But given the organic,

decentralized way the march had come together—sparked by a

Facebook post from a grandmother in Hawaii the day after the

election and organized in a matter of weeks by a diverse group of

activists, many of whom had never met before—no one knew exactly

how it would unfold.

Reality exceeded all expectations: more than four million people

showed up in the streets nationwide, with sister marches in

countries around the world.

In Washington, the crowd was so massive that it packed the

entire route, end to end—a vibrant sea of pink-hatted people of all

ages, races, genders, and orientations. Marchers carried handmade



signs that expressed the full range of emotions we all felt, from

disbelief to determination, horror, purpose, and hope: IT’S 2017.

WTF? . . . STILL I RISE . . . GIRLS JUST WANT TO HAVE FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS . . .

MEN OF QUALITY DON’T FEAR EQUALITY . . . WE THE PEOPLE.

I saw white-haired grandmothers and blue-haired college

students; flannel-clad hipsters and down-jacketed soccer moms;

toddlers in strollers and teenagers in the trees; men and women in

solidarity, side by side. Amazingly, amid the throng, I ran into Aunt

Lenore, who engulfed me in a giant bear hug. She told me that her

daughter Lilah, who was at the time a leader in the Service

Employees International Union (SEIU), was in the crowd as well.

They had come out to march together, carrying forward the banner

of social justice that Lenore and my mother had held high as

students at Berkeley half a century before.

I had been asked to speak, and as I climbed up to the stage, I was

overwhelmed by the size and spirit of the crowd stretching out

before me as far as I could see. There were so many people that

cellular networks had gone down, yet the energy was electric. No

one could move, but everyone seemed to understand that the march

was a glimpse of a new kind of coalition whose true strength had yet

to be tested. “Even if you’re not sitting in the White House, even if

you are not a member of the United States Congress, even if you

don’t run a big corporate super PAC, you have the power. And we

the people have the power!” I told the marchers. “And there is

nothing more powerful than a group of determined sistahs,

marching alongside with their partners and their determined sons

and brothers and fathers, standing up for what we know is right!”

I talked about women’s issues, at least what I see as women’s

issues: the economy, national security, health care, education,

criminal justice reform, climate change. I said that if you are a

woman who is an immigrant and you don’t want your family torn

apart, you know that immigration reform is a women’s issue. I said

that if you are a woman who is working off student loans, you know

that the crushing burden of student debt is a women’s issue. I said

that if you are a black mother trying to raise a son, you know that

Black Lives Matter is a women’s issue. “And if you are a woman,



period, you know we deserve a country with equal pay and access to

health care, including a safe and legal abortion, protected as a

fundamental and constitutional right.” I affirmed that together we

are powerful, and cannot be written off.

A few days later, Doug and I were in our new apartment in DC,

eating dinner on stools at our kitchen counter, when breaking news

cut across the television. The president had signed an executive

order banning travel to the United States from seven Muslim-

majority countries—Iraq, Iran, Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, and

Yemen—for a period of 90 days. He barred refugees from coming to

the United States for 120 days and barred refugees from Syria

indefinitely.

Travelers started getting detained at airports, unable to speak

with lawyers. Families were panicking as their loved ones failed to

emerge from airport security. I received calls from activists and

lawyers, including Meena, who had rushed to airports to try to help

people who were being detained. There was chaos.

So I called John Kelly. By then he had been confirmed as

secretary of homeland security, and I needed to find out what was

going on and to make sure that anyone being detained would get

access to a lawyer. There were a lot of ways Secretary Kelly could

have shown his responsiveness, a lot of information he could have

provided. Indeed, the American people had a right to this

information, and, given my oversight role on the Senate Homeland

Security Committee, I intended to get it. Instead, he said gruffly,

“Why are you calling me at home with this?” That was his chief

concern.

By the time we got off the phone, it was clear that he didn’t

understand the depth of what was going on. He said he’d get back to

me, but he never did. And by the next day, the nation had erupted in

spontaneous protest, knowing full well that the travel ban was really

a Muslim ban, and that there were few things more antithetical to

our founding ideals. Enshrined in the First Amendment is the

notion that not only would America establish no official religion of

its own, but the government has no authority to prohibit anyone’s

activities based on their religion.



I was new to Washington and still learning how things worked.

This episode taught me that calling this secretary of homeland

security was a wasted effort. We needed a law. The first bill I

introduced in the Senate was the Access to Counsel Act, which

prohibits federal officials from denying access to a lawyer for

anyone detained trying to reach the United States. But we were in

an uphill fight, made harder by the political circumstances of the

moment.

Four days after the travel ban was executed, Neil Gorsuch was

nominated to the Supreme Court to fill a seat that had been open

since Antonin Scalia’s death almost a year earlier. President Obama

had nominated a highly respected United States circuit judge,

Merrick Garland, to serve. But in an unprecedented show of

partisan obstruction, Republicans refused to hold even one hearing

on Garland’s nomination. They were rewarded for their

recalcitrance. Gorsuch was confirmed by the Senate in April 2017,

shifting the balance of power on the Court back toward the

conservative justices. Fifteen months later, Justice Gorsuch cast the

deciding vote in one of the most shameful decision’s in the Court’s

recent history: the decision to uphold the president’s travel ban.



O

Six

WE ARE BETTER THAN THIS

n February 16, 2017, I gave my maiden speech on the floor of

the United States Senate. It was a humbling experience. In

recent years, the Senate has been known largely as a body of

gridlock and partisanship. Once revered as the country’s most

deliberative body, it has often proved to be anything but. And yet as

I stood there, it was the giants of the Senate who came to mind, and

the extraordinary work that had been done on that very floor. It was

here that the New Deal came to life and the economy was saved. It

was here that Social Security earned passage and, later, Medicaid

and Medicare. The Civil Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act, the War

on Poverty—all fought for and won right here in this body. At my

Senate desk once sat Eugene McCarthy, who sponsored the

Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965, which ended quotas and

established rules aimed at reunifying immigrant families.

I opened my speech exactly as those who know me would have

expected. “Above all, I rise today with a sense of gratitude for all

those upon whose shoulders we stand. For me, it starts with my

mother, Shyamala Harris.”

I told her immigration story, the story of her self-determination,

the story that made Maya and me, and made us Americans. “And I

know she’s looking down on us today. And, knowing my mother,

she’s probably saying, ‘Kamala, what on earth is going on down

there? We have got to stand up for our values!’”

I didn’t mince words. I talked about the unprecedented series of

executive actions taken in the early weeks of the administration,



actions that hit our immigrant and religious communities like a cold

front, “striking a chilling fear in the hearts of millions of good,

hardworking people.”

I talked about the outsize impact on the state of California,

because I believe California is a microcosm of who we are as

Americans. I explained that we have farmers and environmentalists,

welders and technologists, Republicans, Democrats, Independents,

and more veterans, and more immigrants—documented and

undocumented—than any state in the nation. When it came to

DACA, I reiterated what I had said in Kelly’s confirmation hearing:

that we had promised recipients that we would not use their

personal information against them, and that we could not go back

on our promise to these kids and their families.

I spoke as a lifelong prosecutor and former attorney general of

the largest state in this country when I said that the

administration’s Muslim ban and immigration actions presented a

real and present threat to our public safety. Instead of making us

more safe, the increased raids and executive orders instill fear. “For

this reason,” I said, “studies have shown Latinos are more than 40

percent less likely to call 911 when they have been a victim of a

crime. This climate of fear drives people underground and into the

shadows, making them less likely to report crimes against

themselves or others. Fewer victims reporting crime and fewer

witnesses coming forward.”

I also talked about the economic consequences, noting that

immigrants make up 10 percent of California’s workforce and

contribute $130 billion to our state’s gross domestic product.

“Immigrants own small businesses, they till the land, they care for

children and the elderly, they work in our labs, attend our

universities, and serve in our military. So these actions are not only

cruel. They cause ripple effects that harm our public safety and our

economy.”

I closed my remarks with a call to action: that we have a

responsibility to draw a line and say no—that as a coequal branch of

government, it is our duty to uphold the ideals of this country.



The next month, I invited a young woman from Fresno who is a

University of California at Merced alumna, a biomedical researcher,

and a DACA recipient to be my guest at a joint session of Congress.

Yuriana Aguilar’s parents moved their family from Mexico to Fresno

when Yuriana was just five years old. None of them had papers. Her

parents were agricultural workers who supported the family by

selling vegetables. Still, as Yuriana recalls, “somehow they knew in

order to succeed, you have to have an education.” Yuriana took her

parents’ message to heart—literally. Today she works at Rush

Medical College, in Chicago, studying how the heart’s electrical

system functions. DACA made it possible for her to pursue her

education and earn a PhD.

Yuriana has described how, when she first heard about the

creation of DACA, she cried with relief. Then she went back to her

research, doing her part to help others live healthier lives. As she

says, “Science doesn’t have borders—there are no limitations on its

advancement.” My mother would have loved her.

When we talk about DACA recipients, Yuriana’s commitment to

giving back to our country is the rule, not the exception. The vast

majority of DACA recipients are employed—more than 75 percent of

them. They wear our nation’s uniform, they study at our colleges

and universities, and they work in U.S. companies large and small.

In fact, if DACA recipients were deported, it is estimated that the

U.S. economy as a whole could lose as much as $460 billion over a

decade. These young people are contributing to our country in

meaningful ways.

I kept Yuriana top of mind over the course of the drama that

would unfold through the year. She was the first person I thought of

when, on September 5, 2017, Attorney General Jeff Sessions cruelly

and arbitrarily announced that the administration was ending the

DACA program, throwing the fates of hundreds of thousands of

people into limbo.

Without DACA, eligible young people who had been brought to

the United States as children are faced with a terrible choice: they

can live here without papers and in fear of deportation or leave the

only country they’ve ever known. They have no path to citizenship.



They can’t leave the country and get in line to immigrate here.

There is no line. And for this administration, that’s the point.

Congress can fix this. There is bipartisan legislation in the House

and the Senate that I’ve co-sponsored—the DREAM Act—which

gives these young people a permanent path to citizenship. Every day

that the DREAM Act goes unpassed is another day they have to live

in fear—despite having done everything we asked them to.

I’ve met many Dreamers over the years, and on a nearly daily

basis throughout my first year in the U.S. Senate. They bravely came

to Washington to meet with members of Congress and tell their

stories. There was one day when I was supposed to meet with five

Dreamers from California who were in town as part of a group from

all over the country. The others wanted to join, too, so I invited

them into my conference room. It was packed, standing room only,

with people lined up against the walls.

I was struck by one of the California kids, Sergio, who was a

student at the University of California at Irvine. He talked about his

mother working in Mexico, unable to make ends meet, and the

decision she had made to come to the United States to give him a

chance at a better life. He talked about how hard he had worked

through school and how he had focused a lot of his energy on doing

outreach to help people get health care. Like so many Dreamers, he

was taking on a life of service. That’s the thing about the Dreamers:

they really do believe in the promise of this country. It is their

country, too.

There was so much passion in Sergio’s eyes. But I knew he was

also frightened. The administration’s decision to end DACA had

been so dispiriting and demoralizing, so counter to the better

history of our country, so counter to the promise of opportunity on

which he had relied. And as he and most of them searched my eyes,

looking for confidence that they would be okay, I fought the pain of

knowing how wrong and unfair the situation was, and that I could

not, on my own, control the outcome. It pains me still today.

Three days after Sessions announced his actions, the University

of California filed suit against the administration “for wrongly and

unconstitutionally violating the rights of the University and its



students” by rescinding the DACA program on “nothing more than

unreasoned executive whim.” The president of the University of

California system, Janet Napolitano, had served as President

Obama’s homeland security secretary and had been responsible for

drafting and overseeing the DACA program as originally conceived.

For her, and for all of us, this was personal.

On January 10, 2018, the federal court sided with the university,

issuing a temporary nationwide injunction blocking the

government’s decision. This was a huge relief, as it restarted the

DACA program and halted the administration action. But the

operative word is “temporary.” Congress must still act to provide

these young people with permanent protection from deportation,

which can come only through legislation. Until then, Dreamers will

remain in constant fear that a new court decision could rip them

away from their families and the only country they’ve called home.

And with a solid conservative majority on the Supreme Court,

there’s every reason to believe that such a reversal could be

forthcoming.

February 2018 was a pivotal month in the immigration fight. The

administration continued its cruel and outrageous conduct, going so

far as to remove a reference to the United States as “a nation of

immigrants” from the mission statement of the agency responsible

for citizenship and immigration services. Meanwhile, the

administration and many congressional Republicans effectively held

the Dreamers hostage.

As part of the budget bill debates to fund the government, the

Senate had agreed to take a vote on the DREAM Act, which would

create a path to citizenship for the Dreamers. But there was a catch.

In exchange, the legislation included $25 billion in taxpayer money

to build a wall on the border with Mexico.

There were a number of reasons why I opposed this. Purely from

a dollars-and-cents perspective, it was a total waste of taxpayer

money. I am a strong believer in border security—but experts agree

that a wall will not secure our border. Moreover, I worried that

those billions of dollars would be used to implement the

administration’s anti-immigrant agenda—including raids that target



California and its residents, and families across the country. For the

same price tag, we could do anything from funding a full-scale effort

to combat the opioid crisis to expanding rural broadband and

upgrading critical infrastructure.

But there was a bigger reason to oppose the border wall. A

useless wall on the southern border would be nothing more than a

symbol, a monument standing in opposition to not just everything I

value, but to the fundamental values upon which this country was

built. The Statue of Liberty is the monument that defines to the

world who we are. Emma Lazarus’s words—“Give me your tired,

your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free”—speak to

our true character: a generous country that respects and embraces

those who have made the difficult journey to our shores, often

fleeing harm; that sees our quintessentially optimistic, can-do spirit

in those who aspire to make the American Dream their own. How

could I vote to build what would be little more than a monument,

designed to send the cold, hard message “KEEP OUT”?

The immigration debate is so often defined by false choices. I

remember a town hall I held in Sacramento, where a group of the

president’s supporters showed up. One man said he thought I cared

more about undocumented immigrants than I cared about the

American people. It was a false choice. I care deeply about them

both. Similarly, the budget debate was offering a false choice: fund

the government or oppose the wall. I believed we could do both.

In the end, we were presented with two bills. I was proud to

support the first, a bipartisan compromise drafted by Senators Chris

Coons, a Democrat from Delaware, and the late John McCain, a

Republican from Arizona, which included measures to protect

Dreamers from deportation and provide them with a path to

citizenship, and did not include funding for the wall. The other

proposal—which included the DREAM Act in exchange for the wall

—was something I simply couldn’t get behind, regardless of the

pressure. I voted against it. Ultimately, neither of the bills became

law.

The fight on behalf of Dreamers continues. And here’s what I

believe: These young people were brought into our country, in many
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cases before they could walk or talk, through no choice of their own.

This is the only country they’ve ever known. This is their home, and

they’re contributing. So I won’t let up until they are recognized as

the Americans they are.

•   •   •

here’s a region in Central America known as the Northern

Triangle, which includes three countries: El Salvador,

Guatemala, and Honduras. Together these countries have the

menacing distinction of being among the most violent in the world.

Between 1979 and 1992, El Salvador was undone by civil war that

left as many as 75,000 dead. Between 1960 and 1996, Guatemala’s

civil war resulted in the deaths of 200,000 civilians. Honduras

didn’t have a civil war of its own, but the violence in neighboring

countries bled across its borders and made it, too, one of the world’s

most dangerous places to live.

Even after the wars ended, the violence didn’t. A broken economy

with deep poverty and few jobs, awash in weapons and generational

destruction, led to the formation of organized criminal

organizations that used murder, rape, and other sexual violence to

control territory and take over large swaths of the region. In the

years since, more people have been killed and kidnapped in the

Northern Triangle than in some of the world’s most brutal wars.

Between 2011 and 2014, nearly fifty thousand people were

murdered in the Northern Triangle, and just 5 percent of the deaths

resulted in judicial convictions.

For residents of these countries, life is often defined by terror.

Gang violence, drug trafficking, and corruption are rampant. The

largest and most notorious of these transnational criminal

organizations, MS-13 and the Mara 18, are reported to include as

many as 85,000 members worldwide. They extort small business

owners and residents in poor neighborhoods into paying hundreds

of millions of dollars each and every year. Those who don’t pay risk

death, for them and their families. The gangs recruit young men to



join their ranks through threats and intimidation, and they force

teenage girls to endure sexual violence as so-called gang girlfriends.

Indeed, for women and girls in these countries, violence is

systemic. In July 2014, the UN Special Rapporteur on Violence

Against Women reported that violent deaths of women in Honduras

had risen by 263.4 percent between 2005 and 2013. There are

stories of children being robbed, raped, murdered—including an

eleven-year-old girl in Honduras whose killers slashed her throat

and stuffed her underwear in it. If there was a ground zero for

brutality and bleakness, the Northern Triangle would be it.

The only option is escape. And so hundreds of thousands of

people have fled the region into neighboring countries and up

through Mexico to the United States. In the past, we have welcomed

asylum seekers in accordance with international law, granting them

special protected status because of the severity of the hardships

they face. Sometimes they come as families. But all too often, the

journey is impossible to afford, leaving parents with an excruciating

choice: Do they keep their children close but in the midst of mortal

peril, or do they send them to the United States, knowing that if

they survive the perilous journey they will have a chance to be safe

and free?

In the summer of 2014, an unprecedented surge of tens of

thousands of children and adolescents fled the violence of the

Northern Triangle through human smuggling networks that

brought them to the United States.

I was attorney general at the time, sitting at home watching the

evening news, when I saw an image that struck a chord. In

Murrieta, California—a town roughly halfway between Los Angeles

and San Diego—several buses carrying roughly 140 undocumented

children and parents were on their way to a processing center. A

crowd had gathered, blocking the street, waving flags and signs and

yelling, “Nobody wants you!” “You’re not welcome!” “Turn around

and go back home!” There were children inside the buses, looking

out of their windows at faces filled with hate and vitriol. Their only

wrong was that they had fled horrific violence.



And it wasn’t just the protesters in the streets. At the same time,

a big push was coming out of DC to expedite the decision-making

process so that they could quickly turn undocumented kids and

families back. The aim was to assess and reach asylum decisions in

about two weeks. Now, to be clear, the process requires someone to

make a decision about whether the asylum seeker was fleeing real

harm. That means that children have to share facts and tell their

story in a comprehensive way.

I knew, having prosecuted child sexual assault, that in these

types of cases, it takes a long time to earn a child’s trust, and for a

child to be able to tell his or her story in a court of law. What was

worse, I learned that these asylum-seeking kids had no right to a

lawyer to guide them through the process. And that mattered a great

deal. If you don’t have a lawyer, there’s about a 90 percent chance

that you will lose your asylum case. If you have legal advice, there’s

about a 50 percent chance you will prevail. Given that deportation

would take these children back into the heart of danger, whether or

not they had a lawyer was a matter of life and death.

I had to do something about this, and I knew there wasn’t any

time to waste. So I personally got on the phone with managing

partners of some of the most prestigious law firms in California, as

well as corporate lawyers from big entertainment companies like

Walt Disney and Warner Bros. Entertainment, and asked them to

come to my office to help me make sure these children, some as

young as eight years old, had lawyers, and thus had access to due

process. Representatives from dozens of law firms convened in the

conference room of my downtown Los Angeles office, and I took on

the role of auctioneer.

“Okay, can I get five hundred hours of pro bono from you? How

about you? And you? What about your firm? What can you guys do

for us?” Soon after, we held a similar meeting in Northern

California, where I did the same. We rallied the private lawyers to

work through one of the community agencies that was offering legal

services to help unaccompanied kids. Then I sponsored legislation

to provide $3 million to other nonprofits that were providing these

children with legal representation.



This was my first experience with the crisis in the Northern

Triangle and the consequences it had wrought on children and

families. But it wouldn’t be the last.

In January 2017, one of the new administration’s first orders of

business was signing an executive order that revoked the temporary

protected status of immigrants from the Northern Triangle. As a

result, some 350,000 immigrants are in the process of losing their

right to live and work in the United States. The administration also

ordered a change in the way asylum cases are considered, making it

more difficult for immigrants to establish a legal basis for staying in

the United States. Between February and June 2017, the number of

applicants found to be eligible for asylum dropped by 10 percent.

In March 2017, Secretary Kelly went on CNN, where he was asked

about a report that, in order to deter more people from the Northern

Triangle from coming to the United States, he was actively

considering the possibility of forcibly separating parents from their

children at the border. “I would do almost anything to deter the

people from Central America from getting on this very, very

dangerous network that brings them up through Mexico into the

United States,” he said, confirming that it was under consideration.

Shortly thereafter, Elaine Duke, the deputy secretary of

homeland security, appeared before the Homeland Security

Committee. “Do you know when this is supposed to take effect?” I

asked her, trying to gauge the likelihood that something so

atrocious could be under way.

“It is not a decision,” she said. “The Secretary—I talked to him

personally about it. He considers it still a possibility. They are

looking at a wide range of deterrents, and it was raised as a possible

method of deterrence but there is no decision made and there is no

implementation plan currently.”

It was an unacceptable answer. The next month, when Kelly

appeared before the committee, I grilled him on the issue. He was

evasive about whether this policy was under consideration, but he

refused to rule it out.

“So are you unwilling, sir, to issue a written directive that it is the

policy of this department to not separate children from their



mothers unless the life of the child is in danger?”

“I don’t need to do that.”

I continued to press for answers through the end of 2017 and into

2018, but DHS was not forthcoming. Then, on April 6, 2018,

Attorney General Sessions announced a zero-tolerance policy at the

border, meaning that the administration would refer for criminal

prosecution any adult crossing the border illegally, regardless of the

reason, and that this could include separating children from their

parents. We learned through a New York Times report several days

later that, despite DHS’s insistence that there was no separation

policy, seven hundred children had been separated from their

parents since the previous October, including one hundred who

were under the age of four.

There are few things more cruel, more inhumane, more

fundamentally evil than ripping a child from her parent’s arms. We

should all know this to be true on a gut level. But if we needed more

proof, we could look at a statement released by Dr. Colleen Kraft,

president of the American Academy of Pediatrics, on behalf of the

organization, stating that she was appalled by the new policy. Dr.

Kraft wrote about the extraordinary stress and trauma of family

separation, which “can cause irreparable harm, disrupting a child’s

brain architecture and affecting his or her short- and long-term

health.” These findings are shared by the American Medical

Association, which has called for an end to the policy, noting that

the children the U.S. government is forcibly separating from their

parents may be scarred for life.

The administration claimed that it wouldn’t separate families

seeking asylum if they arrived at an official port of entry, as opposed

to other parts of the border. But that didn’t hold true. There were

reports of a six-year-old girl from the Democratic Republic of Congo

who was taken from her mother when they arrived at the San Diego

port of entry seeking asylum, even though the mother was able to

establish a credible fear of persecution. This was just one of many

documented cases of family separation at ports of entry. A blind six-

year-old was taken from her mother. So was an eighteen-month-old.

This wasn’t just a tragedy; it was a violation of international law. It



was a human rights abuse. And the toll it took was not just on the

children. After a man from Honduras was separated from his wife,

after his three-year-old son was ripped from his arms, after he was

placed in an isolation cell, the trauma led him to take his own life.

On May 15, Kirstjen Nielsen, who had been confirmed as

homeland security secretary after Kelly was named White House

chief of staff, came before our committee. I told her that I was

extremely concerned about the administration’s repeated attacks on

some of the most vulnerable communities, children and pregnant

women in particular, as enforced by DHS. I pointed to the DACA

program, to the separation of children at the border, and to an

agency directive that allows for more detentions of pregnant

women. I expressed concern about a new information-sharing

system between the Office of Refugee Resettlement and ICE that is

likely to have a chilling effect on sponsors who otherwise would be

willing to come forward to provide care for unaccompanied minors,

because of fear that doing so would lead to their own deportation.

I also noted that the previous week, The Washington Post had

reported that Nielsen was considering undermining an agreement

that ensures standards of care for immigrant children, such as the

provision of meals and recreation, and calls for them to be placed in

the least restrictive setting possible.

I told her that the administration had routinely provided

misleading information to the committee and had even gone so far

as to claim that policies many consider to be cruel, such as routinely

separating families, are carried out in the best interest of the child.

“So my question to you is, last Thursday, The New York Times

reported that the president has directed you to separate parents

from children when they cross into the United States as a way to

deter illegal immigrants, is that correct? Have you been directed to

separate parents from children as a method of deterrence of

undocumented immigration?”

“I have not been directed to do that for purposes of deterrence,

no.”

“What purpose have you been given for separating parents from

their children?”



“So my decision has been that anyone who breaks the law will be

prosecuted. If you’re a parent or you’re a single person or you

happen to have a family, if you cross between the ports of entry we

will refer you for prosecution. You have broken U.S. law.”

Again I pressed. “So your agency will be separating children from

their parents—”

“No, what we’ll be doing is prosecuting parents who have broken

the law, just as we do every day in the United States of America.”

“But if that parent has a four-year-old child, what do you plan on

doing with that child?”

“The child, under law, goes to HHS for care and custody.”

“They will be separated from their parent. And so my question—”

“Just like we do in the United States every day.”

“So they will be separated from their parent, and my question

then is when you are separating children from their parents, do you

have a protocol in place about how that should be done and are you

training the people who will actually remove a child from their

parent on how to do that in the least traumatic way? I would hope

you do train on how to do that, and so the question is, and the

request has been, to give us the information about how you are

training and what the protocols are for separating a child from their

parent.”

“I’m happy to provide you with the training information,” she

said, though she never did. Once again, Nielsen made the false claim

that she had stuck with through the entire process: “Again, we do

not have a policy to separate children from their parents,” she said.

“Our policy is if you break the law, we will prosecute you. You have

an option to go to a port of entry and not illegally cross into our

country.”

Let’s call this what it is. The White House and DHS were using

children—babies—as pawns in a profoundly misguided and

inhumane policy to deter immigration. Attorney General Sessions

admitted as much—proudly, it appeared, while quoting scripture to

justify the abuse:

“Persons who violate the law of our nation are subject to

prosecution. I would cite you to the Apostle Paul and his clear and



wise command in Romans 13 to obey the laws of the government

because God has ordained them for purpose and order,” he said,

seemingly forgetting or omitting all of the teachings of Christ in the

process.

For an added dose of cruelty, Sessions got rid of the right of

women and children to seek asylum because of domestic abuse.

I often describe the balance of our democracy as resting on four

legs: three independent, coequal branches of government and a free,

independent press. As this horror unfolded, the press worked

tirelessly to safeguard our true values. Crews of reporters went

down to our southern border, filming, filing, and reporting in real

time, showing Americans what was really going on, bringing the

crisis into our living rooms. The vivid daily coverage informed and

inspired a public outcry that eventually forced the administration to

backtrack, at least temporarily.

On June 20, 2018, the president signed an executive order that

ended its family separation practice. But that did not put an end to

the story. Rather than separating families, the new administration

policy was to hold those families indefinitely behind bars. As of this

writing, jailing innocent children remains the policy of the United

States. Children remain separated from their parents. And in the

aftermath of the executive order, we were still greeted with

headlines like this one, from The Texas Tribune: “Immigrant

Toddlers Ordered to Appear in Court Alone.”

On a hot, dry day at the end of June, I visited the Otay Mesa

Detention Center, not far from the border between California and

Mexico. I’ve seen many prisons. Otay Mesa was identical in

appearance. To get in the facility, which is surrounded by chain-link

fences and barbed wire, you have to pass through multiple

checkpoints. One gate opens, you stand in the middle area, and then

it shuts behind you before another opens ahead. For anyone

detained there, it sends a strong signal that you are locked away

from the world.

Once inside the building, I met with mothers who’d been

separated from their children. They were wearing blue jumpsuits

with the word DETAINEE in block letters on their backs. I asked the



facility staff to give us some privacy. They stood about twenty yards

away while I asked the mothers about their experiences and came to

understand the deep trauma they had endured.

Olga told me that she hadn’t seen her four children—ages

seventeen, sixteen, twelve, and eight—in nearly two months and

that she wasn’t even sure where they were. She had fled domestic

violence in Honduras, taking a flight to Mexico. She stopped at the

Tapachula shelter, in Mexico, where she learned that there was a

caravan helping asylum seekers get to the United States. It wasn’t

going to cost her any money, and it was going to drop her off in

Tijuana just south of the border. They provided her and her family

with food on the journey and offered to help her with the process of

seeking asylum. She said she traveled by airline, train, and bus and

at some points walked, though she was often able to hitchhike.

People along the way had wanted to help.

When she arrived in Tijuana, she and her family were taken to

churches and shelters, and eventually presented themselves to the

U.S. Border Patrol. They were led to a holding cell and told to wait to

be processed. That was when her children were taken from her, with

no warning or explanation. She pleaded with the Border Patrol

agents to tell her where her children had been taken. She presented

their birth certificates. She needed answers. Desperately. But no

answers were given. All she knew was that her three girls were

being held together while her son was all by himself. Eventually a

social worker was able to connect her by phone to her kids, who

weren’t sure exactly where they were. She had come to believe that

they were all in New York City, and though they said they were

okay, it was hard to imagine that could be true.

Another woman from Honduras had a similar story. She, too, had

fled the country because she was being abused, and she had brought

her eight-year-old son, Mauro, with her. Her son was also taken

from her cell with no explanation. The deportation officers told her

that he was in Los Angeles, but even they weren’t sure. She had

brought him with her because she thought he would be safe in the

United States. But now that hope seemed lost.



The Department of Homeland Security had said that families

seeking asylum at ports of entry would not be separated from one

another. But when another woman at Otay Mesa, Morena, left El

Salvador and presented herself with her two boys—ages twelve and

five—at the San Ysidro Land Port of Entry processing center, her

children were ripped away from her. She pleaded with the agents

not to take her kids, but to no avail. She had to wait fifteen days to

call her sons, because detainees were charged eighty-five cents per

minute for calls and she didn’t have any money. She had to earn

some by working at the facility. Morena had worked for seven days

straight and was paid only four dollars. Olga had worked for twelve

days and was also paid just four dollars. They said that when they

tried to report abuse, they were yelled at. They told me they’d

received a lot of verbal abuse from the officers, and had been forced

to work late at night after long days of waiting for their hearings.

Six weeks had passed and Morena was still unable to get in touch

with her children. She called the facility where she was told they’d

been taken, but the phone just kept ringing, with no answer. She

told me that the only time they were allowed to make phone calls

was when their kids were in class and unavailable. Morena said she

was finding it hard to eat because she was so distraught over not

seeing or speaking to her children in such a long time.

When I spoke with the guards at the detention center, I had a lot

of questions, and the answers didn’t add up. They told me, for

example, that videoconferencing with kids was a service they

offered that was available anytime and for free. They assured me

that phone calls were free, too. But when I asked the mothers if they

knew this, they immediately said no. They didn’t even know that

videoconferencing was available. And when I returned to

Washington and took part in a Judiciary Committee hearing with

Matthew Albence, executive associate director of enforcement and

removal operations at ICE, our exchange on this topic was revealing.

I told Albence how, during my visit to Otay Mesa, I’d learned

from the parents being detained that when they were performing

labor, such as cleaning toilets or doing laundry, they were paid one



dollar a day. “Are you familiar with that policy? Or practice?” I

asked.

“Many of the individuals that are in ICE custody are eligible to

apply and work in a voluntary work program,” Albence replied. “It’s

not mandatory; it’s voluntary if they choose to do so. Many do

choose to do so, just to pass the time, while they’re awaiting their

hearing or their removal—”

“Do you think that people voluntarily choose to clean toilets to

pass their time? Is that what you’re saying?”

“I can say that we have a large number of individuals within our

custody that volunteer to work in the work program.”

“To clean toilets? Sir, is that what you’re saying?”

“I don’t know every task that these individuals are assigned, but

again, it’s voluntary.”

Voluntary? I don’t think so.

The most shocking answer I got during my time at Otay Mesa

was when I asked the detention facility staff the question many

people had asked me: “Who is responsible for leading the process to

reunite these families?” They looked around at one another blankly

for a few seconds, until one (who was apparently more senior than

the others) answered, “That would be me.” He then admitted that he

had no idea what the plan was or the status of any reunification

efforts.

We would later learn that federal records linking parents and

children had disappeared. In some cases, for unfathomable reasons,

records had actually been destroyed. When a federal court ruled that

families had to be reunited within thirty days, government officials

had to resort to DNA tests to try to figure out which children

belonged with which family.

Before I left the detention facility, I reassured the mothers that

they weren’t alone—that there were so many people standing with

them and fighting for them, and that I would do everything in my

power to help them. As I walked down the long driveway toward the

exit, I saw that solidarity personified. Hundreds of people had

gathered outside the fence, holding vigil in support of the families.

People of all ages and backgrounds—children, students, parents, and



grandparents—had traveled to Otay Mesa because they shared the

anguish and the heartbreak of the mothers inside.

I joined the throng of supporters, many of whom were carrying

signs. ESTAMOS CON USTEDES . . . FAMILIES BELONG TOGETHER . . . WE WON’T

BACK DOWN. Beneath the blazing summer sun, I told the press what I

had seen.

“These mothers have given their testimony, if you will, have

shared their stories, and they are personal stories of a human rights

abuse being committed by the United States government. And we

are so much better than this, and we have got to fight against this.

This is contrary to all of the principles that we hold dear and that

give us a sense of who we are when we are proud to be Americans.

But we have no reason to be proud of this.”

These mothers had made the dangerous journey to America with

their children because they knew that the danger of staying in their

home country was even worse. They have the legal right to seek

asylum, but when they arrive, we call them criminals. We treat

them like criminals. That is not the sign of a civil society, nor is it a

sign of compassion. The United States government has brought

great shame to the American people.

The values at stake here are so much bigger than an immigration

debate.

Nothing makes a child feel more secure than being tucked in by a

parent at the end of a day, getting a kiss and a hug, a good-night

story, falling asleep to the sound of their voice. Nothing is more

important to a parent than talking with their child at night before

the child goes to sleep, answering their questions, comforting and

reassuring them in the face of any fears, making sure they know

that everything will be okay. Parents and children everywhere relate

to these rituals. They are part of the human experience.

As family reunification began, we heard horrific stories that

showed us just how shameful this administration’s actions have

been. The Los Angeles Times reported on a three-year-old boy who

was separated from his father at the border. “At night, Andriy

sometimes wakes up screaming in the bunk bed he shares with his

mother and baby brother.” We saw video of six-year-old Jefferson



reunited with his father after nearly two months of separation. The

child’s body was covered in a rash; his face was bruised; his eyes

were vacant. His father cried, enveloping the boy in a hug. Jefferson

was stiff and expressionless. We also learned, through PBS

NewsHour, of a fourteen-month-old who was returned to his

parents, after eighty-five days, covered in lice, apparently having not

been bathed. It is hard to imagine anything crueler than such

blatant state-sponsored child abuse.

A mother who was separated from her children said that she had

been kept in a cell with nearly fifty other mothers. She recounted

that officers told them they weren’t allowed to eat because they

were asking about their children. A pregnant woman fainted out of

hunger. She said of the separated children that they had no shoes or

blankets in the detention center and that there were people in the

cells who had to sleep on their feet. The children were demeaned,

she said, called “animals” and “donkeys.” These are surely just the

examples we know, representative of horrors in the thousands that

we may never hear of. These children, ripped away from their

parents, will suffer lifelong trauma because of the actions of this

administration. This behavior is not just immoral; it is inhumane.

And I’ve introduced a bill in the Senate to put body cameras on

immigration agents so we can deter such bad behavior and create

transparency and accountability.

A society is judged by the way it treats its children—and history

will judge us harshly for this. Most Americans know that already.

Most Americans are appalled and ashamed. We are better than this.

And we must make right the wrongs that this administration has

committed in our name.
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Seven

EVERY BODY

ow are you adjusting?” I asked.

“So far so good,” Maya replied. “But we haven’t had a

winter yet.”

It was 2008, and Maya was visiting from New York, where she

had recently taken a job as vice president of democracy, rights, and

justice at the Ford Foundation. We had lived in different cities

before, but for many years our homes were never more than a short

car ride away from each other. Now she was almost three thousand

miles away. I was adjusting, too.

We were in a restaurant, waiting for our mother, who had asked

us to meet her for lunch. All three of us were excited to be back in

the same city, even for a brief time. We’d come a long way from the

Berkeley flatlands, but we were still Shyamala and the girls.

“The foundation is doing amazing things,” she said. “And I’m

going to be—”

Maya stopped talking midsentence. She was looking over my

shoulder. I turned around. Our mother had just walked in. Mommy

—the least vain person I knew—looked like she was ready for a

photo shoot. She was dressed in bright silk, clearly wearing makeup

(which she never did), her hair professionally blown out. My sister

and I exchanged a glance.

“What’s going on?” I mouthed to Maya as our mother approached

our table. She raised an eyebrow and shrugged. She was just as

confused as I was.



We hugged and greeted one another, and our mother sat down. A

waiter brought us a basket of bread. We reviewed our menus and

ordered our food, making lighthearted conversation.

And then my mother took a deep breath and reached out to us

both across the table.

“I’ve been diagnosed with colon cancer,” she said.

Cancer. My mother. Please, no.

I know that many of you can relate to the emotions I felt in that

moment. Even just reflecting back on it now, it fills me with anxiety

and dread. It was one of the worst days of my life.

And the hard truth of life is that every one of us will go through

an experience like this sooner or later, whether it is coming to terms

with a loved one’s mortal illness or experiencing our own. As my

mother herself understood so well from a lifetime of looking at

cancer cells under the microscope, no matter who we are or where

we are from, our bodies are essentially the same. They work the

same way—and they break down the same way, too. No one gets a

pass. At some point, nearly all of us will face a prognosis that

requires profound interaction with the health care system.

So much comes with this realization: pain, worry, depression,

fear. And it is all made worse by the fact that America’s health care

system is broken. The United States spends more on health care

than any other advanced economy, but we don’t see better outcomes

in exchange. Incredibly, in many parts of the country, life

expectancy is actually shrinking, and when it comes to maternal

mortality, the United States is one of only thirteen countries where

rates have gotten worse over the past twenty-five years. Meanwhile,

working families are overwhelmed by medical bills, which are one

of America’s leading causes of personal bankruptcy.

I want to be clear that I have tremendous respect for the women

and men in the medical profession. For so many of them, the call to

medicine stems from a deep desire to help others—from helping a

baby come into the world to extending the time that person has on

earth. But in our nation’s approach to health care, we’ve created a

bizarre dichotomy: we are simultaneously home to the most

sophisticated medical institutions in the world and to structural



dysfunction that deprives millions of Americans of equal access to

health care, a basic human right.

Unlike many other wealthy nations, the United States does not

provide universal health care for our citizens. Instead, Americans

need some form of private health insurance to cover the costs of

their care, unless they are senior citizens, severely disabled, or lower

income, making them eligible for Medicare or Medicaid. Generally

speaking, private insurance is employer based, and the breadth and

depth of coverage varies, as does the portion of the insurance

premium that the employee is expected to pay. For years, those

premiums have been going up—and doing so much faster than

wages. A system where access to health care depends on how much

you make has created enormous disparities. A 2016 study found a

ten-year gap in life expectancy in America between the most

affluent women and the poorest. That means that being poor

reduces your life expectancy more than a lifetime of smoking

cigarettes.

The Affordable Care Act (ACA), aka Obamacare, went a long way

toward making health insurance more accessible and affordable,

offering tax credits to those who can’t cover their premiums and

expanding Medicaid to cover millions of people. But after it passed,

Republican leaders made it an intense partisan issue and worked to

sabotage, strip, and subvert it; indeed, the Senate leader openly

declared that it should be repealed “root and branch.” Their

arguments ranged from comparing the Affordable Care Act to

colonial taxation by King George III to suggesting that the president

might somehow, someday decree that the government would pay

for only one baby to be born in a hospital per family. But for all their

posturing and falsehoods, the GOP hadn’t bothered to devise a

serious alternative. They were playing politics with people’s lives—

and they still are.

There have been more than a hundred lawsuits challenging the

ACA since its passage. Republican governors blocked seventeen

states from expanding Medicaid, leaving millions in places like

Florida, Texas, Missouri, and Maine without affordable coverage. In

numerous states, Republican lawmakers have passed laws



restricting the ability of health care officials to help people enroll in

insurance plans, despite a law that provides funding for that explicit

purpose.

In 2017, the first executive order from the new administration

ordered federal agencies to “exercise all authority and discretion

available to them to waive, defer, grant exemptions from, or delay

the implementation of any provision or requirement of the

[Affordable Care] Act that would impose a fiscal burden.” The

administration halted ACA cost-sharing payments that would have

provided more affordable health insurance for middle-class families

and individuals and even canceled an advertising campaign to alert

people about the 2017 open enrollment period, going so far as to

pull ads that were already fully paid for. The result of these efforts

has been deep uncertainty and instability in the insurance markets,

which has resulted in soaring premiums, forcing people all over the

country to give up their health insurance altogether.

And this was on top of the efforts of congressional Republicans to

fully repeal the ACA—more than fifty times. In July 2017, their push

to end Obamacare was thwarted by just three votes—but they will

surely try again. Repealing the ACA would result in tens of millions

of people losing their health insurance. It would allow insurance

companies to reinstate lifetime limits, driving countless Americans

into bankruptcy, and permit insurance companies to once again

deny coverage based on preexisting conditions, from asthma to high

blood pressure, diabetes to cancer. We all remember what that was

like. We know we can’t go back.

In early 2011, just after I was elected attorney general of

California, I went in to see my dentist for a checkup. The dental

hygienist, Chrystal, and I knew each other from past visits, and it

had been awhile since I’d seen her. Chrystal asked me how I’d been.

I told her I’d been elected. I asked her how she’d been. She told me

she was pregnant. It was great news.

As a dental hygienist, she was working for a few different dentists

but wasn’t considered a full-time employee of any of them. This was

before the ACA was in place, so Chrystal was on private insurance

with only basic coverage—just enough to cover her annual exams.



When Chrystal found out she was pregnant, she went to her

insurance company to apply for prenatal coverage.

But she was denied. They told her she had a preexisting

condition.

I was alarmed. “You okay? What’s wrong?” I asked. “What’s the

preexisting condition?” And she told me it was that she was

pregnant. That was why the insurer had turned her down. When she

applied to another health care company for insurance, again she was

denied. Why? Preexisting condition. What was it? She was pregnant.

I couldn’t believe what I was hearing.

This young woman was forced to go into her sixth month of

pregnancy before she received a sonogram. Thankfully, there was a

free clinic in San Francisco where she could get her prenatal care.

Thank God Chrystal had a strong and beautiful baby named Jaxxen

and they’re both doing well today.

But think about that for a minute. This is the world we could

return to if they abolish the ACA: women denied health care

coverage for perpetuating the species. Let’s remember the words of

Mark Twain: “What, sir, would the people of the earth be without

women? They would be scarce, sir, almighty scarce.”

The Affordable Care Act provided a lot of relief. But there are still

structural realities that make health care too costly for working

families. As anyone who’s been to the doctor knows, in addition to

premiums, there are also deductibles and co-payments for

prescription drugs and health care services to worry about, which

could end up costing thousands of dollars out of pocket.

Compared with people in other wealthy countries, Americans

face extraordinarily high prescription drug prices. In 2016, for

example, the same dose of Crestor, a medication that treats high

cholesterol, cost 62 percent more in the United States than just

across the border in Canada. This disparity exists with drug after

drug. Fifty-eight percent of Americans take prescription drugs; one

in four take four or more; and among those currently taking

prescription drugs, one in four find their medications difficult to

afford.



Why are Americans paying so much more for the medicines we

need? Because, unlike many other advanced countries, the U.S.

government doesn’t negotiate prices on prescription drugs. When a

government is purchasing medicines in bulk, it can negotiate a

better price and pass those cost savings to consumers—much like

the cost savings you enjoy at a wholesale grocery like Costco. But

the current U.S. health care system doesn’t allow for such deal

making.

Medicare, which covers about fifty-five million people, could

have incredible bargaining power to drive significantly lower

prescription prices through negotiation. But lawmakers from both

parties, at the behest of the pharmaceutical lobby, have prohibited

Medicare from doing so. Individual health insurance plans are

allowed to negotiate, but with their relatively small numbers of

enrollees, they have little leverage to make a dent in prices.

The alternative to negotiating lower prices ourselves is to import

cheaper drugs from countries that do. Imagine, for example, that

you need Crestor. What if you could buy it from Canada at a

significant discount? One of my very first votes in Congress would

have enabled just that by allowing Americans to purchase drugs

from our northern neighbor. The amendment I voted for earned

significant bipartisan support, but the powerful pharmaceutical

lobby helped kill it in its tracks.

Pharmaceutical companies have wielded influence over Congress

for years, and their power is intensifying. A report by Citizens for

Responsibility and Ethics in Washington (CREW) found 153

companies and organizations lobbying in the area of drug pricing in

2017, a number that had quadrupled over the previous five years. In

2016, fearing that Congress might actually do something to get drug

prices under control, PhRMA, the trade association that represents

the largest drugmakers, increased its membership dues by 50

percent so it could raise $100 million more with which to fight. It

should come as no surprise that over the past decade,

pharmaceutical companies have spent about $2.5 billion on

lobbying. Imagine the new drug trials they could have funded

instead.



These efforts have also helped prop up a system by which

pharmaceutical companies can quash competition from generic

brands, preventing more affordable versions of a medication from

reaching the market for years. And in the meantime, they continue

to raise prices without any compunction.

Take pharmaceutical manufacturer Mylan. Mylan raised the price

of the EpiPen—a lifesaving treatment for anaphylactic shock—by

nearly 500 percent over seven years. Between October 2013 and

April 2014, the company increased the price of Pravastatin, a statin

that helps reduce cholesterol and prevent heart disease, by 573

percent. During that same period, Mylan jacked the price of

Albuterol, a common treatment for asthma, from $11 to $434. You

don’t need to be a prosecutor to see something wrong with a 4,000

percent price hike.

Prescription medicines are not luxury goods. Quite the opposite.

We don’t want to need them! No one aspires to be allergic to

peanuts, or to suffer from heart disease or asthma. I’ll always

remember the terror I felt when Meena had a childhood asthma

attack so bad that Maya had to call 911. It’s heartless and wrong for

companies to make a fortune by exploiting the fact that their

customers literally cannot live without their products.

At the same time that pharmaceutical companies are dramatically

raising their prices, they are also cutting down on the amount they

spend on research and development of new drug treatments. In

January 2018, for example, Pfizer announced that it would no

longer participate in neuroscience research, meaning an end to its

work on Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease, which

together affect tens of millions of people around the world.

Too many of our fellow Americans are getting crushed under the

weight of high drug prices—having to choose between taking the

medications they need and buying other essentials like food. And

that’s not to mention the financial peril they face if they go to the

emergency room.

Over the course of six months, Vox investigated more than 1,400

emergency room bills and found a series of troubling anecdotes

about patients blindsided by outrageous fees. In one example,



parents brought their baby to the ER after he fell and hit his head.

There wasn’t any blood, but the parents were worried, so they had

an ambulance take him to the hospital. The doctors determined that

the baby was fine. He was given a bottle of formula and discharged

less than four hours after he’d arrived. When the bill came, the

parents found out they owed the hospital nearly $19,000. In

another case, a woman broke her ankle and had emergency surgery.

Despite the fact that she had medical coverage, her insurance

company decided that the hospital had charged too much money.

Instead of paying in full, they passed $31,250 in fees on to her. In

still another case, a patient in a motorcycle accident actually

confirmed on the phone, before going into surgery, that the hospital

he’d been taken to was in his insurance company’s network. But the

surgeon who operated on him wasn’t. As a result, he was expected

to pay $7,294.

And what if you are one of the more than forty-three million

Americans who require mental health care at some point during the

year? Even if you have insurance, it is extremely difficult to find

mental health care providers who will take it. Almost half of

psychiatrists don’t take insurance. On the whole, mental health care

providers have no incentive to sign a contract to join an insurance

company’s network because they are reimbursed at such low rates.

As a result, if you need mental health treatment, you are likely to

have to go out of network. And because continuous care is

incredibly expensive, people tend to forgo it altogether. Depression

is increasing in the United States, especially among young people.

But more and more, it’s only people who can pay out of pocket who

can access the care they need.

The problem with mental health care isn’t just cost. It’s also a

general lack of qualified providers. According to the Department of

Health and Human Services, the United States will need to add

10,000 mental health care providers by 2025 just to meet the

expected demand. And when you focus on the problem on a regional

level, the challenge is even greater. Alabama has only 1 mental

health professional for every 1,260 people; Texas, just 1 per every

1,070 people; West Virginia, 1 per every 950 people. A report from



M

New American Economy found that roughly 60 percent of America’s

counties lack a single psychiatrist. In rural counties, home to 27

million people, there are only 590 psychiatrists—that’s 1 for every

45,762 people.

Even in Maine, the state with the best access to mental health

care, 41.4 percent of adults with mental illness do not receive

treatment. Think about that for a minute. Imagine if, in your

hometown, four out of every ten broken legs went unaddressed,

four out of every ten infections went untreated, four out of every

ten heart attacks were ignored. We would say, “That’s

unacceptable!”—and rightly so. It’s just as unacceptable that mental

illness goes unaddressed, untreated, and ignored.

•   •   •

y mother’s cancer treatment acquired a grim kind of routine.

During the day, I would take her to the hospital for

chemotherapy. We’d see many of the same people every time—men

and women of all different ages, hooked up to a machine that was

infusing their bodies with the toxic drugs they hoped would save

their lives. It took on a strange familiarity, an abnormal sense of

normalcy. If I had to, I’d drop her off and pick her up when chemo

was done, but I preferred to wait and keep her company, and she

preferred it, too.

Sometimes the chemo would steal her appetite. Other times she

was hungry, and I would get her buttery croissants that she loved

from a bakery nearby. More than once, she had to be admitted to

the hospital with complications, and I remember a lot of hard days

and nights under those fluorescent lights. When my mother was

asleep, I would walk down the long corridors, glancing into the

rooms as I passed. Sometimes people would look up. Sometimes

they wouldn’t. And all too often, they were lying there alone. I left

that experience convinced that no one should have to face a hospital

stay without support—and that many do.

My mother’s circumstance could feel overwhelming.

Chemotherapy is depleting; oftentimes my mother was too wiped



out to do anything but sleep. Meanwhile, there were so many

medications, possible side effects, counterindications, and things to

keep track of. What if she had a bad reaction to a new medicine, as

happened more than once? I had to coordinate her care, make sure

her doctors were talking to one another, and ensure that she was

getting the proper treatment. I often wondered how my mother

would have fared if we hadn’t been there to speak up on her behalf.

I came away believing that we should mandate patient advocates

with medical expertise so that anyone dealing with an acute illness

has a trustworthy, capable champion by their side. After all, we have

decided that when their liberty is at stake, people are entitled to an

attorney. We do this because we understand that most people don’t

speak the language of the courtroom, and even if they do, in high-

pressure situations it’s difficult to make objective judgments. The

same is true in a hospital. Emotions are running high. People are

placed into a new environment where a specialized language is

being spoken, with complex, unfamiliar terms and phrases. And

they may have to make decisions while they are frightened or in

pain or heavily medicated—or all three. They’re expected to be

strong enough to monitor themselves at a moment when they feel

deeply vulnerable. We should have expert advocates to shoulder

that burden so that patients and their families can focus on healing.

We should also speak truth about the racial disparities in our

health care system. In 1985, then–Secretary of Health and Human

Services Margaret Heckler released a pathbreaking Report of the

Secretary’s Task Force on Black and Minority Health. As she wrote

at the time, despite significant progress in the American health

picture overall, “there was a continuing disparity in the burden of

death and illness experienced by blacks and other minority

Americans as compared with our nation’s population as a whole.” In

her words, this disparity was “an affront both to our ideals and to

the ongoing genius of American medicine.”

I was in college when she commissioned this study. What have

we seen in the three decades since then? The gaps have narrowed,

but they are pervasive—and communities of color pay the price.

According to the 2015 Kelly Report on Health Disparities in



America, black Americans have higher mortality rates than any

other group in eight of the top ten causes of death.

In segregated cities like Baltimore, there are twenty-year gaps in

the life expectancy of those living in poor black American

neighborhoods and those living in wealthier and whiter areas. “A

baby born in Cheswolde, in Baltimore’s far northwest corner, can

expect to live until age eighty-seven,” writes Olga Khazan in The

Atlantic. “Nine miles away in Clifton-Berea, near where The Wire

was filmed, the life expectancy is sixty-seven, roughly the same as

that of Rwanda, and twelve years shorter than the American

average.”

These disparities begin in the delivery room. Black babies are

twice as likely as white babies to die in infancy, a stunning disparity

that is wider than in 1850, when slavery was still legal. In fact,

infant mortality rates for black babies today are higher than they

were for white infants at the time of the Heckler Report. In other

words, today, black infants are less likely to survive their first year

than white babies were in the early 1980s.

Black women are also at least three times as likely to die due to

complications relating to pregnancy than white women—a shocking

gulf that transcends socioeconomic status. A major five-year study

in New York City found that college-educated black women are

more likely to face severe complications in pregnancy or childbirth

than white women who never made it through high school.

There are a number of factors that put black men, women, and

children at a disadvantage. Hundreds of years of institutionalized

discrimination in housing, employment, and educational

opportunity have left black Americans more likely to lack access to

health care, to live in poor neighborhoods with limited healthy food

options, and to have fewer community health care resources.

And because black Americans are more likely than their white

counterparts to be born and raised in low-income, high-crime

neighborhoods, they are more likely to experience a phenomenon

known as toxic stress, the result of trauma caused by things ranging

from witnessing violence to experiencing it. This causes not just

psychological anguish, but also physical changes. To borrow the



words of toxic stress expert Dr. Nadine Burke Harris, founder of the

Center for Youth Wellness, in Bayview–Hunters Point, “child

adversity literally gets under our skin and has the potential to

change our health.”

One study found that children who go through at least six

adverse childhood experiences could see their life expectancy

reduced by more than twenty years. Physiological stress leads to

hypertension, which results in higher rates of infant and maternal

mortality, among other conditions. Research has even found that

certain levels of stress shorten our telomeres, which are structures

that hold our chromosomes together. As we age, our telomeres

naturally get shorter until cells start dying, which leads to disease. A

study at the University of Michigan measured the telomere length

in hundreds of women and found that black women were

biologically more than seven years older than white women their

age.

But environmental circumstances alone cannot explain health

care disparities.

It’s also the case that black Americans experience poorer care

when they go to the doctor. White patients are 10 percent more

likely to get screened for high cholesterol than black Americans,

even though rates of heart disease and stroke are higher among

black Americans. Black patients are also less likely to be treated

using procedures to repair blocked arteries. White women are more

likely to get breast cancer screenings than black women and Latinas.

And women of color are more likely to have their symptoms

dismissed by their doctor, regardless of their economic status.

When tennis star Serena Williams, one of the greatest athletes of

all time, delivered her baby, she had serious complications. The day

after an emergency C-section, Williams started having trouble

breathing. She had a history of pulmonary embolisms, or blood

clots, and, having experienced them before, she suspected she was

having another. She told Vogue magazine that she walked out of her

hospital room so that her mom wouldn’t worry and told her nurse

that she needed a CT scan and an IV blood thinner right away. But

the nurse was skeptical. She thought Williams must have been



confused because of her pain medication. Williams persisted.

Rather than give her the CT scan and IV drip, the doctor arrived

with an ultrasound machine.

“I was like, a Doppler?” Williams recalled. “I told you, I need a CT

scan and a heparin drip,” she stressed to the medical team. When

they finally sent her for a CT, they discovered that she was right

after all. “I was like, listen to Dr. Williams!” she told Vogue. There

were further complications that required surgery and left her

bedridden for six weeks. If someone like Serena Williams can go

through such an ordeal, imagine what happens to other patients

who articulate symptoms and are ignored.

What accounts for these inequities in the care of our fellow

citizens? A growing body of research suggests that part of the

problem is unconscious, implicit bias—similar to what we see in

police departments. All of us absorb social stereotypes and

assumptions, often without ever realizing it. But left unexamined,

they risk leading us to behave in discriminatory ways, which can

have profound consequences in fields like law enforcement,

criminal justice, education, and health.

Some enlightened members of the medical profession are

working to address this problem. At UC San Francisco, all first-year

medical students take a class on the discriminatory effect of these

biases. Before they begin, they are given an implicit bias association

test that measures their unconscious attitudes, not just about race

but about gender, weight, and age. Research has found that 75

percent of those who take the test—no matter their race—show an

unconscious preference for white people.

How do we close the divide? It starts by speaking the

uncomfortable truth that it exists, and then we can break the

problem into parts we can tackle one by one. First and foremost, we

need every medical school in the country to require implicit bias

training for their students. When people are given the knowledge

that implicit bias is real, and that we all have it, it gives them room

to think about it in their daily actions and make better decisions.

We also need medical schools to focus proactively on bringing

more diversity into the field. As of 2013, only about 9 percent of our



country’s physicians are nonwhite, and only 4 percent are black.

This is the first gap we need to close if we intend to close the others.

It won’t be easy. It’ll be a generational challenge. But it’s time we

get started.

Most critically, however, improving health outcomes across the

board demands that we transform the health care system itself. I

believe that health care should be a right, but in a system where the

quality of your care does indeed depend on your station in life, the

reality is that health care is still a privilege in this country. And we

need that to change. It’s why we need Medicare for All.

Imagine if U.S. health care coverage was based not on how much

you can pay but instead on your health needs. The purpose of the

system would be to maximize good health care outcomes rather

than maximizing profits. That, in itself, would be revolutionary.

Getting sick would no longer mean risking bankruptcy. Employers

would no longer have to spend so much to provide health insurance

to their employees. And the system itself would run far more

efficiently, as we see when we compare the high administrative

costs of private health insurance companies with the lower costs of

Medicare.

But even if we could snap our fingers and make Medicare for All

a reality, this alone would not alleviate all of the problems in the

system.

For starters, we need to dramatically increase funding to the

National Institutes of Health to step in and fill the innovation gap

that pharmaceutical companies have left. I remember how proud

my mother was to work with the NIH as a peer reviewer and

collaborator with other experts in her field. She would speak of her

time there with such reverence that when I was a girl, I imagined

Bethesda, Maryland, where the agency is located, to be a place filled

with castles and spires. I might have been wrong about the

architecture, but not about the beauty of scientific collaboration—

and certainly not about the fact that the NIH is a national treasure.

If we want our children to have cures for humanity’s most terrible

diseases, we should invest in our national medical researchers,



instead of relying on companies that would rather funnel money to

their shareholders.

We also need to protect patients and taxpayers from fraud. And

that means putting bad actors under a microscope. Consider for-

profit dialysis companies, which offer one of the worst examples of

bad practices.

Dialysis is a process by which a machine cleans the blood of

patients who are in kidney failure. Kidney disease remains the ninth

leading cause of death in America, but for a person in kidney failure,

dialysis is a lifesaving treatment and an important bridge between

loss of kidney function and getting a kidney transplant (which is a

cheaper alternative with a much better prognosis). Across the

country, nearly 500,000 patients are on dialysis, going three times a

week to have their blood circulated out of their body through a

multi-hour process that mimics a healthy kidney’s function.

Who are these patients? Disproportionately, they come from low-

income communities. People living in certain zip codes are far more

likely to end up with kidney failure, which is most commonly the

result of diabetes and high blood pressure. Black Americans develop

kidney failure at 3.5 times the rate of white Americans, and they

constitute nearly one-third of all U.S. patients who receive dialysis.

The two largest dialysis companies, DaVita Inc. and Fresenius

Medical Care, have both found themselves in legal hot water. In

2016, Fresenius agreed to pay $250 million to settle thousands of

lawsuits. According to The New York Times, “Fresenius’s own

medical office sent an internal memo to doctors in the company’s

dialysis centers saying that failure to properly use one of the

company’s products appeared to be causing a sharp increase in

sudden deaths from cardiac arrest.” Yet the company chose not to

warn doctors in non-Fresenius clinics who were using the product

until after the memo had been leaked to the Food and Drug

Administration.

In 2014, DaVita agreed to pay $350 million to resolve claims of

illegal kickbacks, in a scheme where it allegedly sold an interest in

its clinics to physicians and physician groups in exchange for their

driving patients to those clinics. In 2015, the company agreed to pay



$495 million to settle a whistle-blower case in which it was accused

of fraudulently overcharging Medicare. DaVita was sued in 2017 for

keeping its clinics so understaffed and requiring such high-speed

care and turnover that patients’ lives were endangered. It’s time to

crack down on this kind of behavior.

Finally, we will need to overhaul public health policy so that it

does a better job of providing mental health care to all Americans.

That effort will have to begin by ensuring that more mental health

professionals contract with Medicare in the first place. There’s only

one way to solve this problem: We need to raise Medicare

reimbursement rates. As the largest single payer of health care

services, the federal government must lead the way to ensure we

pay all mental health professionals what they deserve.

We also need to encourage a new generation of Americans to go

into the mental health care field. Let’s create a model similar to

Teach for America or the Peace Corps—an apprenticeship system

that has as its core mission the goal of getting people to serve their

country through mental health training.

Let’s also do away with laws that strip funding from mental

health care services. There’s an old law known as the IMD

exclusion, for example, that prohibits Medicaid from paying for

treatment in mental health facilities with more than sixteen beds.

This rule has hollowed out mental health care hospitals and left

most people with severe mental health conditions to fend for

themselves.

Ultimately, I believe we should provide mental health care on

demand. And when I say “on demand,” I mean that whoever you are

and wherever you are, mental health treatment is available if you

need it. In addition to requiring far more practitioners, meeting this

goal will require investment in and expansion of telemedicine so

patients can access mental health care no matter where they live.

This is especially important for people in rural areas, where nearly

100 hospitals have closed over the past several years. So far, studies

have shown that telemedicine is generally as effective as in-person

treatment. But further research and development can surely

improve its value.



I

•   •   •

n the days before being sworn in as senator, I read a newspaper

profile of Chillicothe, Ohio, a small city in southeastern Ohio’s

Ross County. It’s located in the foothills of the Appalachian

Mountains, with sprawling fields of soybeans and corn and a skyline

marked by the smokestacks of a paper mill that has operated

continually for more than a hundred years. Kenworth has its largest

truck-manufacturing plant in Chillicothe and pays middle-class

wages. The local hospital is one of the county’s largest employers.

But the grand history and pride that once defined this classically

American town have been replaced by a sense of despair.

Seventy-seven thousand people call Ross County home. In 2015

alone, doctors in the county prescribed 1.6 million opioid pills. That

same year, thirty-eight people died from accidental overdose. The

following year, another forty lost their lives. “Now you can get

heroin quicker in these communities than you can get pizza,” Teri

Minney, head of Ross County’s Heroin Partnership Project, told The

Washington Post. “They’re delivering.” According to the Post,

addicts in Ross County often shoot up in public places, hoping that

if they overdose, paramedics or police officers will revive them.

“One day in September, police and paramedics responded to

thirteen separate overdose calls, including one fatality: a man who

died in an apartment right on Main Street. Meanwhile, a woman

overdosed in her car as it idled at a Valero gas station with her two-

year-old daughter in the back seat.”

As has happened in other areas with heavy opioid use, the violent

crime rate has gone up, as have incidents of theft. So have the

numbers of opioid-addicted babies born, and of children requiring

foster care. According to local officials, two hundred children were

placed into state care in 2016, 75 percent of whom had parents with

opioid addictions. The surge has required that the county nearly

double its child services budget, which now makes up more than 10

percent of the total county budget. What was once one of the

happiest places in Ohio is now clouded by a fog of hopelessness.



Similar stories are repeating themselves in every state in

America. The human toll has rocked the nation to its core. Entire

communities have been destroyed. And the opioid epidemic does

not discriminate. It has hit people across every demographic, and

infected rural, suburban, and urban areas alike. For so many people,

what began as a legitimate desire to reduce pain became an

overpowering addiction. Now the pain they feel isn’t from the

original back injury or post-surgery healing; it is the pain that

comes from quitting. “It’s like having the flu and laying in the street

while people run over you while you’re puking,” one Chillicothe

addict described to The Washington Post.

The opioid epidemic has killed more than 350,000 Americans in

the past two decades. But the national health crisis we face today is

itself the result of a failure of public health intervention, from the

moment OxyContin was approved to be sold. It is a different story

than the one we witnessed during the crack cocaine epidemic—now,

instead of people dealing drugs on the corner, people in suits and

ties and white coats are dealing a drug while drugmakers cover up

the dangers.

It started in 1995, when the FDA approved OxyContin and

allowed its manufacturer, Purdue Pharma, to make the claim that,

unlike previous opioids (Percocet and Vicodin), OxyContin was

“believed to reduce” appeal to drug abusers because it was longer

acting. Purdue Pharma seized on this claim and, in 1996, began the

largest marketing campaign in pharmaceutical history based on the

idea that OxyContin wasn’t addictive. The company’s executives

testified in Congress to this effect and ran a whole program to

convince doctors and patients that pain should be treated more

aggressively than in the past, and that it could be done with little

fear of addiction, as long as that pain pill was OxyContin. This

despite the fact that company officials had received information that

pills were being crushed and snorted, and that doctors were being

criminally charged with selling prescriptions to patients.

According to a time line developed by Mother Jones, by 2002,

doctors in the United States were prescribing twenty-three times

more OxyContin than they had in 1996. By 2004, the Federation of



State Medical Boards actually recommended sanctions against

doctors who undertreated pain.

Pill mills started to pop up all over the country, where doctors

would sell prescriptions and pills for cash. Between 2007 and 2012,

three major drug distributors—McKesson, Cardinal Health, and

AmerisourceBergen—made $17 billion by saturating West Virginia

with opioids. By 2009, the United States was consuming more than

90 percent of the world’s hydrocodone and more than 80 percent of

its oxycodone. By 2012, sixteen years after OxyContin reached the

market, health care providers had written 259 million prescriptions

for opioids. For perspective, there are about 126 million households

in America.

By the late 1990s, heroin use in the United States had declined

quite dramatically from its 1960s and ’70s peak. But as opioid

addictions skyrocketed in the early 2000s, heroin traffickers found a

highly motivated consumer base for their product, which was

significantly cheaper and easier to obtain than prescription

medication. According to the National Institutes of Health, roughly

80 percent of Americans who become addicted to heroin start with a

prescription for opioids.

The danger worsened in 2013 as fentanyl, an exceptionally deadly

synthetic opioid with fifty times the strength of heroin, made its

way from China into the American heroin supply. The CDC

estimates that there were 72,000 drug overdose deaths in America

in 2017 alone. That’s nearly twice what it was ten years earlier. And

in 2018, the CDC released a report finding that opioid deaths are

still rising in nearly every segment of the country.

When I was attorney general, I made the fight against opioids

one of my highest priorities. We took down a large-scale

transnational drug-trafficking organization in 2011 while sponsoring

legislation to make it more difficult to print fraudulent prescription

pads. We went after pill mills and shut down so-called recovery

centers that were overprescribing, leading to patient deaths. When

funding to my department’s drug-monitoring program was cut, we

fought tooth and nail until I got the budget restored. The system

allowed prescribers and pharmacists to quickly access a patient’s



prescription history and make sure the patient wasn’t seeking the

same painkillers from different doctors simultaneously. We went

after criminals who were selling opioids on Craigslist and filed a

lawsuit against a pharmaceutical company for inflating prices for

opioid addiction treatment.

How has the federal government responded? Not in the way one

would hope. According to a joint investigation by 60 Minutes and

The Washington Post in 2017, Congress “effectively stripped the

DEA of its most potent weapon against large drug companies

suspected of spilling prescription narcotics onto the nation’s

streets. . . . The law was the crowning achievement of a multifaceted

campaign by the drug industry to weaken aggressive DEA

enforcement efforts against drug distribution companies that were

supplying corrupt doctors and pharmacists who peddled narcotics

on the black market.”

In 2017, the administration declared the opioid crisis a public

health emergency, but the fund they used to deal with it had only—I

kid you not—$57,000 in it. That represents less than one dollar for

each person who died of a drug overdose that year. It’s

unconscionable. And if Republicans had succeeded in repealing the

Affordable Care Act, they would have taken addiction treatment

coverage away from three million Americans.

This is a crisis that deserves a major federal mobilization. We

need to declare a national state of emergency, which would provide

more funding, right away, to help combat this disease—giving places

like Chillicothe, Ohio, more resources to pay for addiction

treatment, hospital services, skills training, and more.

We need to address the challenge at every point along the

spectrum, beginning with providing supportive treatment programs

for those whom experts call “pre-contemplators”—that is, people

who are not yet ready to commit to treatment.

We need to make sure that people who are addicted have access

to medication-assisted treatment (MAT)—drugs like buprenorphine,

which prevents withdrawal symptoms and cravings without

producing the kind of high that heroin or OxyContin does. Many

insurance companies will cover the cost of opioids while charging
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more than $200 a month for buprenorphine. That has to change.

We have to change it.

At the same time, we need to create a federal standard for

substance use disorder treatment. Right now, in many states across

the country, it’s possible to open an addiction treatment center

without being qualified to do so. There are no requirements for

proper training or evidence-based treatment. As a result, too many

Americans who have worked up the courage and strength to go to

rehab arrive only to find that, for all the expense, they are not

getting proper care and the treatment doesn’t work.

We also need to reinstate the DEA’s authority to go after the

major pharmaceutical manufacturers and distributors for their role

in creating and sustaining the crisis. And we need to invest

resources in law enforcement efforts to cut off the supply of

fentanyl from China.

Finally, we need to understand that, at its core, this is a public

health issue, not a criminal justice issue. We can’t keep repeating

the mistakes of the failed war on drugs that put so many people

addicted to crack in prison. It is normal human behavior to want to

stop feeling pain, whether physical or emotional, and people will

find ways to do so. Sometimes that will mean getting help, and

sometimes it will mean getting hooked on heroin. Our job is not to

punish our friends and family members and neighbors by throwing

them in prison. It is to put them on a sustainable path to better

manage their pain.

•   •   •

s my mother’s condition worsened, she needed more care than

we could provide her. We wanted to hire a home health care

aide to help her—and me. But my mother didn’t want help.

“I’m fine. I don’t need anybody,” she would say, even though she

could barely get out of bed. There was a fight to be had about it, but

I didn’t want to have it. Cancer—the disease she’d devoted her life to

defeating—was now wreaking its havoc on her. Her body was giving



out. The medication was making it difficult for her to function—to

be herself. I didn’t want to be the one who took her dignity away.

So we muddled through. I cooked elaborate meals for her, filling

the house with the smells of childhood, which reminded us both of

happier times. When I wasn’t at the office, I was most often with

her, telling stories, holding hands, helping her through the misery

of chemotherapy. I bought her hats after she lost her hair, and soft

clothes to make her as comfortable as I could.

There isn’t a smooth, steady decline, I would learn. The process

isn’t gradual. My mother would reach a plateau and stay there for

weeks or months, then, seemingly overnight, fall to the plateau

beneath it. During one especially hard spell, I convinced her to

spend two weeks at the Jewish Home for the Aged—a place known

for some of the kindest and best care—where she could get the

round-the-clock care she needed. We packed her up and drove over

to the home. The staff was incredibly kind to our family. They gave

my mother a tour of the facility, showed her to her room,

introduced her to the doctors and nurses, and explained the routine

of her care.

At one point, one of the doctors pulled me aside. “How’s my DA?”

she asked. The question caught me off guard. I had been so focused

on my mother’s well-being I hadn’t made room for anything else,

but the question cracked through the strength I had mustered and

hadn’t wanted to betray. I started to choke up. I was scared. I was

sad. Most of all, I wasn’t ready.

She asked me if I had heard of “anticipatory grief.” I hadn’t, but

the term made perfect sense. So much of me was in denial. I

couldn’t bring myself to believe that I was going to have to say

goodbye. But underneath it, I was aware. And I had started grieving

my mother’s loss already. There was something validating about

that, about understanding what was happening to me. Putting a

label on things can help you cope with them, I’ve learned. It doesn’t

make you stop feeling your emotion, but you can put it somewhere

if you can name it. And now I could.

When the tour was over, I unzipped my mother’s suitcase so that

I could help her move in. But she had other plans. She was sitting



cross-legged on the bed, all five feet of her, when she said firmly,

“Okay, this was nice. Let’s leave.”

“Mommy, you’re going to stay here for two weeks, remember?”

“No, I’m not. Nn-nnn. I’m not staying for two weeks.” She turned

to the medical team, who were still in the room. “This has been

great. Thank you. We’re leaving.”

And so we did.

She ended up in the hospital not long after that. That was when I

started to see another change. For as long as I could remember, my

mother loved to watch the news and read the newspaper. When

Maya and I were kids, she’d insist we sit down in front of Walter

Cronkite each night before dinner. She loved to digest everything

that was happening in the world. But suddenly, she had no interest.

Her mighty brain had decided it had had enough. Though she still

had room for us.

I remember that I had just gotten into the attorney general’s race

and she asked me how it was going.

“Mommy, these guys are saying they’re gonna kick my ass.”

My mother had been lying on her side. She rolled over, looked at

me, and just unveiled the biggest smile. She knew who she had

raised. She knew her fighting spirit was alive and well inside me.

When it was time for hospice care, we took her home and, finally,

she let a hospice nurse come with us. Maya and I still didn’t believe

that she could die, to the point that when she said she wanted to go

to India, we booked plane tickets and started planning. We worked

out how we could get her on a plane, and made arrangements for a

nurse to come with us. We were all in a great state of delusion—

especially me. I couldn’t bear to tell my mother no—not because she

couldn’t take it, but because I couldn’t. Whether it was a question of

bringing a nurse home or staying in the nursing home or going to

India, I didn’t want to accept what saying no to her meant. I didn’t

want to accept that she was running out of time.

One night, Maya, Tony, Meena, and I were all at my mother’s

house when Aunt Mary and Aunt Lenore, who had flown into town,

came for a visit. I decided to cook again. I’ll never forget that night—

I was making Alice Waters’s recipe for beef stew. I had browned the



cubes of beef and they were cooking down in red wine, and all of a

sudden my brain figured out what was happening around me. I

started to hyperventilate—short breaths in and out. I felt like I

might faint. All of a sudden, the delusion was gone. I had to face

reality. I was going to lose my mother and there was nothing I could

do.

We had called our uncle in India to let him know that she was too

sick to make it. He got on a plane from Delhi to see her. I now

realize that she waited for his arrival, waited to say goodbye. She

passed away the very next morning.

One of the last questions she asked the hospice nurse, the last

concern on her mind, was “Are my daughters going to be okay?” She

was focused on being our mother until the very end.

And though I miss her every day, I carry her with me wherever I

go. I think of her all the time. Sometimes I look up and talk to her. I

love her so much. And there is no title or honor on earth I’ll

treasure more than to say I am Shyamala Gopalan Harris’s

daughter. That is the truth I hold dearest of all.
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Eight

THE COST OF LIVING

hen I was getting ready to write this book, I spent a good

deal of time going through photo albums, reminiscing with

Maya, and unpacking old boxes, including things my

mother had saved. It’s been a blessing. I’ve had the chance to sit

with good memories that don’t always make it to the front of my

mind.

When we were growing up, our mother always made chiles

rellenos around Christmas. After she died, I wanted so badly to find

the recipe. I searched everywhere I could, including online, but

nothing matched my mother’s version. I felt so defeated, as though

I’d lost more than just the flavor of her cooking. And then, while I

was digging through my cookbooks, I found a notebook, and as soon

as I opened it, the recipe fell right out of the pages and onto the

floor. I was transported just by reading my mother’s handwriting. It

was like she was there with me, still responding to my needs.

I also found a couple of pot holders that Maya and I had woven

on plastic looms. Any reader who grew up in the 1970s probably

knows just what I mean. Our mother made sure our hands were

never idle, especially in front of the television. That’s where I

perfected my crochet shell stitch.

Our mother loved to talk with her hands, and she was always

using her hands—to cook, to clean, to comfort. She was always busy.

Work itself was something to value—hard work especially; and she

made sure that we, her daughters, internalized that message and the

importance of working with purpose.



She also showed us, in so many ways, how much she valued all

work, not just her own. When something good would happen at the

lab, my mother would come home with flowers for our babysitter.

“I wouldn’t have been able to do what I did if you didn’t do what

you do,” she would say. “Thank you for everything.”

She saw the dignity in the work that society requires to function.

She believed that everyone deserves respect for the work they do,

and that hard effort should be rewarded and honored.

I’d hear the same thing at Rainbow Sign, where speakers would

talk about Dr. King’s Poor People’s Campaign, about his belief that

“all labor has dignity,” and his effort to make it so.

As part of that effort, Dr. King had gone to Memphis in 1968 to

join black sanitation workers in their fight for basic decency. Day in

and day out, these workers rode the trucks that hauled away the

city’s garbage. The city didn’t provide uniforms; instead, workers

were forced to befoul their own clothes on the job. They worked

long hours without water to drink or a place to wash their hands.

“Most of the tubs had holes in them,” one sanitation worker

recounted. “Garbage leaking all over you.” He described how, when

the workers got home in the evening, they’d remove their shoes and

clothes at the door and maggots would fall out.

For this hard, indispensable work, they received little more than

minimum wage. They didn’t get overtime pay. They had no sick

leave. If they were injured at work and needed time to mend—as

happened often—they were likely to be fired. And if bad weather

made trash collection impossible, they were sent home without pay.

Many needed government assistance to feed their families.

When the city refused to compensate the families of two

sanitation workers who were crushed to death by their trash

compactor, it became too much for the others to bear. With great

courage, 1,300 Memphis sanitation workers went on strike,

demanding safer conditions, better pay and benefits, and

recognition of their union. They were on strike for their families, for

their children, and for themselves. It was, above all else, a battle for

dignity. The signs they held at marches said simply I AM A MAN.



When King arrived at Bishop Charles Mason Temple, in

Memphis, on March 18, 1968, a crowd of 25,000 people had

gathered to hear him speak.

“So often we overlook the work and the significance of those who

are not in professional jobs, of those who are not in the so-called big

jobs,” he said. “But let me say to you tonight, that whenever you are

engaged in work that serves humanity and is for the building of

humanity, it has dignity and it has worth.”

“We are tired,” King said to the audience in Memphis. “We are

tired of our children having to attend overcrowded, inferior, quality-

less schools. We are tired of having to live in dilapidated

substandard housing conditions. . . . We are tired of walking the

streets in search of jobs that do not exist . . . of working our hands

off and laboring every day and not even making a wage adequate to

get the basic necessities of life.”

Sixteen days later, King returned to Memphis to march on behalf

of the strikers—speaking again at Bishop Charles Mason Temple,

where he declared, “I’ve been to the mountaintop.” The next

evening, April 4, 1968, he was killed by an assassin. Two months

after that, on June 5, Robert F. Kennedy was murdered as well. The

nation’s clearest voices and strongest leaders in the fight for

economic justice had been suddenly, irrevocably silenced.

That was half a century ago. In some ways, we have come so far

since then. And in others, we have barely budged. I remind people

that when you adjust for inflation, the federal minimum wage is

actually lower now than when Dr. King spoke of “starvation wages”

in 1968. What does that say about how our country values the

sanctity and dignity of work?

Americans are a hardworking bunch. We pride ourselves on our

work ethic. And for generations, most of us have been raised to

believe that there are few things more honorable than putting in an

honest day’s work to take care of our family. We grew up trusting

that when we worked hard and did well, we would be rewarded for

our effort. But the truth is, for most Americans, it hasn’t been that

way for an awfully long time.



W

•   •   •

henever there is a major push to pressure Congress into doing the

right thing, activists and elected leaders implore the American

people to call and write their representatives. These days, the

phone lines are overwhelmed by Americans engaged in an

extraordinary thing: exercising democracy. And in a number of

cases, it has really mattered. I believe that repeal of the Affordable

Care Act failed in 2017 because congressional Republicans had

taken a nonpartisan issue—access to affordable health care—and

made it a partisan one, and the people just weren’t having it. It

activated and energized folks to fight back, and because of the

pressure they put on key senators, the people prevailed. That means

that millions of people still have health coverage because individual

Americans picked up the phone and wrote letters.

For me, reading these letters isn’t just about understanding

where people stand on major policy issues. It’s about understanding

what their lives are like, both the joys and the fears. When people

write to me, it is often as a last resort. They are struggling, and in

real trouble, but nothing else they’ve tried has worked. And so they

turn to me and share with me the things that have upended their

lives.

Dear Senator Harris,

My husband and I work full time jobs yet we still

struggle every week to make ends meet. I get full [health

care] coverage for my two-year-old son [for] which I

thank God every day, but can’t figure out why my husband

and I can’t get full coverage either?

 . . . We can’t get help with daycare because we “make

too much money” but yet we can’t even afford to pay $50 a

month for daycare, so we depend on family, [but] they

have their own problems, so there have been too many



occasions [when] we lose money because we can’t get a

babysitter for us to go to work.

 . . . I am begging with my life that this needs to

change!! Please for the love of God HELP!! This is just not

ok! I am confused, angry, frustrated, and I feel so

betrayed by our government! I don’t EVER ask for help

unless I need it and I seriously need it!!

Every letter stands on its own. But together, they tell the same

story. It is the story of Americans trapped in a cost-of-living crisis,

where everything from housing and health care to child care and

education is way more expensive than it used to be while wages

remain as low as they’ve been for decades. The letters I receive

consistently tell the story of the hollowing out of the middle class,

and of an economic life defined by intense struggle.

When I wake up in the middle of the night with a thought on my

mind, I remind myself that in countless households around the

country, someone else is wide awake, too. Millions of someone

elses. And I imagine that the majority of them are asking

themselves questions about their greatest fears: Am I going to be

able to provide a good life for my children? What if I can never

make ends meet? How will I get through the month?

The American people have not given up on the American Dream.

I know this to be true. But when you can’t sleep at night, how can

you dream?

How can you dream when, on average, a year of child care for a

baby or toddler is more expensive than a year of in-state public

college tuition? How can you dream when the cost of higher

education has gone up more than three times faster than wages

since I was in school in the eighties? How can you dream when you

are drowning in student loan debt?

How can you dream if you make minimum wage and work forty

hours a week, knowing that, in 99 percent of U.S. counties, you can’t

afford the market-rate rent on the average one-bedroom apartment?



How can you dream when your pay barely budges no matter how

hard you work, while everything else keeps getting so much more

expensive? How can you dream when your son is sick but you can’t

afford your copay or deductible?

A middle-class life isn’t what it used to be. And right now it isn’t

what it’s supposed to be. Being middle-class ought to mean having

financial security and stability. But how is that possible when the

cost of living is so high that you live one setback away from

catastrophe? An injury. An illness. Nobody expects life to be easy,

but it’s not supposed to be a life-altering crisis when your car’s

transmission fails.

And yet for so many, it is. One setback and the savings account

gets emptied. Another and the retirement account goes, too. Soon

you’re carrying a bigger balance on your credit card than you know

is safe, but what choice do you have? You have to get the car fixed if

you’re going to keep your job. There is rent or a mortgage to pay.

According to one survey, 57 percent of Americans don’t have

enough cash to cover a $500 unexpected expense. That’s one of the

reasons I’ve introduced the LIFT the Middle Class Tax Act in the

U.S. Senate, a bill that creates a major new middle-class tax credit

that would provide eligible families up to $6,000 a year—the

equivalent of $500 a month. Families would be able to receive the

credit as a monthly stipend, rather than wait for a refund the

following year. It’s a different kind of safety net, one that prevents

hardworking people from falling out of the middle class, or gives

them a fair shot at attaining it for their families. This is the kind of

tax relief we can provide when we stop giving endless tax cuts to

corporations and the wealthy.

I think of Mr. and Mrs. Shelton. She was a nursery school teacher

and he was a construction worker, and on those incomes they were

able to purchase a two-bedroom home that was everything they

dreamed of, and everything they had worked for. But at the time of

this writing, that house is listed on Zillow at $886,000, which would

be impossible to purchase on the salaries of a teacher and a

construction worker. I recognize that California has become

extraordinarily expensive, but this is a problem in major



metropolitan areas all across the country. According to a 2018

analysis by Redfin, in cities like Denver and Phoenix, less than 1

percent of the homes on the market were affordable on the average

teacher’s salary.

In rural areas, housing affordability issues aren’t as severe, but

communities have been devastated by a lack of jobs. According to a

recent report, only 3 percent of job growth in the twenty-first

century has come from rural areas. That has forced people to find

work far away from home, which leaves them with an awful choice:

endure an hours-long commute every day, or move away from the

place where their family has lived for a generation, the place where

their friends live, where their kids play little league baseball, where

they have always gone to church.

I also think of the workers I’ve met along the way who are

severely undervalued in this economy. Several years ago, I met a

woman named Wendy through SEIU and got to spend the day with

her, watching her work up close. She had changed jobs when her

elderly mother got sick, becoming a home health care worker so she

could be the one to take care of her day and night. That meant

everything from lifting her mother out of her bed to dressing her,

feeding her, assisting her in the bathroom, measuring and tracking

her vitals, helping her into her wheelchair and taking her out for a

walk, and keeping her cognitively engaged throughout. It was

detailed and demanding work, physically, mentally, and

emotionally.

And yet, in 2017, the average home health aide in the United

States was earning too little to keep a four-person household above

the poverty line. And because they are often contractors, they aren’t

always eligible for employee benefits. That strikes me as

outrageous. As the baby boomer generation continues to retire,

we’re going to need more home health aides—1.2 million by 2026.

And this is how we intend to treat them? What does this say about

the value we place on caring for older Americans? What does this

say about how we honor our elders?

The cost-of-living crisis is especially hard on women. Women are

still paid, on average, eighty cents on the dollar compared with men



—a gap that is even more punishing for black American women,

who are paid only sixty-three cents for every dollar earned by white

men. As the National Women’s Law Center points out, that means a

black woman who works full time, year-round, comes up more than

$21,000 behind her white male counterpart. That affects everyone

in her home. It’s even worse for Latinas, who make just fifty-four

cents on the dollar.

Politicians talk a big game about the value of hard work. But it’s

time we speak some truth. The truth is that the economy stopped

rewarding and valuing most hard work a long time ago. And we’ve

got to acknowledge that if we’re going to change it.

Let’s start by reflecting on how we got here.

For several decades after the Second World War, workers got pay

raises when companies did well. And the government gave people a

hand up, offering free education through the GI Bill. The

productivity gains necessary to grow the economy were remarkable.

In the three decades after the war, productivity improved a

staggering 97 percent. The difference then was that everyone shared

in the bounty. During that same period, worker wages grew 90

percent. That’s how the United States was able to build the world’s

largest middle class.

But in the 1970s and ’80s, corporate America decided to go its

own way. Instead of spending their earnings on workers, the

corporations decided that their only real obligation was to their

shareholders. From big business’s perspective, it was those who

owned a piece of the company who deserved the lion’s share of the

riches, not the people who made the company run. So while

productivity improved 74 percent between 1973 and 2013, worker

compensation rose just 9 percent.

In the 1980s, President Reagan made that idea core to the

Republican Party’s view of economics. Cut taxes for corporations.

Cut taxes for shareholders. Oppose minimum wage increases.

Oppose the very idea of a minimum wage. Dismantle organized

labor, the most powerful force fighting for workers in Washington.

Roll back government oversight. Ignore the collateral damage.



This was the ushering-in of a new era of selfishness and greed.

And it was frighteningly effective. Corporate profits have soared, but

American workers haven’t gotten a meaningful raise in forty years.

And yet there is no shame, it seems, in CEOs making more than

three hundred times the wage of their average worker.

The goal of economic growth has to be to grow the pie. But if all

that’s left for workers are the crumbs, what kind of economy are we

really building?

This was the context in which we entered the twenty-first

century. The American people got sandwiched between forces

beyond their control—on one side, outsourcing and offshoring that

eviscerated the manufacturing sector, and on the other, the worst

recession since the Great Depression. Suddenly, the jobs were gone.

Communities turned into ghost towns.

I read so many letters that underscore the significance of the

passage of time. A man, sixty-two, who lost everything in the Great

Recession, who has nothing left for retirement and is running out of

working years. A couple dealing with a family health crisis, who

can’t afford to pay their medical bills and still cover the monthly

rent. They need help right now; they can’t wait. Anyone stuck in a

cycle of financial desperation will tell you it’s an emergency. That

there is no time for delay. Dinner has to go on the table tonight. Gas

has to go in the tank in the morning. The bills have to be paid

tomorrow. The rent is due at the end of the week. There is truly no

time to spare.

During this period there have also been a rash of corporate

predators who have taken advantage of—and often ruined—

vulnerable people. Among the worst examples of these predators are

the for-profit colleges that became the darlings of Wall Street during

this time. Generations of Americans have been told that their best

shot at opportunity is to get a degree. And a lot of folks took that

advice to heart and went for it, sometimes at great cost to

themselves and their families.

Dear Senator Harris,



At one point, I considered getting two jobs to provide

for my son and me. I concluded the best solution for me

was to go back to school and continue to work my

minimum wage job, so my son wouldn’t miss out on

quality time with me. I decided I would struggle through

poverty long enough to complete school. This is a reality

for a lot of Americans.

The problem is that a lot of people signed up at for-profit colleges

that promised them a great education and a great future, when, in

truth, the degrees they were offering weren’t worth much of

anything.

When I was attorney general of California, we took on Corinthian

Colleges Inc., one of the largest for-profit college scams in the

country. In order to get students and investors to sign up,

Corinthian representatives lied incessantly. They told investors that

more than 60 percent of their students were successfully placed in

sustainable jobs. They charged the students enormous amounts for

their degrees and told them that some programs had 100 percent

job placement rates, even when there was no evidence that a single

graduate had received a job. They advertised programs they didn’t

offer and penalized their telemarketers if they revealed the truth to

prospective students.

Even more venal was the way Corinthian went after vulnerable

people. They targeted people living at the poverty line; people who

had decided to go back to school and earn a degree so they could

better take care of themselves and the people they loved; people

who had lost jobs during the Great Recession and who believed

their best chance in the job market was to acquire a new set of

skills. Corinthian’s internal documents betrayed the company’s

attitude toward its own students: they called their target

demographic “isolated,” “impatient” men and women with “low self-

esteem,” who have “few people in their lives who care about them”

and who are “stuck” and “unable to see and plan well” for their own

future. As far as I was concerned, this conduct was no different from



the criminal predators I’ve known—purposely targeting those most

in need.

Of course, most public companies don’t act in such a predatory

way. But a central tenant of corporate governance—to create value

for shareholders even if it’s to the detriment of workers—has

created a great deal of harm of its own.

For example, to raise stock prices, executives engage in a concept

called “buybacks,” in which a company buys its own stock off the

market, often causing the stock price to jump. Putting aside whether

or not buybacks are ever an appropriate tool, let’s acknowledge how

extreme its use has become.

Between 2003 and 2012, S&P 500 companies spent 91 percent of

their earnings on buybacks and dividends for shareholders. That

leaves 9 percent to invest across the entire company, in everything

from research and development to worker wages.

What’s the result of all this? It’s been great for the richest 1

percent of American households, who now own 40 percent of the

nation’s wealth, which adds up to roughly $40 trillion. But it’s been

a financial nightmare for the middle class. According to research

done by United Way, 43 percent of households can’t afford basic

expenses: a roof over their head, food on the table, child care, health

care, transportation, and a cell phone.

What are people supposed to think about a government that has

left them behind? How are you supposed to feel when you’re

drowning and no one is coming to your aid, and then you turn on

the television and hear that the economy is doing great? Great for

whom?

It’s not great for people who have had to move hours away from

their job just to find an affordable place to live. It’s not great for

people who are dropping out of the workforce because they can’t

afford child care. It’s not great for the people who are giving up on

their dream of going to college because they know they can’t afford

it.

And yet with millions of Americans hanging by a thread, the

White House reached for scissors. In 2017, the administration cut

taxes for people who didn’t need it and raised taxes on people who



can’t afford it. They sabotaged the Affordable Care Act, driving up

premiums. They ignited a trade war that could lead to higher prices

on things we all buy, from groceries to cars. They nominated judges

intent on destroying organized labor. They canceled a pay raise for

federal civil servants—everyone from transportation security

officers to food inspectors, park rangers, medical personnel, and

more. They even halted the debt relief policy that we put in place to

help Corinthian Colleges’ victims. And for good measure, they did

away with net neutrality, which will allow internet companies to

charge a premium for popular websites for the first time, adding an

unacceptable new bill to the stack.

Dear Senator Harris,

I’m a high school student and most of my school work

depends on the internet and the tools it gives us. My school

is small and doesn’t have much money, plus I come from a

poor background and my parents struggle to make ends

meet. If you take away Net Neutrality, you’re basically

taking away all the tools the internet provides students

like me to succeed in school and adding more problems to

poor families all over the nation.

We are running out of time. That’s the hard truth. And not just in

terms of dealing with what is so urgent right now. We are running

out of time to deal with major changes to come. With the rise of

artificial intelligence, we are likely to face an automation crisis in

this country, with millions of jobs on the line.

Industries are changing. Self-driving trucks could cost 3.5 million

truck drivers their jobs. The entire tax preparation business could

disappear, too. The McKinsey Global Institute found that as many

as 375 million people worldwide will need to switch jobs because of

automation and predicts that 23 percent of current working hours

could become automated by 2030. Another analysis suggests that

automation could displace 2.5 million jobs a year in the near term.



We have seen, already, the cost of displacement. But nothing has yet

prepared us for what is to come.

We will also have to cope with the realities of climate change,

which is as much an economic crisis as it is an environmental one.

In 2017, extreme weather events in America—things like hurricanes,

tornadoes, droughts, and floods—killed more than 362 people,

displaced more than one million, and caused more than $300

billion in damage. Experts predict that over time, things will get

much worse. The economic toll will follow—hitting states in the

South and the lower Midwest the hardest. After Hurricane Harvey

hit the Gulf Coast in 2017, a study found that in Houston, three of

every ten affected residents fell behind on their rent or mortgage; 25

percent had trouble paying for meals.

Climate change imperils industries, too. Temperature and current

changes in the oceans are already hurting the fishing industry. The

agriculture industry faces dangers on multiple fronts: a rise in

invasive species, pests, fungus, and disease; changing weather

patterns that will lower yields; and the constant fear of drought.

Put bluntly, we have work to do. Hard work. Indispensable work.

We have everything we need—all of the raw ingredients—to build an

economy for the twenty-first century that is fair and sturdy, an

economy that rewards the work of those who sustain it. But we have

to hurry. And we have to be willing to speak truth.

We need to acknowledge that the jobs of the future are going to

require people to earn an education after high school, whether it’s a

certification or a university degree. This isn’t optional anymore. If

we want to be true to the principle that all Americans deserve access

to public education, then we can’t stop funding it after high school.

We need to invest in our workforce, now and in the future, and that

means we’re going to have to invest in more post–high school

education, too. It means, among other things, that we have to make

debt-free college a reality.

Let’s speak truth about housing affordability. We can’t have a

functioning society if people can’t afford to live in it. The housing

crisis is not something we can just shrug off as if it is a fact of

nature. We’ve got to make a major effort, from changing zoning



laws to encourage new and affordable housing to giving relief to

people who are struggling—right now—to pay their rent. For

starters, I introduced a Senate bill that would give overburdened

renters some relief. If someone is paying more than 30 percent of

their income in rent and utilities, they would receive a new

refundable tax credit to help defray their housing costs. But there’s

much more to do.

Let’s speak truth about child care. If we don’t find a way to make

it affordable, we’re not only subjugating people in financial crisis;

we are also making it harder for women to stay in the workforce

when they want to. This is one of the systemic barriers to women’s

growth and success in the workplace. We need to tear it down.

And let’s speak truth about what we have to build up. To put

people to work in well-paid jobs, and to prevent our economy from

lagging, we should be investing in rebuilding our nation’s

infrastructure. We have roads and bridges that need building and

upgrading. We have broadband internet infrastructure to build in

rural areas that still lack it. We have new wind farms and

transmission lines that need installing. We have airports that need

modernizing and subways in dire need of repair. If not for ourselves,

shouldn’t we at least do this work for our children and

grandchildren?

Let’s also speak truth about organized labor, which has been

systematically dismantled by the Republican Party. Less than 7

percent of the private workforce is represented by unions today, and

a 2018 Supreme Court ruling is likely to decimate public sector

union membership as well. Many people have already written the

obituary for the labor movement. But we can’t accept that. Unions

are the ones lobbying in Washington exclusively on behalf of

workers. They are the only ones who have given the power to the

people in the workplace. In the midst of a Republican effort to

hollow out the middle class, it is the unions that have successfully

compelled management to pay better wages and provide better

benefits. We need a rebirth of organized labor in America.

And let’s speak one final truth: big corporations and the richest

people in the richest country in the world can afford to pay their fair



share of taxes so that we can fix the economy. It’s necessary, it’s

moral, and it’s wise.
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SMART ON SECURITY

hen I arrived in the Senate, I was surprised to learn that

there was a seat open on the Senate Select Committee on

Intelligence. I asked outgoing senator Barbara Boxer why

this was. She told me that the committee’s work was fascinating,

meaningful, and critical to the country, but that most of it took

place behind closed doors. Members of the committee couldn’t talk

publicly about their activities, because reviewing the country’s most

sensitive intelligence involved the highest levels of security

clearance. Consequently, she explained, there usually wasn’t much

of a spotlight on the committee.

That didn’t matter to me. I knew that, by the very nature of the

job, if I had something important to say, I could find a bouquet of

microphones to speak into. But when it came to the daily work, I

wanted to be informed in real time about the threats facing my

constituents and our country.

So I joined the Senate Intelligence Committee, fully expecting the

work to be done in the shadows, away from the press and outside

the day-to-day focus of the national conversation. But days after I

was sworn in as a United States senator, those expectations were

upended. On January 6, 2017, the intelligence community released a

public assessment that determined that Russia had conducted

multiple cyber operations against the United States, with the intent

of influencing the outcome of the 2016 presidential election.

Suddenly our work—an investigation into what had gone so terribly



wrong—would become one of the most consequential undertakings

in the history of the Senate.

Most of what I do on the committee involves classified

information, so there’s a real limit to what I can write about here.

But there are times when the intelligence community releases its

assessments to the public, stripped of the information sources and

methods by which the information was obtained, and meticulously

written to avoid revealing anything that could compromise national

security or endanger people’s lives. And there are times when our

committee works in close coordination with the intelligence

community to release our own assessments publicly so that we can

balance the critical need for the American people to know what is

happening from our oversight perspective against the equally

critical need to keep our intelligence-gathering efforts covert. I can

—and will—reference that work.

Twice a week, for two hours at a time, members of the

Intelligence Committee get together behind closed doors to speak

with the men and women who lead our seventeen intelligence

agencies and receive briefings on the latest information. I can’t tell

you the details of what we talk about, but I can tell you what it’s

like. For starters, the room we gather in is known as a SCIF, which

stands for Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility. It has

been designed to prevent eavesdropping of any kind. Before we

enter, we have to put our cell phones in a cupboard outside the

door. Inside, we take classified notes by hand, and even those must

be kept locked away in the SCIF.

When the committee holds public hearings, Democrats sit on one

side of the dais and Republicans on the other as we face witnesses

and cameras. But inside the SCIF and away from the cameras, it is a

very different environment. Often senators take off their jackets.

We get down to business. It is not just the absence of cameras and

the seating arrangement that changes the dynamic; it is the work

itself. The rigid partisanship that has paralyzed much of

Washington somehow fades as we enter the room. We are, all of us,

keenly focused on the weight of the work we are undertaking and its

consequences. There is simply no room for anything other than a



focus on America’s national security and the protection of

Americans’ privacy and civil liberties. The public can’t be there, nor

the media, nor other senators who aren’t on the committee. It’s just

us, to do oversight with global reach. It is invigorating, even

inspiring. It is a scene I wish the American people could see, if just

for a moment. It is a reminder that even in Washington, some

things can be bigger than politics.

My work on the Intelligence Committee and the Homeland

Security Committee covers a broad range of issues, from building

and maintaining counterterrorism capability at home and abroad to

the work of disrupting and destroying ISIS; to protecting and

securing our borders; to the challenge of nuclear proliferation; and

to the ever delicate balance between gathering intelligence and

protecting civil liberties. But rather than run through the laundry

list of issues we deal with in all their complexity, I want to focus on

a few of the threats that keep me up at night.

First and foremost, I think of cybersecurity—a new front in a new

kind of battle. If we had a daily visual of attacks under way—of

explosions in our cities, of Russian, Chinese, North Korean, and

Iranian warplanes overhead—the American people would insist that

we respond, clear in the knowledge that the future of the American

experiment was very much at risk. But cyber warfare is silent

warfare, and its consequences are often difficult to grasp before the

damage is done. I sometimes refer to it as a war without blood:

there are no soldiers in the field, no bullets and bombs. But the

reality is cyber warfare aims to weaponize infrastructure and, at its

worst, could result in casualties. Imagine, for example, a cyberattack

on railroad switching signals or hospital generators or a nuclear

power plant.

The intelligence community and private companies alike are

waging a defensive battle against cyberattacks on a minute-by-

minute basis. But the reality is that we still remain unprepared for

this new kind of terrain. Our systems and infrastructure need to be

seriously upgraded.

We are currently under attack. Our elections are top of mind,

especially given the nefarious—and effective—attacks by the



Russian government. The January 2017 assessment found that

“Russian President Vladimir Putin ordered an influence campaign

in 2016 aimed at the U.S. presidential election. Russia’s goals were

to undermine public faith in the U.S. democratic process, denigrate

Secretary Clinton, and harm her electability and potential

presidency.” Though many have become numb to it through the

news cycle, the significance of this finding is hard to overstate. The

intelligence community assessed, with a high degree of confidence,

that Russia’s intelligence services conducted cyber operations to

hack into a U.S. presidential campaign and to release data they

gathered with the intent of influencing the outcome of the election.

Russian agents and propagandists exploited U.S. social media

platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube to spread false

and inflammatory information about Secretary Clinton and to stoke

divisions in the United States. And what I think is very telling is

exactly how they went about it.

They focused on hot-button issues, from race to LGBTQ and

immigrant rights. This means that they knew that racism and other

forms of hate have always been our nation’s Achilles’ heel. They

knew precisely where to strike us, deliberately targeting—and

tearing away at—some of the most painful, divisive parts of our

nation’s history.

I first made this point during an Intelligence Committee meeting.

A few days later, I was sitting at my desk on the Senate floor, the

last one in the far back. I had chosen the desk for two reasons: it

wasn’t visible on the C-SPAN cameras, which made it easier for me

to concentrate on the work at hand. But, more important, it was the

desk closest to the candy drawer.

I looked up and noticed that Senator James Lankford, a

Republican from Oklahoma, was walking toward me, literally

crossing the aisle so we could have a conversation.

“Kamala, I’ve been listening to what you’ve been saying about

race as our Achilles’ heel, and I think you’re on to something

important,” he said. “Personally, I think it starts with the question

‘Have you had a family over to your house that doesn’t look like



you? Have you ever really had that kind of interaction? I think

that’s a good place to start.”

“I’m glad to hear you say that,” I told him. “We have to start

somewhere.”

Lankford and I sat across from each other in closed sessions of

the Intelligence Committee, and though there are very few things

we agree about when it comes to policy, I found him to be genuinely

kind and thoughtful. It didn’t take long for us to build a friendship.

Together with our colleagues on the committee, we spent more

than a year working with the intelligence community to understand

the information that led to the January 2017 assessment about

Russian attacks. Of particular interest to me was the threat of

Russian penetration of our election equipment itself. In May 2018,

we released our preliminary findings on the issue of election

security. We let the public know that in 2016, the Russian

government had conducted a coordinated cyber campaign against

the election infrastructures of at least eighteen individual states,

and possibly as many as twenty-one. Other states also saw

malicious activity, which the intelligence community has been

unable to attribute to Russia. What we do know is that Russian

operatives scanned election databases looking for vulnerabilities.

They attempted to break in. And in some cases, they were actually

successful in penetrating voter registration databases. Thankfully,

as of May 2018, our committee had not seen any evidence that

actual vote tallies or voter registration rolls were changed. But given

our limited information on state audits and forensic examinations

of states’ own election infrastructures, we cannot rule out that

activities were successfully carried out that we just don’t know

about yet.

In our report, we raised concerns about a number of potential

vulnerabilities that remain in our election infrastructure. Voting

systems are outdated, and many of them do not have a paper record

of votes. Without a paper record, there is no way to reliably audit a

vote tally and confirm that numbers haven’t been changed. We

found that thirty states use paperless voting machines in some

jurisdictions, and that five states use them exclusively, leaving them



vulnerable to manipulation that cannot be reconciled and reversed.

We also found that many of our election systems are connected to

the internet, leaving them open to hacking. Even systems not

regularly connected to the internet are nevertheless updated by

software that must be downloaded from the internet.

It’s misleading to suggest that impenetrable cybersecurity is

possible; our focus must be on defending against, detecting,

deterring, managing, and mitigating any effort to do us harm.

There’s a grim joke: What’s the difference between being hacked

and not being hacked? Knowing you’ve been hacked. The truth

hurts—but we simply can’t afford to be naive.

To help members of Congress and their staffs understand the

nature of the risk, I invited a computer science and engineering

professor from the University of Michigan to visit the Capitol and

demonstrate the ease with which a hacker could change an

election’s outcome. We gathered in a room in the Capitol Visitor

Center, where the professor had set up a paperless voting machine

used in numerous states, including swing states like Florida,

Pennsylvania, and Virginia. Four senators participated—Senators

Lankford, Richard Burr, Claire McCaskill, and me—and the room

was filled with staffers who had come to better understand the

process.

The professor simulated a vote for president, where we were

given a choice between George Washington and the infamous

Revolutionary War traitor Benedict Arnold. As you might imagine,

all four of us voted for George Washington. But when the result

came back, Benedict Arnold had prevailed. The professor had used

malicious code to hack the software of the voting machine in a way

that assured Arnold’s victory, no matter how the four of us had

voted.

He told us that the machine was very easily hacked, enough so

that, in a demonstration elsewhere, he turned one into a video game

console and played Pac-Man on it. Can you imagine?

America’s electoral infrastructure consists of outdated machines

and local officials who often have little or no cyber-threat training.

When you consider how many major corporations have experienced



data breaches, despite having invested in the best cybersecurity

money can buy, our vulnerability becomes all the more stark. Some

might think it is alarmist to be talking this way, but I think we

should be preparing to defend against the worst-case scenario: that

foreign actors will target these outmoded machines and manipulate

vote tallies. Given Russia’s unprecedented effort to undermine

confidence in our election system while attempting to interfere with

the outcome of a presidential election, there’s no question that the

Kremlin is emboldened—along with other state and nonstate actors

—to try again.

At the time, James Lankford and I were the only members of the

Senate who served on both the Homeland Security and Intelligence

Committees. As such, we were uniquely suited to come together in a

nonpartisan way to develop legislation to combat these attacks. At

the end of December 2017, together with other senators, we

introduced a bill—the Secure Elections Act—that would protect the

United States from future foreign interference in our elections.

The legislation—which grew out of hearings and testimony in

front of both the Homeland Security and Intelligence Committees,

would improve cybersecurity information sharing between federal

and state agencies. It would create a process by which election

officials could receive top-secret security clearance, allowing them

to have timely access to classified material (as in a case where we

learned that Russia had attacked their machines). It would establish

clear expert guidelines for securing election systems—including, for

example, the need for paper ballots. Russia might be able to hack a

machine from afar, but it can’t hack a piece of paper. And it would

provide $386 million in grants for cybersecurity improvements.

It would also establish what’s known as a bug bounty program

for election infrastructure. Commonly used in tech firms, a bug

bounty is a system by which altruistic hackers are paid for

identifying software vulnerabilities. It’s an economically efficient

way to quickly patch bugs that could be exploited by malicious

actors. We owe it to ourselves to continually test our system’s

security, just as we’d test the smoke alarm in our home. No one



wants to wait for the house to catch on fire in order to realize the

battery’s dead.

Remarkably, despite the bill’s bipartisan support, as of this

writing, it has yet to receive a vote in the United States Senate.

Though it was introduced nearly a year before the 2018 midterm

elections, the White House opposed the bill, and the Senate

majority leader refused to bring it to the floor. And so I am, indeed,

kept up at night, knowing the scale of our vulnerabilities and

knowing that actions we should be taking immediately have stalled

out without any justification.

It’s also important to remember that election systems aren’t the

only area in which we are vulnerable to foreign interference.

In March 2018, for example, the Department of Homeland

Security and the FBI issued a joint alert that showed that Russian

hackers had gained access to the computer systems of organizations

and U.S. government entities in sectors ranging from energy and

water to aviation and manufacturing. DHS and the FBI described

the actions as a “multi-stage intrusion campaign by Russian

government cyber actors who targeted commercial facilities’

networks and staged malware, conducted spear phishing, and gained

remote access into energy sector networks.” After they got access,

the Russians did extensive reconnaissance. They were able to gain

access to at least one power plant’s control system. And they placed

tools in the systems that would allow them, in certain cases, to shut

down power plants at will.

This is, needless to say, an extraordinary vulnerability. Millions

of Americans recall the blackout of August 2003, when an electricity

surge overloaded the grid covering parts of eight northeastern

states. Major cities were plunged into darkness. Fire departments

rushed to free people from elevators as building temperatures rose.

Hundreds of trains were stopped in their tracks, and thousands of

passengers had to be rescued from darkened subway tunnels. Waste

treatment plants lost power; 490 million gallons of raw sewage were

spilled in New York City alone. Cell phone service was disrupted.

ATMs went down. Hospitals had to rely on generators to care for



vulnerable patients. Analysts later concluded that mortality rates in

New York City rose 28 percent during the two-day blackout.

In the intelligence community’s Worldwide Threat Assessment in

2018, the director of national intelligence detailed increased risks to

critical infrastructure over the coming year. “The use of cyber-

attacks as a foreign policy tool outside of military conflict has been

mostly limited to sporadic lower-level attacks,” the report explained.

“Russia, Iran, and North Korea, however, are testing more

aggressive cyberattacks that pose growing threats to the United

States and U.S. partners.”

Iran, which in the past has attacked a large U.S. corporation and

stolen personal data, is expected to continue its work penetrating

the United States’ cyber infrastructure. North Korea, which

conducted a destructive attack on Sony in November 2014, and

which the U.S. government identified as responsible for a massive

cyberattack in the United Kingdom that paralyzed that country’s

health care system, is expected to use its cyber operations to steal

money in the wake of sanctions, as it did in 2016, when it took $81

million from the Bangladesh Bank. China, meanwhile, has been

advancing its own cyberattack capabilities since 2015 and has

directed attacks at U.S. private industry, particularly defense

contractors and IT and communications firms whose products and

services support worldwide networks. An investigation by the Office

of the United States Trade Representative found that Chinese theft

of American intellectual property costs us more than $200 billion

annually.

And then there are nonstate actors. As the DNI threat assessment

indicates, “Transnational criminals will continue to conduct for-

profit cyber-enabled crimes, such as theft and extortion against US

networks.” This is costly business: in February 2018, cybersecurity

software provider McAfee and the nonpartisan Center for Strategic

and International Studies released a report that put such

cybercrime’s toll in North America at $140 billion to $175 billion.

And we can also expect state actors to fund such criminal activity,

which represents both an inexpensive and deniable way for them to

pursue their malicious aims.



Cybersecurity has to become one of our highest priorities in this

new age. It’s not enough to make sure that our troops have the very

best weapons when they go into battle. We also have to make sure

our military, intelligence community, and private sector have the

very best cyber defenses to protect against these new and ever-

changing threats. As General Keith Alexander, former NSA director

and inaugural head of U.S. Cyber Command, said in 2016,

Department of Defense systems are probed by hackers about

250,000 times an hour. That’s six million times each day.

In a world where tech can be weaponized, we need to deploy the

very best technology in order to respond. And that means constantly

upgrading our efforts so that we are always a step ahead.

I remember that when I first became attorney general, in 2011, I

was shocked by what we lacked in terms of technology. So I put

together a team, led by Special Assistant Attorney General Travis

LeBlanc, to upgrade and overhaul our system so that we could

better fight crime in the digital era. In my first year in office, we

organized an “eCrime Unit,” which we staffed with attorneys and

investigators who focused on technology-related crimes like identity

theft and cyber exploitation. I spent much of the remainder of my

tenure working to institutionalize California’s technological

advantages. Those efforts culminated in the creation of our Cyber

Crime Center, which gave all of our tech crime fighters access to

state-of-the-art digital forensics capabilities, making California one

of the first states to do so.

But in addition to deploying our best technology now, we need to

invest in the innovations and breakthroughs that we’ll need in order

to stay protected down the line. That’s one of the reasons I’ve put

forward a bill to invest in quantum computing, a frontier technology

that would put the United States at the forefront of the race for

technological superiority. Our pursuit of innovation cannot be

viewed from an economic lens alone. It matters to national security,

too. It’s also one of the reasons I believe we must be a country that

welcomes highly skilled students and professionals from around the

world to study at our universities and work at our companies.
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Ultimately, I believe we are going to need to develop a cyber

doctrine. As a matter of principle, we will have to decide when and

whether a cyberattack is an act of war, and what kind of response it

warrants.

•   •   •

n January 12, 2017, Mike Pompeo came before the Senate

Intelligence Committee for his confirmation hearing as CIA

director. By tradition, questions at public hearings are asked in

order of seniority, so, as the newest member of the committee,

I questioned Pompeo last. Throughout the hearings, I listened as

my colleagues asked Pompeo a wide range of questions, touching on

traditional issues ranging from intelligence sharing and collection to

preventing terrorist attacks in the United States and abroad. When

it was finally my turn, I focused on a subject area that seemed to

surprise Pompeo and others on the committee. I wanted to know

how his public position rejecting the science of climate change was

going to impact his role at the top of America’s intelligence

apparatus.

Right-wing pundits from Fox to the Heritage Foundation took

great pleasure in calling my questions “dumb,” “ridiculous,” and

“off-base.” Evidently, they felt my concerns were divorced from

issues of national security. But they were wrong. This was about

analytic objectivity and not politicizing intelligence. The CIA had

already made an unclassified assessment regarding the threat of

climate change. Pompeo’s previous statements disregarded the CIA

assessment. How would he brief the president? Would he let his

personal views override the findings of CIA professionals when it

came to climate change—and, if so, what would that mean for other

dire threats against our nation?

Climate change can be seen from many angles. Some see it purely

as an environmental issue. They point to the destruction of habitats,

the melting of ice sheets, and a coming mass extinction of species.

Others see it as a public health issue that demands a world where

clean air and clean water are readily available. There is also the



economic dimension of climate change: ask farmers about the

complexity of their work, about their precise and measured focus on

weather patterns, about the incredibly narrow margins that exist

between a successful harvest and a ruinous one, and you will come

to understand that extreme weather events and unpredictable shifts

in the climate are nothing to dismiss.

But when you speak to generals, when you speak to senior

members of the intelligence community and experts on

international conflicts, you will find that they look at climate change

as a national security threat—a “threat multiplier” that will

exacerbate poverty and political instability, creating conditions that

enable violence, despair, even terrorism. An unstable, erratic

climate will beget an unstable, erratic world.

For example, climate change will lead to droughts. Droughts will

lead to famine. Famine will drive desperate people to leave their

homes in search of sustenance. Massive flows of displaced people

will lead to refugee crises. Refugee crises will lead to tension and

instability across borders.

Climate change also increases the risk of deadly global pandemics

making their way to the United States. The Centers for Disease

Control and Prevention reported that between 2006 and 2016, the

number of Americans infected by diseases like West Nile, Zika, and

Lyme more than tripled. As temperatures continue to warm,

diseases are flourishing in parts of America where they wouldn’t

have been able to survive in the past. In fact, the CDC has already

identified nine types of infections that had never been seen before

in the United States.

The hard truth is that climate change is going to cause terrible

instability and desperation, and that will put American national

security at risk. That’s why former CIA director John Brennan has

said that when CIA analysts look for deeper causes of rising

instability in the world, one of the causes they point to is climate

change. That’s why, as part of President Obama’s national security

strategy, climate change was identified as a national security threat

of the highest priority. That’s why the Pentagon has been ahead of

the curve in developing resilience to the effects of climate change,



including strategies to protect the dozens of military bases that will

be affected by rising seas and extreme weather events. And it’s why

I didn’t hesitate in asking the person who would become the

nation’s CIA director how and whether climate change would be a

factor in his strategy to protect the American people.

This isn’t the stuff of science fiction or of a dystopian novel set

far in the future. Climate-driven crisis is already on the rise. In late

2017, for example, water reserves fell so low in Cape Town, South

Africa, that the city of more than three million people, South

Africa’s second largest, was at risk of having its taps run dry.

Residents started showering over buckets so that they could reuse

the water in their washing machines. Farmers had to abandon about

a quarter of their crops.

This is an issue we will face at home, too, and it’s a matter of

national security that we prepare for it. We need a diversified water

security strategy to ensure a reliable, sustainable supply. Growing

up in California, I understood from an early age that the water

supply is precious and precarious. In elementary school, my

classmates and I studied ecology; I remember my mother smiling

when she had to explain to me the difference between a

conservative and a conservationist. I saw the drought of 1976–77

through a child’s eyes—unflushed toilets, shower timers, and dried-

out brown lawns. I think a lot about water security, and I never take

it for granted.

A diversified approach would work on multiple fronts

simultaneously. Conservation is the cheapest, most effective way to

increase our water resources. But we also need to update our aging

water infrastructure, improve our storm water capture and storage

capacity, and make smart investments in water recycling,

purification, and desalination.

There’s a lot we can learn from friends and partners who have

already made such investments—especially Israel, a global leader on

water security issues. In February 2018, I traveled to Israel and

toured its Sorek desalination plant, which uses reverse osmosis to

produce clean drinking water from the sea. I had a glass. It tasted as

good as any water I’ve ever had.



And that’s not all. As many have said, the Israelis have made the

desert bloom. They’ve done so in part by successfully reclaiming 86

percent of their wastewater and purifying it for agricultural reuse.

By contrast, the United States, which produces 32 billion gallons of

municipal wastewater each day, reclaims only 7 to 8 percent. Surely

we can do better than that.

Conserving water and safeguarding against scarcity must be a top

priority. The same can be said, in this era of climate change, for the

need to protect against floods. In India, Bangladesh, and Nepal,

flooding in the summer of 2017 killed 1,200 people and affected

more than 40 million. Nearly 1 million homes were destroyed. In

2010, flooding in Pakistan rocked 20 percent of the country, killing

more than 1,700 people and affecting at least 12 million. Here at

home, the destructive force of Hurricane Maria left the island of

Puerto Rico in ruins. I visited Puerto Rico in November 2017 and

saw some of that devastation firsthand—homes obliterated, roads

collapsed and destroyed, and a community in crisis. It was

disheartening. The official death toll has been revised from 64 to

more than 2,900, but a report from scientists at Harvard’s T. H.

Chan School of Public Health estimates that the storm and its

aftermath were responsible for the deaths of at least 4,600

American citizens in Puerto Rico.

And if it isn’t floods, it’s fires. Fires aren’t caused by climate

change, but they are exacerbated by it. Higher temperatures and

longer dry spells turn our forests into kindling. California has

always had wildfires, but because of climate change, they are

becoming more frequent and getting bigger and bigger. When I was

attorney general, I had toured a fire overhead by helicopter. From

that height, the scale of the devastation came into view—entire

streets, entire neighborhoods burned to the ground. It looked like a

graveyard, with chimneys as headstones.

In August 2018, I flew home to California to meet with

firefighters and evacuees from the Mendocino Complex Fire, which

burned more than 450,000 acres, making it the largest fire in the

state’s history.



When I arrived in Lake County, I went to a convention center

where evacuated families were being sheltered temporarily. Some of

them knew they had lost their homes and all of their possessions.

Others were left to wonder. I met a mom who was pregnant with

her third child. She was trying to keep her family’s spirits up. I

remember how proud her daughter was to show me how neatly she

had tidied the sheets on top of the Red Cross cots where they now

slept.

A year earlier, I met a firefighter who lost his own home in a fire

he was fighting. He said he had always thought he understood the

pain of losing everything, given how often he had seen it happen to

others—but that it was so much worse than he imagined. Still, he

reminded himself and me, it wasn’t as bad as the families that got

the call that their husband or son had been one of the many

firefighters who lost their lives that year.

There is a theme that runs through all of these issues, be it

cybersecurity or climate change or keeping aggressors like Russia

and North Korea in check. Though the United States is a

superpower, there are real limits to what we can do alone. In order

to keep the American people safe, in order to ensure that our

national interests and homeland are secure, we must work in

partnership with our allies—economically, diplomatically, and

militarily. We must protect NATO, the most important defensive

treaty the world has ever known, especially in the face of Russia’s

increasingly flagrant aggression. We must rejoin the Paris

Agreement, because only together can we reverse the trends of

climate change and prevent some of its more terrifying outcomes.

And we must remind ourselves that the work we do to protect the

American people must also be in service of American values. That

the actions we take project a message to the world about who we

are.

It was that final truism that I held in mind when Gina Haspel

came before our committee in a confirmation hearing to replace

Mike Pompeo as CIA director. Haspel, a thirty-three-year veteran of

the CIA, had been at the agency during a time when prisoners were

tortured. She had been asked many questions about this work by



other senators—about whether her actions had been legal; about

whether she would ever authorize such actions again.

When it was my turn to speak, I underscored that this hearing

wasn’t about the incredible and unquestionable importance of the

service and sacrifice of the men and women of the CIA, nor was it

about the agency’s mission, both of which I wholeheartedly support.

The hearing, I explained, was about her suitability to be the director

of the CIA, and it was our job, as senators, to understand that who

we chose for that position would send a signal to the men and

women of the agency, the American people, and our neighbors

around the world about our values and our moral authority. With

that in mind, I initiated what became a revealing exchange:

“So one question I have not heard you answer is: Do you believe

that the previous interrogation techniques were immoral?”

Haspel paused as she considered the answer. “Senator, I believe

that CIA officers to whom you refer—”

“It’s a yes-or-no answer. Do you believe the previous

interrogation techniques were immoral? I’m not asking do you

believe they were legal; I’m asking do you believe they were

immoral?”

She paused again. “Senator, I believe that CIA did extraordinary

work to prevent another attack on this country, given the legal tools

that we were authorized to use.”

“Please answer yes or no. Do you believe in hindsight that those

techniques were immoral?”

“Senator, what I believe sitting here today is that I support the

higher moral standard we have decided to hold ourselves to.”

“Can you please answer the question?”

“Senator, I think I’ve answered the question.”

“No, you have not. Do you believe the previous techniques—now

armed with hindsight—do you believe they were immoral? Yes or

no?”

“Senator, I believe that we should hold ourselves to the moral

standard outlined in the Army Field Manual.”

Shortly after Haspel refused to answer the question, the late

Senator John McCain, who had been subjected to five years of



brutal torture as a prisoner of war in North Vietnam, released a

statement saying that he would not support her confirmation as CIA

director.

“Like many Americans, I understand the urgency that drove the

decision to resort to so-called enhanced interrogation methods after

our country was attacked,” McCain wrote. “I know that those who

used enhanced interrogation methods and those who approved

them wanted to protect Americans from harm. I appreciate their

dilemma and the strain of their duty. But as I have argued many

times, the methods we employ to keep our nation safe must be as

right and just as the values we aspire to live up to and promote in

the world.

“I believe Gina Haspel is a patriot who loves our country and has

devoted her professional life to its service and defense,” he

continued. “However, Ms. Haspel’s role in overseeing the use of

torture by Americans is disturbing. Her refusal to acknowledge

torture’s immorality is disqualifying. I believe the Senate should

exercise its duty of advice and consent and reject this nomination.”

We live in an uncertain world, one filled with complexity and

danger. The challenges we face in the future will be new and

nuanced, and they will require us to mobilize based on being smart,

not on being afraid. There will be hard decisions to make, to be sure,

of the kind that no previous generation has had to consider. And yet

it will serve us well to remember what it was that helped us protect

the American people and secure the peace in the generations

leading up to this moment. We must remember that we are a nation

of laws, that we stand for the rule of law. We must remember what

we have worked and in some cases bled for: an international order

that promotes peace and cooperation; a commitment to democracy,

here and around the world; a rejection of despots and tyrants and

dictators who rule their countries based on their self-interest alone,

not the interests of the people they are meant to serve. Imperfect

though we have been, ours is a history in pursuit of a better, safer,

freer world. In the years to come, with all the challenges to come,

we cannot lose sight of who we are and who we can be.
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Ten

WHAT I’VE LEARNED

arly in my career, one of the first cases I tried was a hit-and-

run case in Judge Jeffrey Horner’s Oakland courtroom. To

illustrate my argument, I had printed out a map on a large

sheet of paper, which I pinned to an easel with butterfly clips. I

needed the map so that I could show the jury the driver’s path.

I don’t remember all the details of the case, but I do remember

this map, because I kept stumbling over north, south, east, and

west. To acknowledge my own gaffes, at some point in the

proceedings I cracked a self-deprecating joke before the jury. Not

long after, during a break, Judge Horner called me into his chamber.

“Don’t you ever do that again,” he said. “You figure it out. Figure it

out.”

His words stuck with me, along with so many lessons I’ve

absorbed along the way—foundational wisdom from my mother;

encouragement and guidance from family members, friends, and

trusted mentors; and the powerful examples I’ve witnessed, both

good and bad, that have shaped my understanding of what it takes

to lead effectively, what it takes to achieve one’s objectives, and

what we owe to one another in the process.

These lessons have been informed by my own life experience and

leavened by their application over the course of my career. Today

they find expression in a series of brief phrases, ones my team

members hear so often they’ll probably laugh when they read this

chapter. One year, my team even had blue stress balls made, with NO

FALSE CHOICES emblazoned in white letters.



Of course, it isn’t possible to reduce the complexity of leadership

to simple slogans. But my team and I rely on these mantras as

touchstones and guideposts—as starting points for policy

conversations and as ways to determine whether we’re on the right

track. I’m sharing them here because they say a lot about my

personal philosophy and style. And maybe they will help to shape

your thinking in some way, as the wisdom earned by other people

has helped shape mine.

TEST THE HYPOTHESIS
When I was a kid, I used to accompany my mother to the lab, where

she’d give me jobs to do. Cleaning test tubes, mainly. I think she

probably knew early on that I wasn’t going to follow her into the

sciences. It was the humanities and the arts that spoke to me, even

as I was in awe of my mother and her colleagues and their work.

But when you’re the daughter of a scientist, science has a way of

shaping how you think. Our mother used to talk to Maya and me

about the scientific method as if it were a way of life. When I’d ask

her why something was the way it was, she wasn’t content to just

give me the answer. She wanted me to formulate my own

hypothesis, to use that as a starting point for further investigation,

and to challenge my assumptions. This was how she did her work in

the lab. The experiments she ran each day were aimed at figuring

out whether her ideas would stand after being tested. It was about

kicking the tires. She would collect and analyze the data, and draw

conclusions from that evidence. If the results didn’t support the

hypothesis, she would reevaluate.

Innovation is the pursuit of what can be, unburdened by what

has been. And we pursue innovation not because we’re bored but

because we want to make things faster, more efficient, more

effective, more accurate. In science, in medicine, in technology, we

embrace the culture of innovation—hypotheses, experiments, and

all. We expect mistakes; we just don’t want to make the same

mistake twice. We expect imperfections; it’s basic for us. We’ve



gotten used to the idea that software will need to be tweaked and

updated. We don’t have any problem with the concept of “bug fixes”

and upgrades. We know that the more we test something, the

clearer we’ll understand what works and what doesn’t, and the

better the final product or process will be.

But in the realm of public policy, we seem to have trouble

embracing innovation. That’s in part because when you’re running

for public office and you stand before the voters, you aren’t expected

to have a hypothesis; you’re expected to have “the Plan.” The

problem is, when you roll out any innovation, new policy, or plan

for the first time, there are likely to be glitches, and because you’re

in the public eye, those glitches are likely to end up on the front

page in bold lettering. When the HealthCare.gov website crashed

two hours after it launched in 2013, the problem, though temporary,

became a stand-in for describing the entire pursuit of affordable

health care coverage as folly.

The point is, when you are in public office, there really is a lot of

risk associated with pursuing bold actions. Even so, I believe it is

our obligation to do so. It is inherent in the oaths we take.

The point of being a public official is to find solutions to

problems, especially the most intractable, and to have a vision for

the future. I’ve always said that political capital doesn’t gain

interest. You have to spend it, and be willing to take the hit. You

have to be willing to test your hypothesis and find out if your

solution works, based on metrics and data. Blind adherence to

tradition should not be the measure of success.

Michael Tubbs, the mayor of Stockton, California, understands

this idea better than just about anyone I know. He became mayor, at

twenty-six, of a city that had been hammered by the foreclosure

crisis and forced into bankruptcy. His city still contends with high

poverty and crime and, now, rising rents. Tubbs asked a team of

researchers to identify novel ways he could fight poverty, and one of

the ideas they came back with was a guaranteed income program.

The concept is that giving people direct cash payments can help

them make ends meet while giving the economy a boost. And that

was a hypothesis he was willing to test. The city is putting together a



pilot program, beginning in February 2019, in which it will give a

random group of a hundred residents $500 a month for eighteen

months to spend however they want. Researchers will check in with

the participants regularly during the program. At the end of that

time, the city will have a trove of data that will help the mayor—and

countless political leaders—determine the effectiveness of such a

model.

Another much discussed idea for helping the American workforce

is to create a jobs guarantee program. Rather than guarantee a base

cash payment, a federal jobs guarantee could ensure that anyone

who wants to work will have a good-paying job with dignity. It’s an

idea straight out of President Franklin Roosevelt’s Economic Bill of

Rights. Is it possible? Would it work? If it’s part of “the Plan” you’re

running on, you’re compelled to say yes. But the better answer is

“Let’s find out.” I signed on to legislation in the Senate to create a

model program that will help us do just that. One way or the other, I

am confident that the data that comes from such a program will

inform our approach.

GO TO THE SCENE
There’s a small community in Southern California called Mira Loma

that sits just north of the Santa Ana River, at the western edge of

Riverside County. It was, for a long time, a rural community, a place

of grape vineyards and dairy farms, a place where people loved to

ride horses and to raise their children away from the smog of

industrial Los Angeles. But in the late 1980s, things started to

change.

The rise of globalization meant that the United States would start

importing a lot more goods from around the world, and many of

those shipping containers from Asia were ending up at Southern

California harbors. So nearby Riverside County started approving

huge warehouse projects and distribution centers into which trucks

would drop off the cargo they picked up at the docks. By the time I



was attorney general, there were approximately ninety such mega-

complexes in Mira Loma.

Life was transformed for the 4,500 families living in Mira Loma.

Farms were dug up and paved over. Traffic became unbearable. The

quiet rural community was swallowed up by an industrial

warehousing district. And the air turned toxic. Every day, trucks

made more than 15,000 trips on Mira Loma’s main roads, bringing

with them soot and other particulate matter. Soon Mira Loma had

one of the highest rates of diesel pollution in the state—well beyond

state and federal air quality standards.

Researchers at the University of Southern California conducted a

study that found that pollution was linked to poor lung

development and other serious illnesses in Mira Loma children. The

federal Environmental Protection Agency had already expressed its

own concerns about health dangers associated with such filthy air.

But things were only getting worse.

The circumstances of Mira Loma were brought to my attention

when I learned that the county had approved another complex of

warehouses, which would facilitate another 1,500 truck trips

through Mira Loma every day. Residents sued to stop it, arguing

that the county had failed to take the health concerns seriously and

hadn’t done the work to mitigate the harm this would cause to a

population already experiencing dangerous health impacts. They

argued that the county had failed to follow state standards meant to

protect communities like theirs. After reviewing the documents, I

agreed.

“I want to join the lawsuit,” I told my team. “Let’s show those

families the state has their back.”

That could have been the end of it. I was confident that, with

state resources behind them, the community would have what it

needed to prevail. But taking action wasn’t enough. Understanding

the circumstances strictly through the lens of briefing documents

and discussions with lawyers wasn’t enough. I wanted to go to the

scene.

As we approached Mira Loma, I could see a towering mass of

haze and smog enveloping the community and the surrounding



areas. The sun shone through, but with a gray, refracted tint as the

toxic cloud settled in. When I got out of the car, the pollution stung

my eyes. I could taste it in the air. I could wipe the dust and soot off

surfaces with my fingers.

I went into a small meeting room where members of the

community had gathered to tell me their stories. One person told

me that every day, when the wind changes, he started breathing the

fumes. Another told me that it’s not safe for children to play

outside. More than half the households had children under

eighteen, and they were stuck indoors. A soft-spoken woman told

me that she was glad I was there, because they had been fighting for

a long time and no one ever seemed to listen.

One man told me that they have to wash the soot off their

driveways, and clean their clotheslines before they hang any clothes.

He worried about the trees in his backyard, which had stopped

bearing fruit and were dying. And he expressed his concern for

people in the community who were suffering from higher rates of

cancer, asthma, and heart disease.

At first, that was all he said. But when the microphone came back

to him, the group encouraged him to tell the more personal story

that had brought him to the meeting.

“It’s hard for me to talk about it. . . . But, I mean, I’ll do it to help

this community.”

Through tears, he began. “I had a daughter . . . and she died

before she was fifteen years old. And instead of planning for her

fifteenth birthday . . . I was planning for her funeral. . . . She died of

lung cancer. Sometimes it’s hard for me to talk about it. But if this

can help, I’m just telling my story.”

It did help. The fight against the county would take place in

courtrooms and conference rooms, and we would be not just the

voice but the vessel through which the community’s story would be

told. To really understand the pain that a community is coping with,

it’s not enough to imagine what it must be like. Smart policies

cannot be created in an ivory tower, and arguments aren’t won by

facts alone. What matters just as much is being there whenever

possible, in person, ears and eyes wide open, talking to the folks



living closest to the challenge. It mattered that we were there to

hear this anguished father’s story and the stories of other families

in Mira Loma.

It mattered when I visited soldiers in Iraq who were waiting for

their next mission, and sailors in San Diego, preparing to deploy for

months on a nuclear submarine. It is one thing to talk about the

needs of the military and intelligence communities in a Senate

hearing room. It is another to go to the scene and make real, in-

person connections with the men and women who are serving. I

spent a good deal of time with the troops, talked about their

specialties and their training, about the challenges of their work and

how a combination of bravery and duty had led them to this life. But

we talked about other things, too: what they missed, what they

feared, what they had left behind, the sacrifice their families had to

make while they were gone. It was personal, and that mattered.

It mattered when I visited a Syrian refugee camp in Jordan so

that I could get an up-close view of what life was like for the people

trapped there—70 percent of them women and children. We drove

around the encampment, which seemed to stretch endlessly in all

directions, each makeshift dwelling representing a family that had

fled war and slaughter. I insisted that we get out of the cars. We

walked down a street they had nicknamed the Champs-Élysées,

after the famous shopping street in Paris, and we admired the stalls

of clothes and food.

At one point, three kids ran up and started talking to me. One of

them, a ten-year-old in a blue soccer shirt, took a real liking to me.

We took a selfie together and then he asked, through interpreters, if

I would come meet his family. I said of course, and I followed him

through the camp to where they were living.

When I got there, a large extended family was there to greet me.

They had two small dwellings between them and had created a little

courtyard between the two, with a board as an overhang. His

grandparents were there—the matriarch and patriarch of the family

—and they were incredibly welcoming when I arrived.

“Will you stay for tea?” the grandfather asked me. “I’d be

honored,” I replied.



The grandmother went behind the hut, where there was a water

spigot and a small gas camp stove. The next thing I knew she was

back, bearing a tray with beautiful glasses, a plate of sweets, and a

teapot.

We were all sitting there cross-legged, drinking our tea. I was

ready to ask all about them—the story of how they got there, the

experience of living in the refugee camp—when the grandfather

started to speak.

“Okay, I’ve invited you into my home. I’ve given you tea. I’ve fed

you. Now tell me, who are you?”

EMBRACE THE MUNDANE
Bill Gates is obsessed with fertilizer. “I go to meetings where it’s a

serious topic of conversation,” he writes. “I read books about its

benefits and the problems with overusing it. It’s the kind of topic I

have to remind myself not to talk about too much at cocktail parties,

since most people don’t find it as interesting as I do.” Why the

fascination? He explains that 40 percent of people on earth owe

their lives to higher crop outputs that were made possible only

because of fertilizer. It was the literal fuel for the Green Revolution,

which helped lift hundreds of millions of people out of poverty.

What Gates understands is that there is a big difference between

announcing a plan to end world hunger and actually ending it. And

closing the gap depends on seemingly mundane details like fertilizer

and weather patterns and the height of wheat.

Politics is a realm where the grand pronouncement often takes

the place of the painstaking and detail-oriented work of getting

meaningful things done. This isn’t to say that there’s anything

inherently wrong with grand pronouncements. Good leadership

requires vision and aspiration. It requires the articulation of bold

ideas that move people to action. But it is often the mastery of the

seemingly unimportant details, the careful execution of the tedious

tasks, and the dedicated work done outside of the public eye that

make the changes we seek possible.



Embracing the mundane also means making sure that our

solutions actually work for the people who need them. When I was

attorney general of California, for example, and I went after the for-

profit Corinthian Colleges, I was concerned about what would

happen to students who’d been defrauded. The students had the

right to transfer to another school, get their loan discharged, or get

their money back, but the paperwork involved was quite

complicated. Most students had no idea how to begin, or even that

they had these options in the first place.

We had prevailed in the case, but the students wouldn’t actually

receive the benefit of the financial relief unless they could navigate

the bureaucracy. So my office created a website that walked

students, step by step, through this complex process. I wanted to

make it as simple as possible for someone to exercise their rights

and get actual relief. As we were developing the website, I’d often

have our team show it to me, and I’d literally click through the

process myself. More than once, I hit a snag. I’d tell them, “If I don’t

understand it, how will the students?” That meant the team had to

rework the interface and the text. But as frustrating as the exercise

might have been, it resulted in a better product. Taking the time to

perfect the details made the tool more relevant for the students who

needed it.

My point is: you have to sweat the small stuff—because

sometimes it turns out that the small stuff is actually the big stuff. I

read a story once about a principal at a St. Louis elementary school

who wanted to take on rampant truancy in her school. When she

talked to parents, she realized that many of the kids didn’t have

clean clothes. Either they didn’t have access to washing machines or

their families couldn’t afford detergent or the power had been shut

off. Students were embarrassed to show up at school in dirty

clothes. “I think people don’t talk about not having clean clothes

because it makes you want to cry or go home or run away or

something,” a student explained. “It doesn’t feel good.”

So the principal had a washer and dryer installed at her school,

and she invited students who had missed more than ten days of

class to do their laundry on campus. According to CityLab, in the



first year of the initiative, more than 90 percent of the students they

tracked boosted their attendance.

WORDS MATTER
Words have the ability to empower and to deceive, the power to

soothe and to hurt. They can spread important ideas and

wrongheaded ones. They can spur people to action, for good or ill.

Words are incredibly powerful, and people in power, whose words

can carry furthest and fastest, have an obligation—a duty—to speak

them with precision and wisdom. Scripture tells us, “The one who

has knowledge uses words with restraint, and whoever has

understanding is even-tempered.”

I am keenly aware of the potential power that lives in my words—

as someone who represents nearly forty million people, who seeks

to give voice to the voiceless. And so when I speak, I do so with the

knowledge that the words I choose matter.

First, what we call things, and how we define them, shapes how

people think about them. Too often, words are used to degrade our

impressions of issues, or of one another. It’s why I insisted on

better terminology in my work with sexually exploited youth. It was

not right to refer to these individuals as “teen prostitutes.” They

were young people who were being exploited and preyed upon by

adults.

When I was attorney general, I prosecuted a case against a man

who had started a website called UGotPosted.com, which invited

people to upload sexually explicit content featuring their former

sexual partners. The man who ran the website would then demand

payment from those who had been exploited in exchange for

removing the images. In the press, and in common parlance, the act

of posting the images was described as “revenge porn.” In my office,

people shorthanded the case as the “revenge porn” case.

I wasn’t having any of that. Revenge is something you inflict on

someone who has wronged you. These people hadn’t wronged their

perpetrators. It wasn’t revenge. Nor was it pornography. The victims



had never intended for the images to be publicly displayed. It was

internet-based extortion, plain and simple, so we referred to it as

cyber exploitation. I directed my team that we were not to use the

term “revenge porn.” I encouraged the media not to use the term,

either. And I did so for one fundamental reason: words matter.

Second, I choose to speak truth. Even when it’s uncomfortable.

Even when it leaves people feeling uneasy. When you speak truth,

people won’t always walk away feeling good—and sometimes you

won’t feel so great about the reaction you receive. But at least all

parties will walk away knowing it was an honest conversation.

That is not to say that all truth is uncomfortable, or that the

intention is to cause discomfort. Many truths are incredibly hopeful.

I am simply saying that the job of an elected official is not to sing a

lullaby and soothe the country into a sense of complacency. The job

is to speak truth, even in a moment that does not welcome or invite

its utterance.

SHOW THE MATH
Many of us remember taking math tests in grade school, where it

wasn’t enough to simply answer a question. You had to show your

work. That way, your teacher could see how your logic unfolded,

step by step. If you got the solution right, the teacher would know

that you hadn’t just made a lucky guess. And if you got it wrong, she

could see exactly where and why—and help you correct your

mistake.

“Showing the math” is an approach that I’ve embraced

throughout my career. In part, it’s a methodology that helps me and

my team test the logic of our own proposals and solutions. When we

force ourselves to lay out our assumptions, we often find that there

are certain parts of our arguments that assume things they

shouldn’t. So we go back and revisit them, we revise them, we dive

deeper so that when we are ready to put forth a proposal, we can be

confident in its soundness.



At the same time, I think leaders who are asking for the public’s

trust have a responsibility to show the math, too. We can’t make

other people’s decisions for them, but we have to be able to show

how we reached ours.

That’s why, when I taught young lawyers how to put together a

closing argument, I would remind them that it wasn’t enough to get

up in front of the jury and just tell them, “You must find eight.”

Their job was to get up there and show the jury that two plus two

plus two plus two leads, categorically, to eight. I’d tell them to break

down every element. Explain the logic of their argument. Show the

jury how they reached their conclusion.

When you show people the math, you give them the tools to

decide whether they agree with the solution. And even if they don’t

agree with everything, they may find that they agree with you most

of the way—a kind of policy-making “partial credit” that can form

the basis for constructive collaboration.

NO ONE SHOULD HAVE TO FIGHT ALONE
In the spring of 1966, Cesar Chavez led a 340-mile march of Latinx

and Filipino farmworkers from California’s Central Valley to its

state capital in an effort to spur action and direct the country’s eyes

at the unconscionable ways that farmworkers were being treated.

That summer, the United Farm Workers was formed, and under

Chavez’s leadership, it would become one of the most important

civil rights and labor rights organizations in the country.

At the same time, two thousand miles away, Martin Luther King

Jr. was leading the Chicago Freedom Movement. Through speeches

and rallies and marches and meetings, he demanded everything

from the end of housing discrimination to the need for high-quality

education for all.

In September 1966, King sent Chavez a telegram. He wrote about

the many fronts on which the battle for equality must be fought

—“in the urban slums, in the sweat shops of the factories and fields.



Our separate struggles are really one—a struggle for freedom, for

dignity, and for humanity.”

That is the sentiment I believe we all must embrace. There are so

many ongoing struggles in this country—against racism and sexism,

against discrimination based on religion, national origin, and sexual

orientation. Each of these struggles is unique. Each deserves its own

attention and effort. And it would be wrong to suggest that the

differences don’t matter, or that one solution or one fight will alone

solve them all. But at the same time, we should embrace the point

that King made to Chavez—that what these struggles have in

common is the pursuit of freedom, of basic human dignity. Black

Lives Matter can’t just be a rallying call for black people, but a

banner under which all decent people will stand. The #MeToo

movement cannot make lasting structural changes for women in the

workplace unless the effort is joined by men. Victories by one group

can lead to victories for others, in the courts and in society as a

whole. None of us—none of us—should have to fight alone.

And if we are lucky enough to be in a position of power, if our

voice and our actions can mobilize change, don’t we have a special

obligation? Being an ally can’t just be about nodding when someone

says something we agree with—important as that is. It must also be

about action. It’s our job to stand up for those who are not at the

table where life-altering decisions are made. Not just those people

who look like us. Not just those who need what we need. Not just

those who have gained an audience with us. Our duty is to improve

the human condition—in every way we can, for everyone who needs

it.

IF IT’S WORTH FIGHTING FOR, IT’S A FIGHT WORTH
HAVING
“On Monday, I stood in front of your office,” a protester named Ana

Maria Archila exclaimed to Republican senator Jeff Flake, of

Arizona, as he got into an elevator. “I told the story of my sexual

assault. I told it because I recognized in Dr. Ford’s story that she is



telling the truth. What you are doing is allowing someone who

actually violated a woman to sit on the Supreme Court! This is not

tolerable!”

As she spoke, Senator Flake nodded his head but didn’t make eye

contact. Then another survivor, Maria Gallagher, spoke up: “I was

sexually assaulted and nobody believed me. I didn’t tell anyone, and

you’re telling all women that they don’t matter, that they should

just stay quiet because if they tell you what happened to them you

are going to ignore them. That’s what happened to me, and that’s

what you are telling all women in America, that they don’t matter.”

Senator Flake continued to avoid the woman’s gaze. “Look at me

when I’m talking to you!” she said, her voice breaking. “You are

telling me that my assault doesn’t matter, that what happened to me

doesn’t matter, and that you’re going to let people who do these

things into power. That’s what you’re telling me when you vote for

him. Don’t look away from me!” The elevators closed, and Senator

Flake made his way to the room where the Judiciary Committee was

holding a vote on the confirmation of Brett Kavanaugh.

I had been appointed to the Judiciary Committee ten months

earlier and had expected, at some point, to be part of a Supreme

Court confirmation process. But when Anthony Kennedy

announced his retirement on June 27, 2018, I counted myself

among the millions of people who were stunned and dismayed,

especially when we learned that Judge Kavanaugh had been chosen

to replace him.

Before we ever knew the name Christine Blasey Ford, we knew

from Judge Kavanaugh’s public statements, his writings, and his

judicial record that he was hostile to civil rights and voting rights

and reproductive rights. We knew he would be a reliable vote

against unions, against the environment, against corporate

regulation.

We knew before his first set of confirmation hearings that there

was something in his past that Judge Kavanaugh and the White

House were trying to hide. We knew it because 90 percent of Judge

Kavanaugh’s record was withheld from members of the Judiciary

Committee.



We knew after those first hearings that Brett Kavanaugh had

misled the Senate under oath: about his involvement with stolen

documents, about his work with controversial judicial nominees,

about his role in Bush-era warrantless wiretapping.

We knew all of this first. And then we learned her name. And

then we learned her story.

We learned that when she was in high school, Christine Blasey

Ford had gone to a gathering at a house with several people, where

Brett Kavanaugh had forced himself on top of her, had grinded

against her, and had groped her while trying to take off her clothes.

We learned that when she tried to scream, he had put his hand over

her mouth, that she believed he was going to rape her, that she

feared he might inadvertently kill her.

“I was able to get up and run out of the room,” Dr. Ford explained

as she testified under oath in front of the Judiciary Committee

about the attack. “Directly across from the bedroom was a small

bathroom. I ran inside the bathroom and locked the door. I heard

Brett and Mark leave the bedroom laughing and loudly walk down

the narrow stairs, pinballing off the walls on the way down.

“I waited, and when I did not hear them come back up the stairs,

I left the bathroom, ran down the stairs, through the living room,

and left the house,” she continued. “I remember being on the street

and feeling an enormous sense of relief that I had escaped from the

house and that Brett and Mark were not coming after me.”

I watched her in such awe as she told her story. In front of Dr.

Ford sat all twenty-one members of the Senate Judiciary

Committee, looking down from a raised dais. Behind her sat an

audience of many strangers. To her left was Rachel Mitchell, an

Arizona prosecutor who would question Dr. Ford instead of the

Republican committee members—all men—who apparently doubted

their own ability to question her. There were bodyguards in the

room, too, whose protection Dr. Ford now needed. And, of course,

there were the cameras, broadcasting every moment, every

movement, every word spoken and tear shed in front of a national

audience. This was no place for a person to have to talk about the

worst day of her life.



And yet there she was in front of us and the world—even after

death threats, even after having to leave her home, even after

countless vile attacks hurled at her online. Christine Blasey Ford

came to Washington out of a sense of what she called her civic duty

and testified in one of the most extraordinary displays of courage I

have seen in my lifetime.

Then Judge Kavanaugh responded.

“This whole two-week effort has been a calculated and

orchestrated political hit,” Kavanaugh railed at the committee,

“fueled with apparent pent-up anger about President Trump and the

2016 election, fear that has been unfairly stoked about my judicial

record, revenge on behalf of the Clintons, and millions of dollars in

money from outside left-wing opposition groups!” Fuming, he

declared that “the behavior of several of the Democratic members of

this committee at the hearing a few weeks ago was an

embarrassment.” He went on for forty-five minutes. And that was

just his opening statement.

“I like beer. I like beer,” Kavanaugh said in response to a question

from Senator Sheldon Whitehouse, a Democrat from Rhode Island.

“I don’t know if you do. Do you like beer, Senator, or not? What do

you like to drink? Senator, what do you like to drink?”

Minnesota senator Amy Klobuchar, also a Democrat, asked, “So

you’re saying there’s never been a case where you drank so much

that you didn’t remember what happened the night before, or part

of what happened?”

“It’s—you’re asking about, you know, blackout,” he said, with

visible frustration. “I don’t know. Have you?”

“Could you answer the question, Judge? I just—so you—that’s

not happened. Is that your answer?”

“Yeah,” he said smugly. “And I’m curious if you have.”

“I have no drinking problem, Judge,” she said, not moments after

having described how alcoholism had deeply affected her father.

“Yeah, nor do I,” he retorted. It was, if anything, a revealing

moment from a man who had sworn up and down that he always

treats women with respect.



Near the end of the hearing, it was my turn to question the

witness. As everyone was aware, Dr. Ford had taken and passed a

polygraph examination. She had called for outside witnesses and

expert witnesses to testify. And, most important, she had called for

an FBI investigation. I asked Kavanaugh if he would do the same.

He repeatedly evaded answering—just as he had done on many

questions from my colleagues up to that point. The contrast

between Dr. Ford’s sincerity and Judge Kavanaugh’s caginess was

striking.

As was his willingness to mislead the committee. He gave

patently false statements about the meanings of certain terms he’d

written in his high school yearbook. He downplayed key aspects of

his drinking. He was dishonest about the kinds of gatherings he

attended in high school.

And that temper. Judge Kavanaugh’s flagrant behavior was so

outside the norms of judicial standards that in the days after the

hearing, the American Bar Association reopened its evaluation of

him, and more than 2,400 academics signed an open letter to the

Senate saying they were “united, as professors of law and scholars

of judicial institutions, in believing that he did not display the

impartiality and judicial temperament requisite to sit on the highest

court of our land.”

And yet from the moment the hearing was over, it seemed the

Republican caucus was ready and eager to move on, and that,

despite Kavanaugh’s performance and despite Dr. Ford’s testimony,

the committee would push forward with a vote. Shortly after Judge

Kavanaugh finished testifying on Thursday night, Republican

leaders scheduled a committee vote on his nomination for Friday

morning.

There are many reasons why survivors of sexual assault don’t

report, and one is the fear—or assumption—that they will not be

believed. “I was calculating daily the risk/benefit for me of coming

forward, and wondering if I would just be jumping in front of a train

that was going where it was going anyway,” Dr. Ford had testified

that morning, “and that I would just be personally annihilated.”



As Republican senators pressed ahead, that fear seemed all too

justified. Those senators were choosing not to believe Christine

Blasey Ford, even though she had risked everything to warn them

about what she knew, even though she had reached out before

Judge Kavanaugh had even been nominated, even though she had

no reason to lie.

They chose not to believe Dr. Ford even as they refused to do a

real investigation, even though she had corroborating information

that backed up her claims, even though Judge Kavanaugh had more

than one accuser. For Judge Kavanaugh’s defenders, the cost of

believing her—the cost of the truth itself—was simply too high.

“This has been about raw power,” I said the next morning after

leading a walkout of the committee hearing. “You’re seeing that on

display in the hearing this morning; you’re seeing that in the

process from the beginning. . . . This is a failure of this body to do

what it has always said it is about, which is to be deliberative.”

When I returned to the chamber, there were rumblings. It

appeared that Senator Flake had been affected by the survivors

who’d stopped him in the elevator on the way to the hearing that

morning. After consultation with Senator Chris Coons, a Democrat

from Delaware, and others, Senator Flake called for a delay to the

final vote so the FBI could be given a week to investigate further. It

gave us an unexpected reprieve.

We know now that the victory felt in that moment was fleeting—

but that does not diminish its significance. Two survivors of sexual

assault standing in front of an elevator seemed to change the mind

of a senator whom most saw as immovable, securing an FBI

investigation and forcing a delay in an out-of-control process. In

that moment, those two brave women were more powerful than all

the Democratic senators on the Judiciary Committee. Together they

paused history—and gave us one last chance to prevail.

But the White House had one more card to play. The

administration limited the scope of the investigation, dictating

whom the FBI could speak to, even preventing agents from

following up with Dr. Ford and Judge Kavanaugh themselves. And

yet for key swing senators, the fact that there had been an



investigation of any kind was enough. On October 6, 2018, I stood

on the Senate floor and watched as Judge Kavanaugh got confirmed.

I have been writing these words in the days since, even as I finish

this manuscript. Like many Americans, I am still processing what

our country has just been through. But for now, I will say this: It

would be a mistake to downplay the consequences of having Justice

Kavanaugh on the Supreme Court. With this lifetime appointment,

he will be in a position, along with the conservative majority on the

court, to end a woman’s right to choose as we know it; to invalidate

the Affordable Care Act; to undo the legal basis by which

corporations are regulated; to unravel fundamental rights to vote, to

marry, and to privacy.

I worry about the ways his partisanship and temperament will

infect the court, how it will color his decision making, how it will

disadvantage so many who seek relief in the courts. I worry about

what it will do to the court itself to have a man credibly accused of

sexual assault among its justices. I worry about the message that

has been sent yet again to Americans and the world: that in our

country, today, someone can rage, lash out, resist accountability,

and still ascend to a position of extraordinary power over other

people’s lives.

But here’s what I am not worried about: I am not worried about

our commitment to the fight for a better country. I am not worried

that this experience has diminished our will. We chose this fight not

because we were sure we could win but because we were sure it was

right. Because that should be all that matters. And I know it is no

bromide of consolation to say what is certainly true: that even

though we didn’t prevail, this fight mattered.

Dr. Ford did not come forward in vain. As Senator Patrick Leahy

said of her decision to speak, “Bravery is contagious.” The cameras

and microphones that Dr. Ford never sought carried her story and

her message far beyond our committee room, inspiring women and

men to tell the stories of their sexual assaults, many for the first

time. On the day that Dr. Ford testified, the National Sexual Assault

Hotline saw a 200 percent increase in calls. Women were calling in

to C-SPAN to share their stories. Writing op-eds. Telling their



husbands and fathers. They were speaking their truth—and, in so

doing, making plainer than ever the pervasiveness of sexual

violence.

These survivors took no pleasure in reliving their own pain.

Many who came forward had no intention of seeking justice, much

less an expectation of receiving it. But they spoke out, like the

survivors of Harvey Weinstein, Larry Nassar, and Bill Cosby, like

survivors of abuse in the Catholic Church, to help ensure that this

conversation will never again be limited to whispers. Sexual

violence is real. It is wrong. It affects men as well as women. And no

one should suffer in silence. The faces, the voices, the crowds who

filled the hearing room and the Hart Building and the streets

outside the Supreme Court, the people who flooded social media

with messages of solidarity and shared anguish, all command us to

listen, to respect, to believe, and to act. Their voices, like Dr. Ford’s,

will have lasting reach.

Indeed, though this battle is over, the scope of its impact is yet to

be seen. History has shown that one person’s willingness to stand

up for what is right can be the spark that ignites far-reaching

change. Anita Hill’s testimony wasn’t enough to keep Clarence

Thomas off the Supreme Court in 1991, but it brought the term

“sexual harassment” into the mainstream and started a national

conversation. Less than two months after Hill’s testimony, Congress

passed the Civil Rights Act of 1991, which expanded the remedies

available to victims of sexual harassment. The following year,

Democratic women took the 1992 elections by storm, doubling the

number of women in the House and tripling the number of women

in the Senate.

I am not naive. I walk the same halls where one Republican

senator told survivors of sexual assault to “grow up,” and where

another described protesting survivors as a “mob,” even as the

president he serves was inciting a crowd to humiliate Dr. Ford. I

know—we all know—that there are miles still to go before women

are accorded the full respect and dignity we deserve. But I am

heartened by the unprecedented numbers of women running for

office, and the many more who have been politically energized. I am



heartened by the new bonds being forged across boundaries of race,

age, background, experience, and gender as women and men stand

shoulder to shoulder for justice, equality, and basic rights.

This progress is the product of a movement. A movement that

started before Anita Hill ever testified and will continue long after

Dr. Ford becomes a hero in our children’s history books. We will

grow stronger through every effort, even when we face setbacks. We

will draw wisdom from every chapter, even when those lessons are

hard. We will face what is to come with conviction that change is

possible—knowing that truth is like the sun. It always rises.

YOU MAY BE THE FIRST.
DON’T BE THE LAST.
I was in the middle of my first campaign for district attorney when I

got a call from an old law school friend, Lisa, who was working as a

career counselor at a nearby law school. She had met a young black

woman named Venus Johnson, a second-year law student who had

grown up in Oakland, the child of an immigrant, with dreams of

becoming a prosecutor. Not surprisingly, when my friend heard

Venus’s story, she thought of me.

We arranged to spend a day together in the fall of 2003, and from

the moment I shook Venus’s hand, I could feel this incredible sense

of commonality. I could see myself in her. She was kind enough to

spend the day following me around while I campaigned and ran

errands. At one point, we ended up shopping for a wedding present

for one of my dear friends. (I settled on bedding.) At another, we

drove past a storefront that had a sign for my opponent in the

window.

“Come on, let’s go,” I told Venus as I grabbed one of my own

signs out of the trunk. We went in and I shook hands with the store

owner and asked him for his support.

“But . . . um . . . I have another candidate’s sign in my window,”

he said, not sure what to make of me. “That’s okay,” I told him. “You



can put mine in the window, too!” He agreed, and we were on our

way.

Over lunch, Venus and I talked about the reasons she wanted to

be a prosecutor, and the kind of work she had hoped to do. I learned

that her father had a long career in law enforcement, and that she

always imagined herself fighting on behalf of victims. I told her that

I had taken a similar path and recommended she follow her

instincts and join the Alameda County District Attorney’s Office. I’d

be happy, I told her, to make some calls on her behalf.

She seemed to wonder why I was doing this for her. I told her

that there was something my mother used to say that I always held

close. “You may be the first. Don’t be the last.” My mother had

gotten to where she was because of the help of mentors. I had

gotten to where I was because of mentors, too. And I intended to be

a mentor to as many people as I could during the course of my

career.

A few years after my first conversation with Venus, she got the

job she’d been dreaming of in the Alameda County DA’s Office. She

worked there for eight years, and, like me, she specialized in helping

victims of sexual violence. We spoke regularly over those years. In

2014, she joined me in the attorney general’s office, and about one

year into her working for me on legislative matters, I had a specific

request for her.

I called her into my office. “I want you to be my associate

attorney general and my de facto chief of staff.” There was a

pregnant pause. “Me?” she asked. “Yes, you!” I’ve had a lot of good

fortune in my life, but I’m not sure I’ve ever felt as lucky as the

moment she said yes. She was as wonderful at the job as I thought

she would be. In addition to keeping things moving, staffing me,

and being the last person in line to ensure that I was prepared for

meetings and press conferences, she helped to manage a complex

bureaucracy and lead major initiatives on my behalf as a legal and

policy adviser. I couldn’t have asked for a better member of the

team.

During those years, we spent a lot of time together. We’ve

continued to speak since our time in the attorney general’s office.



I’

Sometimes about her cases. Sometimes about career moves she was

considering. Once about a recipe for a really amazing chicken broth.

Venus was part of the inspiration for a speech I often give,

especially in front of groups of young women. I like to induct them

into what I call the Role Models Club.

I tell them that, whatever profession they choose, they’ve got to

keep raising their hands, to share—and take credit for—their good

ideas, and to know that they deserve to rise as high as they dare to

climb. I also tell them that when they see others in need, they’ve got

to go out of their way to lift them up.

I tell them that sometimes members of the Role Models Club can

feel alone. Sometimes they may think, “Do I have to carry this

burden by myself?” The fact is, they will find themselves in rooms

where no one else looks like them. And breaking barriers can be

scary. When you break through a glass ceiling, you’re going to get

cut, and it’s going to hurt. It is not without pain. But I ask them to

look around at one another and hold that image in their brains and

their hearts and their souls. I tell them to remember that they are

never in those rooms alone—that we are all in there with them,

cheering them on. And so when they stand up, when they speak out,

when they express their thoughts and feelings, they should know

that we’re right there in that room with them and we’ve got their

back. I know Venus always has mine.

•   •   •

ve seen a lot in my years of public service. And what I’ve learned

can’t all be boiled down. But I’ve come away with the firm belief

that people are fundamentally good. And that, given the chance,

they will usually reach out a hand to help their neighbor.

I’ve learned, through history and experience, that not all progress

is gradual or linear. Sometimes it simply goes from one plateau to

another. Sometimes we fall back tragically. Sometimes we leap

forward and achieve things beyond the realm of what we thought

possible. I believe that our job is to provide the force propulsion

that will get us to a higher plane.



We have yet to achieve that perfect union. Alongside the great

achievements of the American experiment lies a dark history that

we have to deal with in the present. In the face of powerful

headwinds, it’s easy to become tired. To become overwhelmed. But

we cannot give up. The beginning of our downfall comes when we

stop aspiring.

Let me speak one final truth: For all of our differences, for all the

battles, for all the fights, we are still one American family, and we

should act like it. We have so much more in common than what

separates us. We need to paint a picture of the future in which

everyone can see themselves, and everyone is seen. A vibrant

portrait of a vibrant United States, where everyone is treated with

equal dignity and each of us has the opportunities to make the most

of our own lives. That is the vision worth fighting for, born out of

love of country.

It is an age-old fight. And what we know about it is this: Victories

won can be lost in complacency. Battles lost can be won with new

effort. Every generation has to recommit to the work, to the effort,

and to the true meaning of the word “patriot.” A patriot is not

someone who condones the conduct of our country, whatever it

does; it is someone who fights every day for the ideals of the

country, whatever it takes.

What I have seen, especially since becoming a United States

senator, is that this is a fight born out of optimism, too. I see

hundreds of Dreamers walking the halls of the Capitol who believe

that if they are heard, they can make a difference. And they will. I

see it in the parents who traveled from all over the country to

Washington with their disabled children, to show Congress the

faces of those who would lose coverage if the Affordable Care Act

was repealed. I see it in the women who fight every day for the right

to make their own decisions about their bodies. I see it in the

Parkland survivors, who march and fight and organize for gun safety

laws, and who have achieved significant victories that tell them a

better future is possible.

When I travel our country, I see that optimism in the eyes of five-

and seven- and ten-year-olds who feel a sense of purpose in being



part of the fight. I see it, and feel it, in the energy of the people I

meet. Yes, people are marching. Yes, people are shouting. But they

are doing it from a place of optimism. That’s why they’ve got their

babies with them. That’s why my parents took me in a stroller to

civil rights marches. Because as overwhelming as the circumstances

may be, they believe, as I do, that a better future is possible for us

all.

My daily challenge to myself is to be part of the solution, to be a

joyful warrior in the battle to come. My challenge to you is to join

that effort. To stand up for our ideals and our values. Let’s not

throw up our hands when it’s time to roll up our sleeves. Not now.

Not tomorrow. Not ever.

Years from now, our children and our grandchildren will look up

and lock eyes with us. They will ask us where we were when the

stakes were so high. They will ask us what it was like. I don’t want

us to just tell them how we felt. I want us to tell them what we did.



My parents met at Berkeley during the civil rights movement. They were married soon after.



My mother and her dear friend Auntie Lenore were part of the protests against Birmingham

atrocities.



At twenty-five years old, Mommy had a college degree, a PhD, and me.



Proud daddy on his way to a doctorate in economics at Berkeley. (April 1965)



When I was ten months old, I visited Spanish Town, Jamaica. This is me with my mother

and my paternal grandfather, Oscar Joseph.



With my great grandmother Iris Finegan in Jamaica.



Visiting my uncle Freddy in Harlem. Harlem was always a magical place for me. (September

1966)



Couldn’t have been more excited to welcome my baby sister, Maya. (March 1967)



Grandpa and me when we visited him and my grandmother in Lusaka, Zambia. He was

sent on a diplomatic mission by India to assist the African nation when it gained

independence. Grandpa was one of my favorite people in the world and one of the earliest

and most lasting influences in my life.



Christmas 1968. Sisters waiting for Santa Claus.



Mommy, Maya, and me outside of our apartment on Milvia Street after my parents

separated. From then on, we were known as Shyamala and the girls. (January 1970)



Sporting my ’fro. (Summer of 1970)



My class at Thousand Oaks Elementary School was only the second in Berkeley to be

integrated. This is Mrs. Wilson’s first grade. That’s me in the middle, in the white sweater.



This is my sixth birthday party. Included in this photo is Stacey Johnson, my best friend in

kindergarten and still one of my closest friends today.



Maya and me at Madam Bovie’s Ballet Studio. I loved dancing as a child. I still do.



My favorite pleather jacket at age seven. (December 1971)



Hanging out with my family in Jamaica. Maya is off to the right.



My maternal grandparents came to visit in 1972. You can see my mom’s yellow Dodge Dart

to the left. We lived just up those stairs, above the nursery school.



Long before “take your kid to work day,” my mother often took us to her lab in Berkeley. She

had two goals in life: to raise her two daughters and to end breast cancer.



This is Maya and me in the front yard of our building. You can see the Bancroft Nursery

sign just behind us. We lived upstairs.



My mother always said to me, “Kamala, you may be the first to do many things. Make sure

you’re not the last.”



In front of Mrs. Shelton’s house, holding her granddaughter Saniyyah. The house was

always full of children, good cooking, and lots of love. (Summer 1978)



During my freshman year at Howard University, almost every weekend was spent at the

Mall protesting apartheid and calling for divestment. Here I am with Gwen Whitfield.

(November 1982)



Visiting my paternal grandmother, Beryl, in Jamaica.



Graduating from University of California Hastings College of the Law in May 1989. My first

grade teacher, Mrs. Wilson (left), came to cheer me on. My mom was pretty proud, too.



Even after I started working in the Alameda County District Attorney’s Office, I would

return to Mrs. Shelton’s kitchen, where I always knew I would receive a warm hug and

delicious food.



We held the campaign kickoff for my DA’s race at the Women’s Building in San Francisco.

My mother is addressing the crowd. She could also regularly be found organizing

volunteers, licking envelopes, and generally doing anything that was needed. Also pictured:

San Francisco Supervisors Sophie Maxwell and Fiona Ma, and State Assembly Member

Mark Leno.



I’m blessed with an amazing family. I’ll never be able to thank Auntie Chris, Uncle Freddy,

and Aunt Mary enough for their constant encouragement and support. They always showed

up for me, as they did here at a campaign event for my DA’s race that we held at a San

Francisco jazz club.



On Election Night in November 2003, we went to dinner as the vote tallies started to come

in. My brother-in-law, Tony West, along with my dear friends Matthew Rothschild and

Mark Leno, and my campaign consultant Jim Rivaldo, are writing down early returns on

the paper tablecloth. We tore off the tally and I still have it framed in my office.



I won the runoff five weeks later, becoming the first female district attorney of San

Francisco. Here I am at campaign headquarters, standing before the word “justice,” which

volunteers had spray painted on the walls. Behind my left shoulder is my mother. Behind

her are Chris Cunnie and City Attorney Dennis Herrera. Chris would later become chief of

my bureau of investigations.



After my inauguration, I went over to my new office to see what it would be like. It was

totally empty except for a chair in the middle. I was happy to take my seat.



I loved having my mother with me at community events. Here we are at the Chinese New

Year parade. (2007)



Even though my opponent in the 2010 attorney general race declared victory on election

night, we knew that it was too close to call. We huddled around computers and checked

tallies through the night. It took twenty-one days for all the ballots to be counted and for me

to be declared the winner. Every vote counts! From left to right: Justin Erlich, Dereck

Johnson, Tony West, me, Meena, Maya, Ace Smith, and Brian Brokaw.



California Supreme Court Justice Tani Cantil-Sakauye swears me in at the Women’s

Museum in Sacramento. Maya is holding Mrs. Shelton’s Bible.



Governor Jerry Brown signs our California Homeowner Bill of Rights. Speaker John Pérez,

Senate President Darrell Steinberg, and Assembly Member Nancy Skinner all helped

enormously in getting the bill passed.



My team traveled with me to Mexico City to work on our collaboration with Mexican

attorneys general to combat transnational criminal organizations. From left to right: Mateo

Munoz, Travis LeBlanc, me, Michael Trancoso, Brian Nelson, and Larry Wallace, who was

the director of the law enforcement division for the California Department of Justice.



Performing the wedding of Sandy Stier (left) and Kris Perry (right) on the balcony of San

Francisco City Hall on June 28, 2013.



On September 30, 2013, I stood on the stage of the California Endowment for the statewide

launch of our elementary school truancy initiative, where I explained that 82 percent of

prisoners are high school dropouts. It was also the day that my team first met Doug.



On October 10, 2013, I announced a lawsuit against for-profit Corinthian Colleges, Inc.,

which defrauded students and investors across the state. We successfully advocated that the

students’ loans be forgiven.



One of the most joyful days of my life was marrying my sweetheart, Doug. We were married

at the courthouse in Santa Barbara, CA, on August 22, 2014.



At the courthouse on the day of our marriage, with my family. Left to right: Tony, Aunt

Chinni, Maya, me, Aunt Sarala, Uncle Subash (Chinni’s husband), and Meena.



Doug congratulates me for winning reelection as California’s attorney general in November

2014. We’re at the Delancey Street Foundation, which is run by my dear friend Mimi Silbert.



Visiting the Pitchess Detention Center in Castaic on March 11, 2015, where we were starting

Back on Track–Los Angeles. In partnership with the sheriff’s department and the Ford

Foundation, we were there to provide services to the inmates to help them with their reentry

back into society. Left to right: Me, LA sheriff Jim McDonnell, Dan Suvor, Doug Wood, and

Jeff Tsai.



A morning walk along the bay with my dear Ella. (March 2015)



Venus Johnson, my associate attorney general and de facto chief of staff, and me, working

on issues related to law enforcement. I can’t thank Venus enough for her leadership. (April

2016)



Campaigning up and down the state on the Fearless for the People bus, with a Kamoji

always waving to passersby. My campaign team, from left to right: Juan Rodriguez, Ellie

Caple, Sean Clegg, Jill Habig, and Daniel Lopez.



Chrisette Hudlin, my best friend, got her kids (and my godchildren) Helena and Alexander

into the spirit of the campaign. Helena was an active volunteer in the campaign office,

where she started her own newsletter, interviewing campaign staff. She was one of the

toughest interviews I’ve ever done.



Doug and me jumping off the Kamoji bus on the last full day of campaigning. Ready for

action! (November 7, 2016)



Nathan Barankin and I have come a long way together. He was my number two in the

attorney general’s office in Sacramento and joined me in Washington, DC, as my chief of

staff.



Election Night celebration at Exchange LA. (November 8, 2016)



Vice President Biden swearing me in as a United States Senator in the Old Senate Chamber

at the U.S. Capitol. (January 3, 2017)



Members of Congress joined the Women’s March on Washington on January 21, 2017. Left

to right: Rep. Brenda Lawrence (D-MI), Rep. Yvette Clarke (D-NY), Rep. Barbara Lee (D-

CA), Rep. Sheila Jackson Lee (D-TX), Rep. Grace Meng (D-NY), me, Emily’s List President

Stephanie Schriock, Rep. Jackie Speier (D-CA), and Rep. Doris Matsui (D-CA).



I am a proud graduate of Howard University, an institution that has inspired, nurtured,

and challenged its students to take on roles of leadership. I was honored to deliver the

commencement speech at my alma mater. (May 13, 2017)



Cole graduated from Colorado College on May 22, 2017. Doug, Kerstin, and I were there to

celebrate with him.



The devastation and loss for the victims of the Santa Rosa fire was beyond description.



Visiting with first responders during the Santa Rosa fire in Northern California. This

firefighter lost his home in the same blaze he was battling. His bravery and his sacrifice were

deeply moving. I’ll never forget him. (October 2017)



Traveling with a delegation to Puerto Rico to survey the vast destruction from Hurricane

Maria. It was critical to witness the devastation felt by our fellow citizens. (November 2017)



With John Laird, Secretary of the California Natural Resources Agency, touring Lake

Oroville, where damage to the reservoir’s spillways caused flooding and forced the

temporary evacuation of 100,000 people.



On March 20, 2018, the Senate Intelligence Committee held a news conference where we

presented our findings and recommendations on threats to election infrastructure. Left to

right: Sen. Richard Burr (R-NC), Sen. Susan Collins (R-ME), me, Sen. Mark Warner (D-

VA), Sen. James Lankford (R-OK), Sen. Martin Heinrich (D-NM), Sen. Joe Manchin (D-

WV), and Sen. Angus King (I-ME).



On March 24, 2018, I joined the millions of people around the county in the March for Our

Lives to advocate for reasonable gun safety laws. I attended the Los Angeles march, where I

met with young community leaders from The Brotherhood Crusade, who are highlighting

the impact of gun violence in the community.



Calling for an end to the barbaric practice of family separation, I visited the Otay Mesa

Detention Center in Southern California, where mothers who had been separated from their

children were being held, on June 22, 2018. I met with them in the prison and then gave a

news conference outside. To my left is a great leader: Angelica Salas of CHIRLA.



With Doug and Meena celebrating the San Francisco Pride Parade. (June 2018)



Marching at the Martin Luther King Day Parade in Los Angeles. Left to right: Heather Hutt,

Areva Martin, me, Rabbi Jonathan Klein, Salas. (January 15, 2018)



In this crowd are survivors of sexual assault who fearlessly spoke truth to powerful forces

and refused to be silenced. I am inspired by their courage.



Hanging with a few Dreamers. Let’s find time between the marching and the shouting to

dance, sing, and laugh—to be joyful warriors.
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